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ABSTRACT

The characteristics of the mean summer 1970 and winter 1970-71

atmospheric circulations were investigated and used as a reference

framework for studying the synoptic and energetic properties of

circulation fluctuations during these seasonal extremes.

In both seasons, standing equatorial-tropical long waves appeared

to be of the Kelvin-type. Tropical standing short waves possessed

negligible kinetic energies. Transient ultra-long waves possessed

very small v-component kinetic energies over all latitudes. An

analysis of their phase propagation characteristics revealed a strong

westward moving component which appeared to belong to the 'Laplace

tidal planetary waves of the second class' wave-mode, or barotropic

Rossby mode, with detectable amplitudes over midlatitude regions as

well. Eastward moving Kelvin-type equatorial transient waves also

existed, with somewhat stronger amplitudes in winter. Transient

short waves had substantial v-component kinetic energies over all

latitudes; in tropical-equatorial regions they propagated mostly

westwards and appeared to be of the Rossby-type. At times, eastward

propagating equatorial short wave (n~5) components were also observed,

particularly in summer. Over higher-middle latitude regions, transient

waves appeared to be of the baroclinic Rossby-type. At all latitudes,

transient waves showed intermittent, anomalous phase propagation

characteristics. They may have signalled turbulent changes in the

atmosphere1s circulation.

Somewhat systematic fluctuations in total eddy kinetic energy

which were coherent over the tropics, subtropics and midlatitudes,
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permitted a composite classification of the large-scale circulation

fluctuations into periods of eddy kinetic energy maxima (M) and

minima (m). The atmosphere exhibited rather distinct differences

between these two phases with marked changes in the weather, regional

circulations and wavenumber domain energetics of the individual

latitudinal circulation regimes defined on the basis of season mean

criteria. The distributions of transient eddy kinetic energy yielded

valuable information on the preferred zones of upper and lower

tropospheric disturbance activity as well as on meridional and inter

hemispheric coupling. They showed that systematic changes in distur

bance activity, especially over the monsoon areas, accompanied changes

in the large-scale circulation.

During mid-summer the tropospheric circulation possessed

singularly anomalous characteristics when break-monsoon conditions

prevailed over monsoonal India and Southeast Asia. Somewhat regular

changes in the local Hadley cell over east Asia preceded the break

over India while regions over the tropical western Pacific went

through an abnormally active phase.

In mid-winter, an abnormal and systematic deceleration of the

westerly jet stream near Japan was accompanied by the acceleration of

westerlies to the south of the Himalayas, while an intense upper

tropospheric blocking-high developed over the Bering Sea-Chukchi Sea

region upstream of a strong cyclonic circulation over the Alaska

region where local stratospheric warm temperature anomalies were

largest. These changes were accompanied by sudden warming of the

northern winter stratosphere and circumpolar vortex breakdown.

The abnormal mid-season circulation phases were examined in detail,
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synoptically and energetically. Overall, the circulation fluctuations

during summer and winter were found to be extremely complex, with

differing circulation systems and regimes interactively coupled with

one another. Regional scale climate and circulation fluctuations

were found to be intimately related to variations in the large-scale

circulation; one of the focal points of this study. An attempt to

elucidate as many of the myriad mechanisms and interactive processes

as possible within the constraints of data of limited resolution and

accuracy was made.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The summer and winter monsoon circulations over South and East

Asia constitute the strongest and largest components of the global

tropospheric circulation. They blow, by and large, in response to

the large-scale land-sea temperature contrasts during these extrema

in the solar ecliptic. By virtue of their overpowering size, they

playa dominant role in the global general circulation. Ramage (1971)

defines the monsoon area as encompassing regions with January and July

surface circulations in which (1) the prevailing wind direction shifts

by at least 1200 between January and July, (2) the average frequency

of prevailing wind directions in January and July exceeds 40%, (3) the

mean resultant winds in at least one of the months exceed 3 msec- l,

and (4) fewer than one cyclone-anticyclone alternation occurs every

two years in either month in a 50 latitude-longitude rectangle. He

thus defines the monsoon region, using the South Asian mountains as a

natural northern boundary, as that between 35N and 255 and between

30W and 170E. This is a rather extensive domain. As will be shown

later transient disturbance activity embedded within the monsoon

circulation system shows marked preference for specific areas.

Fluctuations within a particular subregion are interactively and

sometimes inversely related to circulation fluctuations over another.

Generally it is possible that monsoon activity could exert a strong

influence on the large-scale global circulation and vice-versa.

The recent and not so recent past has been inundated with

numerous regional and synoptic studies of various aspects of the
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monsoon circulations. They have advanced our conceptual understanding

of monsoon characteristics. In recent years, numerical models which

have attempted to simulate the observed atmospheric circulation on a

regional or global basis have contributed substantially to a compre

hension of the dynamics of the summer and winter circulations.

Relatively few studies have dealt with large-scale circulation

fluctuations to which variations of the monsoon-system must be inevitably

though, perhaps, tenuously coupled. During both summer and winter,

tropical disturbance activity is pronounced over monsoonal regions.

In summer, monsoon lows, depressions etc., form over the head Bay of

Bengal and move inland on a west-northwestward track, while maintaining

their circulation intensities overland to produce a substantial part

of the rainfall over North India. Disturbances also form over the

Arabian Sea. In winter, transient activity characterizes the East

Asian region from Japan and beyond, through the Malaysian-South China

Sea-Philippines, to the Indonesian-North Australian Arafura Sea region.

The northern part of this sector is marked by disturbances and weather

associated with cold air outbreaks from the Siberian High. In near

equatorial latitudes disturbances form occasionally along the near

equatorial northern hemispheric trough over the South China Sea

Philippines area, and produce flooding rains over Malaysia. Those

that develop over the Timor-Arafura Seas, occasionally intensify into

tropical hurricanes as they move westwards into the South Indian Ocean.

Several studies have attempted to establish cause-effect relationships

pertaining to disturbance activity. Forecasting their development and

movement poses a continuing challenge to forecasters and scientists

alike. Indeed, they are of prime importance to the inhabitants of the
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of the densely populated monsoon areas; constructively through providing

essential water to agricultural enterprise and destructively via wind

and flood damage.

Several studies have attempted to relate their occurrence to

larger scale circulation changes, with perhaps limited success. In

part this has been due to confining their attention to regional scales.

Few studies have investigated changes in the large-scale circulation

which may exert a controlling influence on or that are associated with

regional-scale disturbance activity. An investigation of the relation

ship between large-scale circulation fluctuation and local circulation

and weather changes is one of the prime objectives of this study.

Indeed, one might say that one of the apriori expectations which has

underscored meteorological endeavor, to date, has been that with the

availability of increasingly better data, in terms of four dimensional

resolution and global coverage, a coherent, tangible, theoretically

describable picture would emerge to drastically improve our understanding

of circulation fluctuations and most importantly climate and weather

prognosis, be it synoptic or dynamic. Perhaps this study would enable

a better assessment of the degree to which regional-scale changes are

meshed-in with changes in the large-scale global circulation and

throw some light on the simplicity or complexity as the case might be

of the problem. In order to pursue this, the following modus operandi

has been used: (1) The synoptic and energetic characteristics of the

mean summer and winter tropospheric circulations have been investigated

in some detail so that they may be used as a reference framework

against which tropospheric fluctuations could be scrutinized to a

degree obviously constrained by the time-space resolution and
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reliability of the basic available meteorological data; (2) tropical,

subtropical and middle latitudinal regimes were defined on the basis

of season mean dynamic criteria; (3) regime averaged total eddy

kinetic energy was selected as a key variable to monitor circulation

fluctuations within the defined zones--systematic and/or large

anomalous changes in eddy kinetic energy being associated with changes

in weather, from our empirical and theoretical knowledge of meteorology.

Mechanisms by which each individual latitudinal belt (tropical, sub

tropical and mid-latitude) eddy kinetic energy could change were

investigated--barotropic energy exchanges and baroclinic processes

within the domain as well as coupling with neighboring zones; (4) peri

ods that experienced detectably well above or below normal eddy kinetic

energy nearly simultaneously (within ~3 days) over all latitudinal

belts were composited as being representative of a particular phase

of the large-scale circulation; (5) composite circulation character

istics were examined synoptically and energetically, (a) synoptically

through the spatial distributions of streamfunction, velocity potential,

and weather (cloudiness) to provide an insight into synoptic changes

that were on a regional basis related to the large-scale changes that

characterized the periods considered, and (b) energetically, through

examing the preferred regions of disturbance activity (transient

eddy kinetic energy) and through studying the energy exchange pro

cesses between eddies and zonal mean flows, and amongst large-scale

eddies of different space-scales, in the wavenumber domain, i.e.,

wave-wave and wave-zonal mean flow interactions; and (6) singular

or abnormal changes in the large-scale circulation that occurred

during a particular span of days, and were not a recurrent feature
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through the season were identified, isolated and studied in detail.

Local changes that accompanied such unusual large-scale circulation

changes were analyzed.

As a preliminary effort, this study is confined to the summer

and winter of the year 1970. Data and computational procedures are

elaborated on in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 covers the tropospheric

circulations of summer 1970 while Chapter 4 deals with winter 1970.

The two seasons are introduced separately in their respective chapters.
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CHAPTER 2

Data and Computational Procedures

2.1 Data

Tropospheric zonal and meridional component, grid point, wind

data for summer 1970; June, July and August, and winter 1970: December

1970, January, February 1971 were procured from the National Meteorolog

ical Center (NMC). During these periods, their data incorporated both

commercial aircraft and AT51/AT53 data in addition to conventional

rawinsonde data. The data is available on a 73x23 point NMC tropical

grid, equally spaced on a mercator projection from 48.15 to 48.1N;

Jenne (1975). Their data analysis scheme described by Bedient et ale

(1967), transforms in a series of steps, a first guess field composed

of rawinsonde and aircraft data, satellite derived wind from cirrus

blow-off, and data introduced subjectively by an analyst, to a final

data set which comprises a weighted average of raw data, filtered

barotropic model output based on the first guess field and climatology

such that data sparse regions get increased weighting on model output

and subjective analysis. Overall, it seems likely that upper level

data is the most reliable, with decreasing releability to 700 mb.

A time series of wind data to the south of about 37.15 possessed

unrealistic fluctuations. This study is, therefore, confined to a

region from 37.15 to 48.1N and places emphasis on northern hemispheric

circulation characteristics.

Through the process of a form of data smoothing to reduce spurious

divergence caused by lithe interaction of accidental data placement"

(to quote Bedient et al., 1967), it is probable that the NMC divergence
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associated with small-scale disturbances is also smoothed out some-

what. However, large-scale features are probably representative of

the atmospheric circulation. We have ascertained this by comparing

the fields of divergence with cloudiness, an independent data variable.

Cloudiness data was obtained from Professor Sadler (University

of Hawaii), compiled over 2.50 1atitude-iongitude grid squares from

30S to 30N. Cloudiness data extraction procedures are described in

Sadler (1968) and Atkinson and Sadler (1970, vol. I). Their original

data was subjected to horizontal smoothing over 50 grid squares to

eliminate small-scale noise while retaining large-scale cloudiness

perturbations, and also to facilitate the comparison of cloudiness

data with NMC-wind data of approximately 50 grid resolution. As

illustrated later, changes in divergence (or velocity potential)

agreed reasonably well with changes in cloudiness; attesting, perhaps,

the validity of NMC wind data, at least for the summer and winter of

1970.

2.2 Computational procedures

Daily u, v, and c data were separated into zonal mean and eddy

components. For example:

u=u+u' , (1)

where - 1u =-27f

27ff ud)'
o

The variables were also separated into their season mean values,

< >, and departure from it, ( )*, such as

u = <u> + u* , (2)

where 1<u> = T
TJ udt
o
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and T = length of season days (t). Thus u* is defined here as the

transient component of u.

The horizontal winds were separated into rotational and irrotational

or divergent components;

where
~ =-~

_ a1JJ
v1JJ - ax

u = ax
x ax

v = ~X ay

, (3)

, (4)

so that

and

'ij21JJ = 1;;

'ij2X = <5

Perturbation streamfunction (1JJI) was obtained from the inverse

Laplacian of vorticity, and 1JJ by integrating umeridionally;

av'
acos6aA

au'cos6
acos6a6 (5)

ijJ = - ru ad6 , (6)

The Poisson equation (5) was solved using a modified Gaussian

elimination scheme devised by Lindzen and Kuo (1969). Boundary

conditions at 48.1N and 37.15 were prescribed as 1JJ1 ~ ¢'/f, valid for

the midlatitudes as per scale analysis of the balance equation

(Phillips, 1963, Murakami, 1972a). When integrating equation (6), 1JJ

was assigned zero at the equator. Daily values of perturbation geo

potential (¢I) were obtained at 48.1N and 37.15, at 200 mb and 700 mb,
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by integrating the hydrostatic equation using temperature data com

pi1ed by the U. S. Navy Fleet Numerical Weather Center:

</>' = -RfT' d1nP . (7)

Velocity potential X was obtained by

au' + av 'cose
~2XI = 8' =---=~acoseaA acoseae

X = fv aae , (9 )

where X' = a and, thus, ux' = a was prescirbed one grid point outside

the data domain boundaries at 48.1N and 37.1S where the perturbation

zonal winds are approximately nondivergent (ux ' = 0); Xwas prescribed

at the equator when integrating (9).

The vertical p-ve1ocity (w = ~) was obtained through the

continuity equation as

P
w = - f 8 dp

Po
. (10)

w at each level was obtained by integrating divergence vertically

from the top of the atmosphere to the bottom. w = 0 was assumed at

100 mb. Vertical integration was not performed from the surface

upwards due to a lack of low-level (below 700 mb) data. For this

computation wind data at 4 levels (200, 300, 500, and 700 mb) was used.

The reliability of w as well as middle tropospheric wind data where

commercial aircraft data is lacking, is questionable.

The longitudinal dependence of eddy perturbations of any variable

f" (A) may be expressed in terms of a truncated Fourier series as
N A • A

f'(A) =~ Fn e,n ,n 1 a , (11)
n=-N

where A 1 27T -inAF = - f f ' (A) e aA , (12)
n 27T 0
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10
A A A

and F_n = the complex conjugate of Fn. Fn is the representation of

f'{A) in the wavenumber domain and is termed the spectral function

of fl. Here, wavenumbers up to N= 10 were considered, the amplitude

for larger wave numbers (n > 10) being extremely small. Following

Eq. (10) we have, for example,

+10
(u l

) = L (~n) ei nA
n=-lO
n~O

The kinetic energy of zonal mean flows (K) and zonal mean eddy

kinetic (k) were computed every day as follows;
2

K =u /2 (14)

and
- 2 2
k = (u I + V I )/2 , (15)

Eddy kinetic energy k could be expressed in the wavenumber domain as

10 10 A 2 A 2

k = 1: kn = ~ IUn I + [vnI , (16)
n=l n=l

where I~nl = the absolute magnitude of the complex vector un and kn
is the spectral function of k.

The season mean transient eddy kinetic energy was computed at all

NMC grid points {approximately 5 degrees latitude-longitude) as

2 2<k*> = ~ <u* + v* > , (17)

Daily transient eddy kinetic energy could be expressed in the wave-

number domain as
_ N 10 A A?

k* = 2: k * = L I u *1
2 + I v * ,- . (18)

n=O n n=O n n

The Fourier representations of the energetics (in the wavenumber

domain) of the atmosphere has shed much light upon the processes of

generation, dissipation, and transfer of kinetic energy in and amongst
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scales of atmospheric motions in extratropica1 regions (Saltzman, 1970)

and tropical regions (Kanamitsu et a1., 1972). [Spectral forms of

atmospheric motions in the frequency domain have been presented by

Chiu (1968, 1970), and in the mixed frequency wavenumber domain by

Kao (1968).J Here, kinetic energy interactions in the wavenumber

domain were investigated using equations similar to those of Saltzman

(1957).

The zonally averaged energy equations at any particular pressure

level may be written as

~~ = (W-Z) + B(k) + B(¢') + CE + D(k)

~~ = -(W-Z) + B(K) + B(~) + CZ + D(K)

aTcpat = B(T) - CE - CZ + D(cpT)

, (l9)

(20)

, (21)

where ~~ = rate of change of eddy kinetic energy

~~ = rate of change of zonal mean flow kinetic energy

(W-Z)

aTcpat = rate of change of enthalpy

- 1 au'v'cose= wave-zonal mean flow interaction =[u(cose aae +

awriJT _ u' v' Tane) + v(_l_ a'VlV"lcose + a'W'? + u. t rane) J
ap a cose aae ap a .

B(k) = meridional and vertical flux convergence of kinetic energy =

_[(_1_ aVkcose + aWk) + (_1_ av' (uu' + VV' )cose + awl Cuu' + vv· ))J.
cose aae ap cose aae ap

B(K) =meridional and vertical flux convergence of zonal mean flow

kinetic energy =

_[_1_ avKcose + a().lK ]
cose aae ap
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B{¢') =meridional and vertical flux convergence of eddy potential

energy =

_[_1_ avl¢lcose awl¢1
cose aaS + ap]

B{¢) =meridional and vertical flux convergence of zonal mean potential

energy =

_[_1_ av¢coss + aw¢" ]
cose aaS ap

B{T) =meridional and vertical flux convergence of enthalpy =

c r 1 avTcoss + awT ]
- pL:coss aaS ap

CE = baroclinic conversion of eddy available potential energy to

eddy kinetic energy =

[w·EL] = - RwiT'ap p

CZ = conversion of zonal mean available potential energy to zonal

mean kinetic energy =

- [~ ~f]

D{ ) = viscous dissipation of (k,K,cp T).

Equations 19, 20, 2] could be integrated over a limited area

latitudinal domain to investigate kinetic energy changes within the

domain in question. Thus, for example, the limited latitudinal domain

averaged eddy kinetic energy could be expressed as

in which case, all meridional flux convergence terms reduce to area

averaged boundary flux convergences of the respective quantities.
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Thus, the complete study of the generation (and/or) dissipation of

eddy kinetic energy in a limited domain, open-ended system, entails

numerous mechanisms such as barotropic processes in the domain,

baroclinic processes in the domain, boundary fluxes of kinetic and

potential energy and various vertical flux convergence terms in

addition to viscous dissipation.

The present state of observational reliability and resolution

makes it possible to examine only a fraction of the complete problem.

Observed temperature and geopotential data is essentially absent over

the large data sparse oceanic areas, while the lack of low-level data

«700 mb), sufficient vertical resolution and again the lack of data

coverage over oceanic and even many land areas makes the computation

of the vertical motion field (w) on a daily basis, questionable. It

is probable that monthly or season mean statistics may yield w-fields,

computed through the continuity equation or the vorticity equation,

of perhaps some validity in a gross sense.

Here, no weight has been given to the explicitly computed vertical

motion nor the baroclinic conversion term, though they are occasionally

presented for reference purposes. The latter has been estimated from

the field of perturbation cloudiness, as described later. Boundary

fluxes of kinetic energy are also not presented as they are likely

to lead to misinterpretations in the absence of the boundary flux

convergence of potential energy. Thus, this study is limited to the

computations of only the horizontal barotropic energy exchange terms.

(The leading terms in total (W-Z) interaction are the horizontal

terms.) Thus, wave-zonal mean flow interaction was computed as
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(W-Z) = [u(_l_ alJl'V'cose _ uIVITane)]
cose aae a , (22)

where the term involving vhas been dropped, being substantially

smaller than the u term in (21) and also in consistency with the

definition of K in (13).

, (23)

Eq. (22) was expressed in the wavenumber domain as follows
10

= 1: (W-Z)n
n=l

1 a Tane A A

(W-Z)n = U[(cose aae - -a-)(unv_n + u_nvn)]where

(W-Z)

Furthermore, when writing Eq. (19) in the wavenumber domain,

the rate of change of zonally averaged eddy kinetic energy associated

with a particular wavenumber n, i.e., kn, is dependent on wave-wave

interactions of wavenumber n with all other waves. Thus,

akn = (W-Z) + (W-W) + .
at n n

where (W-W)n = the spectral representation of

au I2 1 aulv'cose Tane
-[ul(acoseaA + cose aae - UIVI-a-)1 +

, (24)

, (25)

where

A A A A A A A A

=[(unR_n + u_nRn) + (vnS_n + v_nSn)]
2

R = (au l + _1_ au1v1cose _ u'v,Tane),
acoseaA cose aae a

, (26)

and 1 12S = ( aulv' + av cose + u,2Tane),
acos6aA cose aae a

where
A +00 • A A 1 a A A

Rn - ~ [ac~~e (umun_m) + cose aae (umvn_m)cose
m=-oo
m!O

_ Tane(~ ~ )]
a m n-m
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and

[The above expressions are similar to those in Saltzman (1957).]

Positive (W-Z)n and (W-W)n implies that the eddy kinetic energy of

wave of wavenumber n receives energy through interaction with zonal

mean flows, and all other waves, respectively.

The computation of Rn and Sn in spectral form using truncated

Fourier representations of u and v involve substantial truncation

error. This was minimized by computing Rand S at each individual

grid point after which Rn and Sn were evaluated through Fourier

analysis. Despite this, however, (W-W)n computations involving

triple correlation terms are subject to error, as is (W-Z)n' though

to a lesser degree. (W-W)n for instance, is rarely energetically

closed; i.e., the sum over all wavenumbers and integrated over a

large enough an area seldom adds to zero as it theoretically should.

Over limited areas, another source of error comes from boundary flux

terms which amount to zero if integrated from pole to pole. An error

analysis of the energy interaction terms are described in Saltzman

(1960). He assumed the error sum to be due to computational noise

that affected all the wavenumber groups and therefore adjusted the

interaction term accordingly to force the sum over all groups to zero.

In this study, we do not make any such assumption. Rather, the results

are presented as they are since such an error could be due to a

variety of reasons; data, noise, the omission of the vertical

velocity terms, etc. Corrections have also not been made for the
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so-called boundary contribution to the interaction terms due to a

limited domain (as in Kanamitsu et al., 1971), the isolation of

boundary contribution in a triple correlation term being questionable.

However, we feel that the computed values of (W-Z)n and (W-W)n' in

spite of being subject to some error, are at least qualitatively

representative. In particular, significant and systematic changes

in magnitude and sign of the interaction terms are quite probably

associated with real, physical changes in the large-scale circulation.

These changes when examined in conjunction with other circulation

parameters would substantiate or negate the validity of the

computations.

Before closing this section, all the equations presented here

in spherical polar coordinates were transformed into mercator

coordinates before computation, in order that they be compatible with

the available NMC tropical-mercator-grid. Thus,

x~1 = a t..

( cose )
YM = -a ln 1 + sine

1 a _ 1 a
acose at.. - cose aXM

a _ 1 a
aae - cose aYM

and 6x = 6y = 5.55973xl05 meters, where the 1M' subscriptM M

denotes mercator coordinates.
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CHAPTER 3

Tropospheric circulation during summer

3.1 Introduction

During summer, the monsoonal circulations of South and Southeast

Asia dominate the northern hemispheric circulation. The upper

troposphere is characterized by a quasi-stationary, thermally

anchored anticyclone over Tibet with a ridge system extending

westwards over North Africa and east to the western Pacific.

An easterly jet lies to the south of the Tibetan High over the

equatorial North Indian Ocean (IIOE charts, Ramage and Raman,

1972). Distinct midoceanic troughs lie over the Pacific and

Atlantic with westerlies to their south (Krishnamurti, 1971a;

Sadler, 1975a). A secondary ridge system over the Mexican

region represents weak monsoon-like conditions there. The lower

tropospheric circulation consists of a cyclonic center over North

India with westerly flows to the South, a NW-SE oriented monsoon

trough extending over the Bay of Bengal to Southeast Asia, a

NE-SW trough over the Arabian Sea, and well-developed high

pressure cells over the Pacific and Atlantic with equatorial

trade wind easterlies. Thus, strong easterly vertical wind shear

prevails over the Indian monsoon region while weak easterly or

westerly shear characterizes the rest of the tropics.

Several studies have dealt with the mean summer circulation.

Krishnamurti (197lb) showed that, for the summer of 1967, the

upper anticyclone over the Himalayas nearly coincided with the
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updraft portion of a thermally direct divergent circulation

possessing distinct north-south (Hadley) and east-west circulations.

Holton and Colton (1972) explained the near in-phase relationship

between 200mb anticyclonic vorticity and divergence, observed by

Krishnamurti, as being due to a balance between vorticity generation

(through divergence) and frictional dissipation. The time indepen

dent summer circulations of low latitudes were satisfactorily

simulated in Webster1s (1972) model with prescribed diabatic

heating and orographic forcing. In addition, Manabe et ~.

(1970, 1974) and Washington et~. (1975) have discussed the

tropical circulation as simulated by their global general cir

culation models.

Despite the semipermanent nature of the summer monsoon

circulation, substantial fluctuations occur in the lower tropo-

sphere and to a lesser degree in the upper troposphere. Precip

itation data over India and Southeast Asia indicate a somewhat

long (>10 days) period for these changes. Over the Bay of Bengal

several depressions and monsoon lows develop and propagate west-
-1northwestwards at about 10 km hr . Their frequency of occurrence

varies from about 1 to 3 or 4 per month with an average life

period of 3-5 days. Cyclonic storms also form over the Arabian

sea; they usually are midtropospheric in nature, occur mostly

in early summer and are somewhat less frequent than storms forming

over the Bay of Bengal. The long-term variability of precipitation

over India is probably associated, in part, with sequences of

time-clustered, partly overlapping monsoon lows, depressions and
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other transients. Several studies have documented these systems

and are well-surveyed in Rao (1976). In addition, Ramage (1971)

provides an excellent coverage on monsoon meteorology.

Fluctuations could also occur in response to barotropic and

baroclinic processes within the tropics besides lateral coupling

with other regions. Kanamitsu et~. (1972) examined the barotropic

energy transfers in a channel between 15S and 15N during the

summer of 1967. In Colton's (1973) one-level spectral model,

transient waves with a wavelength range of about 5000-8000 km

were the preferred modes for receiving energy through nonlinear

barotropic interactions with large-scale quasi-stationary forced

waves. In Murakami's (1974a) multilevel diagnostic model steady

and transient waves excited in response to specified diabatic heat

sources during the summer monsoon resembled those observed.

Occasionally, rather drastic circulation changes occur when

IIbreak ll monsoon conditions prevail over India. Ramamurthy (1969)

studied 80 years of break-monsoons over India and summarized their

characteristics. During IIbreaks ll
, the monsoon trough retreats to

the foothills of the Himalayas and easterlies are replaced by

westerlies near and to the south of the mountains. Monsoon

depressions and lows do not develop and most of central India goes

through a dry phase. Wet weather is confined to the extreme

northern and southern sectors of the Indian subcontinent. During

some extreme "breaks" the low-level westerlies over India are

replaced by easterly flows and pre-monsoon like conditions prevail.

One such case has been documented by Sadler (personal communication).
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Murakami (1976) examined satellite cloudiness data for lI act i ve ll

and "break" periods whi ch occurred during June, July, and August

from 1965 through 1973. He found that cloudiness fluctuations

were correlated along an elongated zone covering the Indian,

Malaysian, Indonesian, and western South Pacific regions. Other

studies also indicate that monsoonal fluctuations are an integral

part of changes occurring over a fairly extensive area.

Hitherto, the energetics of tropospheric fluctuations have

not been studied comprehensively. Barotropic, baroc1inic and

meridional coupling processes associated with large-scale circu

lation changes to which the regional scale is related, remain

unclear. This study represents an attempt at investigating the

character of tropospheric circulation fluctuations in some depth.

To this end, wind data at 200 mb and 700 mb compiled by the

National Meteorological Center, NOAA, was used together with

satellite derived cloudiness data, to investigate the structural

and energetic features of the northern summer circulation.

3.2 Mean summer synoptics

3.2.1 Stream function and velocity potential

The computed 92-day (June, July, August, 1970) mean stream

function and velocity potential at both 200 mb and 700 mb were

used to examine the synoptic characteristics of the mean summer

circulation. In Fig. 1 (top) the 200 mb <~> field is dominated by

a pronounced anticyclone centered around 25N, 50E-60E and distinct

midoceanic troughs over the central North Pacific and Atlantic.

To the south of the anticyclonic center an easterly jet (18 m sec-1)
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Figure 1. (top): Summer 1970 mean 200 mb streamfunction,

. 1 6 2 -1 1 1 .
<~>. Unlts 0 m sec . Interva 0 unlts.

Arrows indicate the direction of the nondivergent

winds. (bottom): Mean 200 mb velocity potential,

<X>, in units of 106 m2 sec-l Interval 2 units.

Arrows represent the direction of divergent winds.
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is found around 5N, 75E while westerlies of 14 m sec-1 and
-18 m sec exist to the south of the cyr.1onic circulations of the

Pacific and Atlantic regions near 17N, 170W and 22N, 55W, respect

ively. Also evident is a ridge system over weakly monsoonal Mexico

with an anticyclonic center near lON, 90W. The Southern Hemisphere

displays analogous features with well defined troughs over the

South Pacific and South Atlantic and anticyclonic circulations

and/or ridge systems over Africa, Australia, and South America.

Generally, easterlies dominate the tropics, while po1ewards of

about 25N and lOS, westerlies prevail with jet maxima embedded in

them over the Caspian Sea and Australian regions. During June,

July, and August, the Southern Hemisphere goes through its winter

phase and hence is more baroc1inic than the northern summer

hemisphere; this manifests in a considerably stronger westerly

jet around 30S compared to its northern hemispheric counterpart.

(During the northern winter the situation reverses.) Over the

Central Pacific, westerlies frequently exist from the mid1atitudes

of both northern and southern hemispheres through equatorial

regions. Thus midlatitude disturbances may be able to propagate

into tropical regions locally. This is perhaps particularly true

of the South Pacific where westerlies are found up to equatorial

latitudes, associated with the upper oceanic trough there. The

Central Pacific and to a lesser degree the Atlantic seem to be

preferred areas for lateral and interhemispheric coupling.

Isopleths of summer mean velocity potential at 200 mb are

shown in Fig. 1 (bottom). The <X> field is dominated by an intense

23
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negative (outflow) center near l5N, l25E with strong north-south

and east-west circulations. Streamlines of the divergent part

of the winds emanate from the actively convective monsoon regions

and converge over the heat sink (radiational cooling) regions

between l5N and 30N over the Pacific Ocean and Arabia: east-

west circulation. Outflow from the monsoon region is also directed

toward both the north and south to converge over the continental

heat sink regions of North China and Australia. A planetary scale,

meridionallyoriented, local Hadley circulation is thus implied

with updraft over the monsoon region and downdrafts near Australia

and Mongolia. The east-west circulation over the equatorial

South Pacific may correspond to the so-called Walker circulation,

with dry weather over the Pacific and wet weather over the Southeast

Asia-Indonesia region. The divergent easterlies attain maximum

speeds along about 70E. To the east of 70E, updraft beneath

divergent easterlies favors cloudy and wet weather while to the

west downdraft beneath convergent easterlies are associated with

the dry weather characteristic of desert regions. The excess

energy released through convective processes over the monsoon

region appears therefore to be carried off in both north-south and

east-west directions. A region of divergent wind outflow is

also encountered over the Mexican-Caribbean Sea region where monsoon

type circulations and convective systems are found to the south of

about 10N during the northern summer. Outflow from this region

is directed to the heat sink regions of the Pacific and Atlantic

Oceans. It might be pointed out here that the divergent winds are
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approximately an order of magnitude smaller than the nondivergent

. d' b 2 -1 hWln s; l.e., a out -3 m sec . However, t e intensities of

thermally direct and indirect circulations in the vertical plane

are associated with divergent winds in the upper and lower tropo

sphere, and hence their importance. They may also play an important

role in the vorticity balance of the summer circulation systems.

In Fig. 1 a feature of interest is the approximate 300-500

phase difference between the respective <~> and <X> centers.

Holton and Colton (1972) hypothesized a balance between the

generation of vorticity (through divergence) and viscous dissipation

based on the observed (Krishnamurti, 1971a) near in phase relationship

between stream function and velocity potential over the monsoon

region. Their linear barotropic model simulated the observed

stream function field with the prescription of an excessively large

frictional damping coefficient of 1.0 x 10-5 sec-l which presumably

parameterized the vertical transport of boundary layer vorticity

by active cumulonimbus convection. Even if this were to be true of

the monsoon region, it could not be so over the Pacific and Atlantic,

which are generally cloud free. Besides, thunderstorm activity

over the monsoon region is usually more pronounced during pre-

monsoon and break-monsoon periods. The <~> and <X> fields computed

from the nine-year mean wind fields of Sadler (1975a) also revealed

an approximate 350 phase difference between the two. Generally it

appears that the atmospheric response to convective heating (upper

divergence) is of the Rossby type with a large phase separation

from the heat source region (Murakami: personal communication).
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In summer, the effective primary <X> minimum (outflow) center is

located around 15N, sufficiently north to allow a strong Rossby

type response. In winter (discussed in chapter 4) the <X> center

shifts about 200 southwards to equatorial latitudes, while main

taining its longitudinal position around 125E-130E. This is accom

panied by a marked eastward shift of the upper anticyclone system

over the Indian-Southeast Asian region, from about 55E in summer

to about 130E in winter, along with a decrease in anticyclonic

circulation intensity.

The 700 mb <X> field, Fig. 2 (top), shows a prominent

cyclonic low centered over India; westerlies to its south extend

to 5S. A weak monsoon trough lies northwest-southeast across the

Bay of Bengal, Southeast Asia and Borneo regions. The trough

extends east-west over India and northeast-southwest over the

Arabian Sea to the Somalia region (see Ramage and Raman, 1972).

Along about 30N strong anticyclonic circulations dominate the

surface high pressure regions of the central Pacific and Atlantic,

with trade winds over equatorial latitudes. A weak trough also

exists over the Mexican region. Below 700 mb, a monsoon trough

with easterlies to the north and westerlies to the south, lies along

about 7N-10N over warm water in the extreme eastern North Pacific,

and cuts across southern Mexico. This is also an area of cyclo

genesis and tropical disturbance activity during the Northern

Summer. The Southern Hemisphere is characterized by an east-west

near-equatorial trough lying along about 5S over the South Indian

Ocean with westerlies to the north and easterlies to the south. A
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Figure 2. Summer 1970 mean 700 mb streamfunction (top)

and velocity potential (bottom). Interval 5xl06

for <w> and 106 m2 sec- l for <X>. Refer to

Fig. 1 for details.
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pronounced ridge system extends around the globe along 15S with

maximum centers over the South Pacific and Atlantic regions.

Tropical disturbances are usually confined to areas of low-level

troughs and cyclonic shear in both hemispheres. Generally, the

700 mb tropics is dominated by easterly flows which must severely

inhibit mid-latitude coupling. The westerly regime over India is

effectively blocked off from higher latitudes due to the existence

of the Himalayan mountain range. One of the preferred regions for

meridional coupling could be off the east coast of continental

Asia to the east of the Himalayas. Here the zonal wind component

is westerly from the midlatitudes to the equator and beyond. A

comparison of Fig. 1 (top) and Fig. 2 (top) reveals cyclonic

(anticyclonic) cells in the lower troposphere lying beneath anti

cyclonic (cyclonic) circulations in the upper troposphere.

In Fig. 2 (bottom), depicting the 700 mb <X> field, x-maximum

centers with convergent inflow lie beneath 200 mb X-minimum centers

of divergent outflow, and vice versa. This is consistent with the

implication of midtropospheric updraft and downdraft in conjunction

with centers of low and high velocity potential in the upper tropo

sphere. Note that the 700 mb <X> center near the Philippines

coincides with a region of strong low-level activity (large

transient eddy kinetic energy: Fig. 5).

3.2.2 Divergence and Cloudiness

Fig. 3 (top) depicts the mean summer (1970) 200 mb divergence

field. Large-scale features comprise areas of divergence over

29
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Figure 3. Mean summer 1970 divergence. (top): 200 mb.
-6 -1Interval 2 x 10 sec . Regions of divergence

greater than 2 x 10-6 sec-1 are hatched, less than

-2 x 10-6 sec-1 are dash hatched. (bottom): 700

mb. Interval 1 x 10-6 sec-1. Regions of diver

gence greater than 1 x 10-6 sec-1 are hatched,
-6 -1less than -1 x 10 sec are dashed hatched.
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India, Southeast Asia, Mecixo and equatorial South America, and

areas of convergence over the North and South Pacific and Atlantic,

the equatorial central Pacific dry zone and the littoral desert

regions of Arabia and Australia. A band of large divergence

extends from the Indian-Southeast Asian region, across the equator

and New Guinea to the western South Pacifir. Also, zones of

divergence lie along about 7N over the central and eastern Pacific.

Over the monsoon region, the divergence maximum over the Southeast

Asian-Philippines area dominates the maximum near India (15N, 85E)

and Tibet (32N, 95E). Divergence computed from Sadler (1975a),

representing nine-year mean conditions and also divergence fields

computed from NMC data for the summers of 1971 and 1972 exhibit

similar features. However, for the summer of 1967, Krishnamurti

(1971b) shows a dominant divergence maximum over the Tibet-China

region along about 30N-35N. This is a puzzling discrepancy.

(Cloudiness fields of Sadler (1976) show summer 1967 to be an

extremely anomalous one, and generally not representative of

average summer conditions.)

In Fig. 3 (bottom), zones of 700 mb convergence generally

lie beneath those of 200 mb divergence as expected. However,

over some areas such as the Himalayas, 700 mb divergence, as

determined from NMC data may be somewhat questionable.

In Fig. 4 (top) India and Southeast Asia are cloudy, while a

relatively cloudy extension crosses the equator and New Guinea,

to the western South Pacific off the east coast of Australia.

This band coincides with large 200 mb divergence. The near-
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Figure 4. (top): Mean summer 1970 cloudiness amount in oktas.

Regions of <c> greater than 5 okta are hatched, <c>

less than 3 bkta are dashed hatched. (bottom):

Mean cloudiness standard deviation. Interval 0.5

okta. Regions of standard deviation exceeding 1

okta are shaded.
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equatorial large cloudiness zone encircles the globe along about 7N,

approximately in the same location as upper (lower) tropospheric

divergence (convergence). The central Pacific dry zone has little

cloud. (Cloudy regions off the west coast of the Americas are

composed mainly of stratus decks and are not actively convective.)

In general, fair agreement exists between the fields of season mean

cloudiness and divergence. l

Fig. 4 (bottom) depicts season mean cloudiness standard

deviation, a measure of cloudiness variability associated with

disturbances in the tropospheric circulation. Generally, in cloudy

regions the standard deviation is large and vice versa. Some areas,

where large standard deviation is accompanied by low mean cloudiness,

probably experience prolonged spells of dry weather occasionally

interrupted by brief wet periods.

3.3 Mean Summer Energetics

The energetics of the mean summer circulation are investigated

by examining the horizontal distributions of transient eddy kinetic

energy computed from Eq. 17, to give an overview and perspective

of the preferred regions and character of disturbance activity.

These distributions are used together with other dynamic variables

to obtain criteria for defining differing latitudinal circulation

regimes: tropical, subtropical, and midlatitude. Subsequently,

the maintenance of the eddy kinetic energies of individual waves

through barotropic and baroclinic energy exchange processes are

lCorrespondence between cloudiness (an independent variable)
and divergence lends credibility to the validity of the NMC data base.



examined for the defined latitudinal belts. Meridional coupling

is inferred rather than examined explicitly due to the unavail-

ability of geopotential data. Admittedly, not computing all the

energetic conversion and boundary flux terms described in chapter

2 limits the scope of this study. However, given a limited data

set, substantial information could be obtained about the energetics

of large-scale circulation changes, at least with respect to the

processes that can be defined and studied adequately within data

constraints.

3.3.1 Mean transient eddy kinetic energy

In Fig. 5 (top), 200 mb summer mean transient eddy kinetic

energy <k*> is conspicuously small between 5S and 20N in contrast

to large values polewards of 25N and 10S.2 Maxima (~200 m2 sec- l)

36

are encountered near Japan, Australia, and the western South Pacific

where the upper tropospheric westerlies are strong and frequently

change in intensity and location. <k*> over the monsoon region is

very small «50 m2 sec- l) owing to the dominance of quasi-stationary

circulation components. The tropical easterly jet is relatively

steady. Several studies have referred to or assumed the existence

of barotropically unstable westward propagating 200 mb disturbances

over the Indian-equatorial Indian Ocean; Colton (1973), for example.

However, there is no particular evidence of enhanced transient eddy

activity in and around the easterly jet region. Local gradients

2Transient eddy kinetic energy computed from NMC data was
compared with station data computations at Calcutta, Gan, Singapore,
Tatento, Majuro and Lihue with excellent agreement. Perhaps this
justifies NMC operational data in so far as large-scale circulation
changes are concerned.
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Figure 5. (top): Mean summer transient eddy kinetic energy

at 200 mb computed in units of 10 m2 sec-2. Inter

vallO units. Regions of k* > 10 units are shaded.

(bottom): <k*> at 700 mb in units of 10 m2 sec-2.

Interval 2 units. Regions of k* > 2 units are

shaded. Transient eddy kinetic energy computed

using station data at Calcutta, Gan, Singapore,

Tateno, Majuro and Lihue are shown in italic

numerals.
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of relative vorticity are very large and negative around 5S, 65E

and over a broad area near 7S-15S over the North Australian region.

Thus, these regions are more likely to be barotropically unstable,

locally, than the easterly jet region. Of interest is a distinct

band of relatively large k* over the central North and South

Pacific, crossing the equator around 150W. (Interestingly, a

band of large k* is found in nearly the same location in winter

also: chapter 4) This band nearly coincides with the axes of

the mid-oceanic troughs embedded in westerly flows, over the North

and South Pacific. Charney (1969) and Bennett and Young (1971)

showed that wave disturbances could not, theoretically, pass

through equatorial regions where the basic zonal flows are easterly

relative to the phase speed of incident waves. However, over the

central Pacific the local zonal winds are either weak easterly or

westerly at 200 mb. Thus the central Pacific region characterized

by a zone of large k* bridging the midlatitudes of both Northern

and Southern Hemispheres is perhaps, a region of maximum likeli

hood of midlatitude effects penetrating into the tropics, and also

inter-hemispheric interaction. The mid-oceanic troughs vary in

intensity and position, sometimes facilitating the development of

cyclonic vortices in and around them. Perhaps then the isolated

pool of large transient eddy kinetic energy around 20N, 170E is

significant. Here the local meridional gradient of 200 mb relative

vorticity is large and negative while the gradient of absolute

vorticity changes sign, suggesting local barotropic instability

as a possible mechanism for the formation of these vortices.

39
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Unlike westward moving disturbances over the equatorial Indian

Ocean, these vortices have been documented by Sadler (1967, 1975b)

who postulated that upper level cold cored lows develop in relatively

cloud free regions and occasionally intensify further when they

trigger off cumulus convection through some vertical coupling

mechanism. During the summer of 1970, the upper tropospheric

trough acted as an initiator of three typhoons; Wilda, Anita and

Clara, all in August. To quote Fleet Weather Central, Guam,

"this semipermanent climatological feature was the prime impetus

for typhoons during August and early September. The axis of the

sheerline reached westard from Midway to the vicinity of Marcus

Island during this period. Four cyclonic cells on its westward

extension penetrated downward inducing surface troughs in the

easterlies which later developed into typhoons Wilda, Anita, Clara

and Georgia." [An inspection of daily NESS (National Environmental

Satellite Service) digitized mosaics showed that there were also

many other upper cold cored lows in summer that did not trigger

surface disturbances.] Another channel of relatively large k* is

found cutting across the equator from the North Atlantic to the

east coast of South America, aligned with the axes of the upper

Atlantic troughs.

At 700 mb (Fig. 5, bottom), transient eddy kinetic energy is

very small over the tropical central Pacific where the trade winds

are persistent and steady. In contrast to other tropical areas,

transient eddies are most active (large k*) over the Indian, North

and South Indian Ocean, and Australian regions: (1) Over the Bay
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of Bengal large k* is undoubtedly associated with monsoon lows and

depressions developing there and moving northwestwards over India.

The North Bay of Bengal is also a region of cyclonic shear indicating

that local barotropic instability may trigger the formation of these

depressions and cyclonic vortices, under favorable synoptic and

dynamic environmental conditions, which then develop further through

convective processes and latent heating. (2) Over Arabia-Somalia

large k* is probably related to velocity fluctuations in the

northerly-northwesterly flows there which may reflect variations

in the low-level Somali jet with maximum speeds around 900 mb.

(3) Over the equatorial Indian Ocean, large k* is probably

associated with disturbance activity in and around the Southern

Hemisphere near-equatorial trough. (4) The zone of large k* off

the east coast of continental Asia, extending from the midlatitudes

across Japan (k* ~ 60 m2 sec-2), through the Philippines (k* ~ 40

m2 sec-2) to the equatorial Borneo region, is strongly influenced

by two major westerly regimes; (a) midlatitude westerlies pole

wards of 30N and (b) monsoon southwesterlies equatorward of 25N.

This large k* zone coincides with one of westerly flows from the

midlatitude through equatorial regions. Thus, as pointed out

earlier this is the most probable route through which midlatitude

systems could interact with the low-level monsoon circulation;

dynamic meridional coupling. During summer, near and to the south

of Japan a number of medium scale « 1000 km) disturbances develop

along a low-level trough as secondary members of a cyclone family
,

(T. Murakami; personal communication). They are the most important
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of the rain producing systems there. Near the Philippines, tropical

disturbances develop in and around the near-equatorial monsoon

trough; in late summer many of them become tropical depressions and

some become typhoons. (5) Large k* extending from western

Australia to the equatorial South Indian Ocean may demark a poten

tial channel through which the 700 mb monsoon flows in equatorial

regions are coupled to the midlatitude systems of the Southern

Hemisphere. There exists no channels of large k* over the Central

Pacific probably due to the existence of strong and steady easterlies

which preclude the propagation of midlatitude systems of either

hemisphere into equatorial regions. Pools of large k* around the

equatorial eastern Pacific may point to disturbance activity in

and around the low-level (not defined at 700 mb) monsoon-type

trough there. During June-July-August 1970, Fleet Weather Central,

Guam, reported that several (about 12) tropical storms formed over

this eastern Pacific regions; most of them around lONe Overall,

the distribution of 700 mb k* and cloudiness standard deviation

agree well.

3.3.2 The character of steady and transient eddies

Table lA shows the latitudinal distribution of 200 mb steady

(top) and transient (bottom) eddy kinetic energy associated with

waves of wavenumber n = 1 to 10. In a tropical region from about

5S to 19.6N, standing eddies of wavenumber n = 1 contribute most

to the total eddy kinetic energy. This indubitably reflects the

quasi-stationary nature of the monsoon circulation, which can be

identified as a distinct low wavenumber mode. Large standing n = 1



Table 1A

Steady (top) and transient (bottom) 200 mb eddy kinetic energy (10-1 m2 sec-2)
summer mean

LAT -37.1-33.0-28.7-24.2-19.6-14.8-10.0 -5.0 0.0 5.0 10.0 14.8 19.6 24.2 28.7 33.0 37.1 41.0 44.6 48.1
N
N=1 225 241 446 351 52 55 53 330 88 128 178 329 266 127 46 98 212 178 56 16
N=2 24 16 56 93 27 10 12 18 15 35 48 45 82 67 54 47 72 100 71 37
N=3 43 34 12 22 15 2 8 10 7 25 20 24 15 17 43 47 17 25 44 39
N=4 42 34 29 35 13 7 10 6 7 2 1 3 10 11 13 12 10 13 19 26
N=5 6 6 8 9 4 2 5 2 1 3 5 1 1 1 2 3 7 12 16 22
N=6 9 8 5 3 5 3 0 2 1 1 1 2 5 4 7 9 7 4 5 6
N=7 5 5 4 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 1 3 2 7 18 25 24 17 9
N=8 4· 4 5 4 1 1 3 6 5 2 2 0 0 2 4 5 6 4 2 .1
N=9 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 0 0 1 1 3 6 6 6 5 3 2
N=10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 1 0 1

N=l 243 184 145 110 79 77 63 83 39 36 37 36 70 78 50 86 203 172 96 79
N=2 207 216 197 101 72 68 60 56 36 34 28 28 33 49 63 63 102 129 116 126
N=3 177 195 163 128 94 66 51 38 25 28 27 32 36 74 95 92 131 166 146 126
N=4 177 188 167 131 100 66 45 30 24 29 28 28 38 56 68 94 121 149 173 174
N=5 210 197 197 150 113 68 49 39 31 26 27 30 28 40 59 94 122 160 183 196
N=6 151 183 176 137 98 57 38 28 22 19 25 30 31 42 58 79 106 129 144 155
N"7 147 164 157 117 80 46 33 26 19 19 21 26 32 43 59 83 122 161 167 174
N=8 100 113 102 70 49 25 22 18 16 16 15 20 20 29 42 60 87 114 118 111
Na9 66 67 63 50 35 24 20 16 12 12 15 22 25 34 41 52 73 86 81 76
N"10 42 47 46 36 25 17 15 14 12 13 17 21 24 27 33 46 60 73 68 60 .p-

w



Table 1B
Steady (top) and transient (bottom) 700 mb eddy kinetic energy (10-1 m2 sec-2)

summer mean

II !.AT -37.1-33.0-28.7-24.2-19.6-14.8-10.0 -5.0 0.0 5.0 10.0 14.819.624.2 28.7 33.037.1 41.044.648.1

N=l 6 7 18 21 12 2 6 69 64 102 73 103 40 23 14 6 8 15 23 31

N=2 0 1 5 9 13 11 4 13 31 43 46 37 17 10 10 12 14 11 8 5

Ne3 13 14 7 4 4 5 1 6 3 1 2 1 1 5 8 11 6 13 21 21

N=4 8 11 9 10 5 2 1 3 2. 3 0 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 1 1

11=5 0 1 3 4 3 4 5 6 2 2 0 2 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 2

Ne6 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 5 6 5 8 6 5 3

Ne7 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 4 5 5 4 2 1

N"8 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0

Ne9 0 .0 1 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

N·l0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Nel 38 26 21 21 19 17 18 17 15 25 17 15 14 14 12 21 20 16 15 21

Ne2 31 35 36 27 15 11 16 13 12 19 14 12 13 15 15 16 19 22 22 33

N=3 34 39 31 21 17 12 11 11 11 13 14 9 10 14 12 17 24 23 25 31

N=4 37 34 28 20 17 15 13 12 9 9 12 12 10 12 15 15 16 22 28 36

N=5 36 33 30 20 16 13 12 10 10 9 11 11 9 11 13 15 18 22 26 35

Ne6 31 32 29 25 17 12 10 9 9 9 8 8 8 10 14 18 20 22 24 30

Ne7 24 25 24 19 15 10 8 9 7 7 8 7 10 10 13 15 17 21 24 29

N=8 17 18 16 12 11 8 8 7 6 7 7 7 8 9 13 12 13 15 17 21

N-9 10 11 11 10 . 8 5 6 5 4 5 5 6 7 9 10 10 11 13 14 18

N·l0 6 6 7 6 . 5 5 5 5 4 5 5 6 6 6 8 9 10 11 11 13

~
~
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kinetic energy in Northern tropical latitudes were mostly due to

the strong and steady upper tropospheric easterlies over the east

ern hemisphere-Indian Ocean area. A relative maximum around 5S

was due to strong westerlies associated with the 200 mb central

South Pacific and South Atlantic trough systems (see Fig. 1),

which extend well into near-equatorial regions in summer.

Interestingly, n = 1, 2 steady eddy kinetic energy is also rather

large around 40N while being at a relative minimum around 28.7N.

The ridge axis of the Tibetan anticyclone lies along about 28.7N,

while the anticyclonic circulation extends well into the midlatitudes

(Fig. 1). Contributions from standing waves of n>4 or 5 are by and

large negligible. Over the tropics, short-wave (n>4) kinetic energy

is found mostly amongst transient eddies. Transient eddy kinetic

energy is substantial amongst all waves, decreasing monotonically

with increasing wavenumber. There is no secondary maximum around

wavenumber 7 or 8, considered to be the preferred mode for receiving

energy from other waves via barotropic energy exchange processes.

In midlatitude regions of both hemispheres, polewards of about 37N

and 24S, kinetic energy is very large amongst transient baroclinic

waves of wavenumbers n = 5 to 7 or so. Both transient and steady

kinetic energy of n = 7 waves show a secondary maximum in latitudes

between about 30N and above. Perhaps, this is related to the

frequent development of small-scale vortices in the upper tropo

sphere embedded in the mid-oceanic troughs (Sadler, 1976).

The character of equatorial or tropical standing waves appear

to be rather different from that of transient waves. In Table 2A



Table 2A
Ratios of 200 mb summer mean v-component to u-component total steady eddy

kinetic energy (a), total transient wave kinetic energy (b), a~d
transient kinetic energy of wavenumber N (c). Units are 10-

LAT -37.3-33.0-28.7-24.2-19.6-14.8-10.0 -5.0 0.0 5.0 10.0 14.8 19.624.228.7 33.0 37.1 41.044.648.1

(a) RS

(b) RT

22 16 5 3 28 49 30 5 15 9 6 6 12 35 86 67 36 28 55 185

65 60 72 90 76 64 55 45 60 58 58 57 49 39 52 71 67 73 91 115

(e) R!"(N)

N=I 7 8 9 II 13 9 9 5 14 14 12 12 6 6 14 9 4 5 10 15

N=2 29 19 15 28 35 27 21 13 18 21 21 16 15 II 12 20 15 12 14 16

N=3 43 26 25 27 31 35 34 31 37 33 39 33 24 II 20 49 31 18 20 37

N=4 63 57 68 78 67 59 53 78 108 65 57 51 32 27 40 49 55 52 45 59

N=5 79 72 85 124 105 133 126 91 81 77 67 66 76 50 53 71 102 98 105 136

N=6 136 100 150 198 147 117 96 III 117 177 64 64 89 62 65 91 112 154 181 228

N=7 148 159 232 265 188 176 172 119 140 125 135 114 93 III 120 130 164 190 322 472

N=8 265 200 287 280 120 135 121 151 117 114 143 99 128 107 145 244 305 285 236 268

N"9 198 187 222 209 175 146 94 123 130 129 138 142 207 147 152 222 272 239 322 446

N-IO 215 158 172 234 160 152 122 125 133 146 195 205 203 151 158 177 312 367 344 402

~
m



Table 2B

Ratios of 700 Inb summer mean v-component to u-component total steady eddy
kinetic energy (a), total transient wave kinetic energy (b), a2d

transient kinetic energy of wavenumber N (c). Units are 10-

LAT -37.1-33.0-28.7-24,7.-19.6-14.6-10.0 -5.0 0.0 5.0 10.0 14.8 19.624.228.7 33.0 37.1 41.044.648.1

(8) RS 37 44 47 37 34 48 83 9 3 4 7 27 54 80 104 93 47 31 28

(b) RT 106 80 64 57 49 51 46 55 63 37 35 40 44 46 54 61 68 80 108 110

(el RT(NI

N=I 12 17 17 13 12 15 14 18 24 II 12 15 13 II 17 10 12 17 HI 14

N=2 38 23 16 15 26 32 19 21 26 II 19 29 26 21 15 13 19 23 24 16

N=3 83 43 33 27 24 35 40 44 48 30 22 41 30 17 29 22 19 32 46 56

N=4 90 62 59 66 47 41 39 36 57 45 25 30 37 38 36 51 56 54 62 70

N=5 169 92 52 44 35 48 49 71 89 77 46 36 47 51 50 60 82 95 125 138

N"'6 307 182 131 95 88 85 83 121 93 64 50 43 56 59 78 139 194 169 214 233

N=7 303 240 182 159 94 90 99 84 131 87 55 53 50 109 102 106 138 191 344 407

N=8 360 205 182 152 108 100 91 118 139 79 70 88 88 100 124 160 140 153 306 345

N:9 336 303 196 161 119 110 65 159 133 90 63 63 92 126 129 166 156 146 282 496

N-IO 275 311 207 140 114 135 153 154 147 III 124 65 147 106 99 260 303 295 404 454

.J::>......
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(top) the ratio R5 at 200 mb is about 0.1 over an equatorial

region from about 55 to 15N, implying a Kelvin wave structure with

dominantly <U>I component contribution. Table lA which clearly

shows that steady eddy kinetic energy is predominantly due to long

waves of wavenumber n = 1, perhaps confirms this speculation.

Referring to Fig. 1, the x-minimum region-(updraft and presumably

midtropospheric diabatic heating) along about 135E was accompanied

by strong easterlies over the equatorial Indian Ocean along with

relatively (with respect to the Tibetan High in the Northern, and

ridge system in the Southern Hemisphere) low pressure. To the east

of 135E \~esterlies exist, but they are not strong. Thus at least

within the zone of equatorial easterlies, a forced Kelvin-type

structure is evident (also see Matsuno, 1966; Fig. 9). In

Murakami's (1974b) 9-level model experiement with perturbation

diabatic heating prescribed as an external parameter, the UI(V I
)

response was strong (weak) within an equatorial region of easterly

basic flow, and much of the structure of steady long waves corresponded

to that of rotationally trapped Kelvin waves. Based on a thermally

forced Kelvin wave equation, Chang (1977) showed that his model

equatorial response resembled that of the equatorial stationary

circulation associated with the equatorial E-W divergent circulation.

Outside the equatorial channel the ration RS is quite large with

maxima around 15S and 28.7N where the standing waves are apparently

of the Rossby type with substantial <V>I contribution. Murakami

(1972a, 1974b) identified the tropospheric response to a prescribed

heat source at 20N over the monsoon region as being of the forced
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Rossby-type. In contrast to RS, RT is large (>0.5) over the entire

tropics and extending into the mid1atitudes of both hemispheres.

Over the mid1atitudes, po1ewards of about 24S and 37N, transient

eddies are clearly baroc1inic waves with transient eddy kinetic

energy" being very large amongst waves of n = 4 to 7. The nature

of transient eddies in equatorial latitudes is not clear. A

comprehension of their character is crucial to the study of lateral

and interhemispheric interaction that may occur preferentially

over the central Pacific duct of large k*.

An inspection of a latitude-wavenumber distribution (not

shown) of the ratio RS(n) where Inl is the wavenumber, showed the

ratio be <0.05 for n = 1, from 5S to 15N, perhaps confirming that

the tropical monsoon circulation is of the Kelvin type. The ratio

for n = 1 is about 0.9 at 28.7N at which latitude lies the ridge

axis of the upper Tibetan anticyclone. It is small from 33N to

41N, beyond which it increases once again. For waves of n>4 over the

tropics and for waves in the mid1atitudes the ratio is generally

larger than 0.5 and even 1.0. Thus, over the tropics standing

short waves could be of the Rossby type. However, they possess

very little kinetic energy (see Table 1A).

In Table 2A (bottom) the latitude-wavenumber distribution of

the ratio RT(n) provides a deeper insight into the nature of

transient eddies of different space scales. Even though the ratio

for all transient eddies combined (Table 2A, top) was far1y large

showing a Rossby-type character, individual transient waves are

clearly different. Waves of wavenumber 1 and 2 have a dominantly

u'*-component contribution; the ratio is less than 0.2 at almost
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all latitudes. This suggested a Kelvin-wave type. However,

more information is required before classifying n = 1, 2 transient

waves, particularly considering that RT(1,2) is very small even

over the midlatitudes; theory dictates that Kelvin waves are

equatorially trapped and do not have appreciable or detectable

amplitude at the mid1atitudes. In contrast waves of n>4 possess

ratios larger than 0.5 in most latitudes. Transient waves of n~5

or 6 have ratios larger than 1.0 over subtropical and mid1atitude

regions po1ewards of about lOS and 37N. Short waves in tropical

latitudes also have substantial v'* contribution, implying that

equatorial waves of n>4 or 5 are of a different class as compared

to equatorial transient long waves. Maybe they are of the Rossby

or Rossby-gravity type. Zangvil (1975) detected in an equatorial

zone from lOS to 20N (1) eastward propagating Kelvin-type waves

of wavenumber n = 1 and period 7 to 10 days and 30 days, (2)

westward propagating mixed Rossby-gravity waves of n = 4 and period

5 days, and (3) westward propagating Rossby waves of n = 2 and

period 12 days. As in Zangvi1's (1975), and Yanai and Murakami's

(1970) studies, the wind field has not been decomposed into

symmetric and anti symmetric components with respect to the equator,

in this study. It is debatable whether NMC data is of sufficient

time, space-resolution and reliability to lend itself to such an

analysis.

To identify transient wave-type better than was possible from

Tables 1 and 2, wave propagation characteristics were examined for

individual waves of different space scales; i.e., for wavenumbers

n = 1 to 10. This was done by inspecting t-A diagrams of the
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transient eddy component of streamfucntion (Wn*). It has been

shown previously that the large-scale tropical-subtropical cir

culation was dominated by strong quasi-stationary circulation

components. The character of planetary and shorter quasi-stationary

waves were described by the kinetic energies of standing waves

and RS ratios in Tabies i and 2, as weii as the horizontai and

vertical structure as revealed in Figs. 1 and 2. To isolate

transient wave propagation characteristics clearly (particularly

in the tropics) very long period (>40 days) and very short period

(~3 day) fluctuations were filtered out of the original daily

streamfunction (in the wavenumber domain). This was achieved by

using a larger data span from May 1970 through September 1970~

and subtracting a weighted running mean from the original daily

~n values. A smoothing function having discrete weights pro

portional to a normal curve with standard deviation a was used;

Panofsky and Brier (1968). [Long-period 40-day fluctuations were

attenuated by 30% for example.] Very short period fluctuations

were filtered by a 3-point (0.25, 0.5, 0.25) weighted running mean.

There have been several studies on wave characteristics.

At midlatitude regions, Bradley and Wiin-Nielson (1968) studied

the phase speeds of high-frequency Rossby-type wave modes «lO-day

period) using spherical harmonic and empirical orthogonal function

analyses. Eliasen and Machenhauer (1965, 1969) found westward

propagating phase speeds that corresponded fairly well with

divergence corrected Rossby-Haurwitz wave speeds. Diky and Golitsyn

(1968) compared observed with phase speeds computed from Laplace's
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tidal equation. Pratt and Wallace (1976) used space-time spectral

analysis formulations as described by Hayashi (1971,1973) to

study westward and eastward moving mid1atitude waves while Zangvi1

(1975) deployed similar techniques over tropical/equatorial areas.

Longuet-Higgins (1968) obtained Hough function solutions to

Laplace's tidal equations which covered equatorial as well as higher

1at.itude, free and forced wave modes. Barotropic wave modes on

an equatorial beta plane were discussed by Rosenthal (1965) and

Matsuno (1966). Lindzen (1967), theoretically analyzed free and

forced wave modes that were vertically propagating, by expressing

solutions to the equatorial beta plane equations as the product of

a vertical structure function and Hermite functions describing

latitudinal structure. Observationally, Wallace and Kousky (1968)

detected Kelvin waves, and Yanai and Maruyama (1966) detected

mixed Rossby-gravity waves in the equatorial stratosphere during

the easterly and westerly regimes of the quasi-biennial oscillation,

respectively. Most observational studies resorted to extensive

mathematical processing to extract transient waves of one form or

another. At any rate their end results deal with a form of bulk

statistics.

I feel that such analyses, though very informative, hides many

important features of the nature of transient wave propagation;

(1) different wave modes could be dominant at different ~imes at

anyone particular latitudinal region and during a given time

period or season, (2) anomalous wave propagation that may occur

during only a fraction of the time is completely obscured by bulk

statistical treatment; such propagation anomalies could be signs of
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important turbulent changes taking place in the large-scale cir

culation. Thus the prime purpose of this section is not to try and

identify so-called dominant time and/or space scales, but rather

to view transient waves as they are (as far as possible). Those

transient waves that seem to fall within already established wave-

categories are identified while anomalies and unknown propagation

characteristics which mayor may not match existing theoretical or

observational modes are also presented.

Generally, it is desirable to have more information besides

wave-propagation characteristics alone, to study wave structure.

However, pressure/geopotential, temperature and vertical motion

fields are either poor (large data sparse oceanic areas) or un

reliable. Even though these fields are available (at least tem

perature is) at NMC or can be computed on a global basis, it is

debatable whether they are reasonably representative of the atmo-

sphere. The wind field on the other hand is, unquestionably, one

of the most reliable of the currently available meteorological data,

particularly at 200 mb. Hence, this section is confined to an

analysis of phase-propagation characteristics of wind field based

streamfunction at 200 mb. The following information is presented

as such, without claim to finality.

Fig. 6 shows the phase propagation characteristics of transient

~ * for wave n=l, at near equatorial (2.5N was selected arbitrarily)n
latitudes. n=l wave propagation was westward most of the time.

During periods of distinct, systematic, westward movement (say

around days 35-45) the phase speed was estimated at about -40 m
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Figure 6. t - A diagram of transient streamfunction l/J n* for

wavenumber n = 1 at 2.5N; summer 1970. Units
5 2 -110 m sec .
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Figure 7. t - A diagram of transient streamfunction ~ * for
n

wavenumber n = 1 at 30.8N; summer 1970. Units

105 m2 sec-1.
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-1 1sec relative to the ground or about -30 m sec- relative to the

ambient zonal mean flows at the time; period ~ 10 days. In Table

2A (bottom) n=l transient eddy kinetic energy was dominantly due to

u'*-contribution, suggesting a Kelvin-wave character. However,

from Fig. 6, this transient n=l wave, can not be of the Kelvin

type; Kelvin waves are characterized by eastward propagation.

The westward moving n=l wave could be one of the Hough-modes of

Laplace's tidal equation (Longuet-Higgins, 1967)--in particular,

tidal planetary waves of the second class, or as described by

Lindzen (1967) a free barotropic Rossby mode; waves of this wave

mode also possess most of their kinetic energies in the east-west

wind component. In Fig. 6, there are also periods of clear eastward

phase propagation; for example around day 10-20 and 81-86.

Generally eastward propagation seems to exist intermittently. Even

during periods of dominant west-movement, changes in wave intensity

and phase-speed could be due to the presence of (1) eastward

moving waves, (2) interaction between westward moving waves of

different time periods, and/or (3) other turbulent changes.

Equatorial eastward moving n=l wave could be of the Kelvin-type.

Interestingly, westward propagation is more evident in July and

early August when the monsoon circulation system is at maximum

intensity, while eastward movement is clearer in very early and

late summer. The precise mechanism by which these different wave

types are generated preferentially at one time or another is not

evident. However, what is clear is that equatorial transient

planetary waves are not dominantly of the Kelvin-type. During



periods when eastward propagating Kelvin-type components were

strong (around days 10-20 and 81-86) wave phase speed was estimated

at about 30 to 35 m sec- l with respect to the ground and about

40-45 m sec-l with respect to the zonal mean winds.

59

According to the analysis of Longuet-Higgins, planetary waves

of the second class or free barotropic Rossby modes should have

substantial amplitudes extending well into the midlatitudes. Madden

and Julian (1972) showed evidence of a global-scale westward pro

pagating oscillation in sea level pressure with longitudinal wave

number n=l and period 5-6 days. They identified it as a m=l, n=2

Laplace-tidal planetary wave mode of the second class. In Fig. 7,

transient n=l wave propagation characteristics at 30.8N, generally

representative of high latitudes, is shown. During periods of

dominant westward phase propagation, the subtropical-midlatitudes

and the tropics appear to be roughly in phase (Figs. 6 and 7);

for example, around days 14, 38, 45, 71, and 78. Phase pro

pagation at 15N (not shown) was even better related to that at

2.5N. Perhaps this confirms the earlier speculation that equa

torial westward moving n=l wave was of the barotropic Rossby-type.

Also, the above explains the dominantly ul*-kinetic energy of n=l

transient wave at nearly all latitudes (in Table 2A), including

middle latitudes. Pratt and Wallace (1976) also detected westward

propagating n=l, 4-20 day period waves at 50N and called them

partly equivalent barotropic, partly external wave modes. In Fig.

7, in addition to westward moving n=l transient wave components,

there also exist eastward moving components of somewhat long
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Figure 8. t - A diagram of transient streamfunction1/J n*

for wavenumber n = 2, at 2.5N; summer 1970.

Units 105 m2 sec-1.
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Figure 9. t - A. diagram of transient streamfunction 1JJn*

for wavenumber n = 2, at 39.0N; summer 1970.

Units 105 m2 sec-1.
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period. They, of course, could not be of the Kelvin-type which are

equatoria1ly trapped. In an analysis of the geopotentia1 height

field at 50N Pratt and Wallace (1976) detected short period (3-4

days and less) eastward moving n=1,2 waves which they identified

as baroclinic modes. In their analysis of the temperature field,

both long- and short-period n=l waves moved eastward. Perhaps the

eastward moving transient wave components in Fig. 7 were also some

type of baroc1inic wave mode.

Phase propagation characteristics for transient n=2 waves are

shown in Figs. 8, 9. In Table 2A, RT (n=2) ratios were also very

small; generally less than 0.2 at all latitudes; i.e., u'*-kinetic

energy was dominant. To be brief, over equatorial latitudes, they

were dominated by westward propagating modes. But, eastward phase

propagation was also evident, just as in the case of n=l transient

wavss. They are therefore placed in the same wave categories

as for the n=l case. t-A diagram for n=2 wave at 39.0N is shown

in Fig. 9. Here, both westward and eastward components appear to

be equally strong.

Figs. 10 and 11, show the corresponding t-A diagrams for

~5* at equatorial (2.5N) and the middle (44.6N) latitudes.

Transient short waves of both regions possessed substantial vl*

kinetic energy contribution (Table 2A). In equatorial regions,

n=5 transient waves clearly propagated westwards most of the time.

Their period was estimated at about 10-15 days and phase speed

~6 m sec-l. Perhaps these were of the Rossby-type. Note, however,

that there was clear evidence of n=5 eastward propagating transient
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Figure 10. t - A. diagram of transient streamfunction1JJ n*

for wavenumber n = 5, at 2.5N; summer 1970.

Units 105 m2 sec-1.
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waves at times; for instance around day 19, 28, 40 and around

days 50-67 and days 84-92. [During the periods day 50-60 or so

and day 84-92, n=l transient wave also showed eastward propagation.

The period 50-61, covered the period during which the summer tropo

spheric circulation reached an extremely abnormal state (day 50-54)

and break-monsoon condition prevailed over monsoonal South and South-

east Asia, as shown later. The significance of eastward transient

wave propagation with respect to 'breaks' in the monsoon cir

culation is not clear. Perhaps this warrants further study.]

These eastward propagating n=5 equatorial transient waves can not

be of the Kelvin-type. Based on a spectral analysis of symmetric

zonal wind components at Palmyra (6N, l62W) and Malden (4S, l55W),

Yanai and Murakami (1970) detected a sYmmetric zonal wind amplitude

that was more pronounced near 12 Km than 18 Km. The u-fluctuations

at 12 Km were also accompanied by substantial v-fluctuations.

Murakami's (1972) numerical experiment for the yo=lOo case produced

eastward propagating long-waves (n=1,2) excited by prescribed

diabatic heat sources at 10N with maximum u-amplitudes at 13 Km.

These waves also had substantial v-component winds associated with

them. He (Murakami) concluded that the computed wave near 13 Km

in the yo=lOo case was different from the Wallace-Kousky wave whose

lower rigime is encountered near 18 Km with an extremely small

meridional wind component. In Murakami's numerical experiment, the

diabatic Q~at source at 10N was prescribed with wavenumber 1,2,

and eastward propagating phase speeds of c=29 m sec-l for the n=l

wave, and 14.5 m sec-l for the n=2 wave cases (period = 16 days for
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both). Had he considered other wavenumbers and period, they could

possibly have excited short transient eastward propagating waves

as observed in this study. This, I might add, is speculation on

my part. Egger (1976) reported that th~ response to prescribed

heating anomalies in a linear model almost always favors the

lowest wavenumber, irrespective of the zonal scale of the prescribed

heating. If this were to be true of the actual atmosphere, the

generation mechanism for the observed (in this study) eastward

propagating n=5 equatorial transient wave with substantial

v'*-kinetic energy, remains unknown. Perhaps they derived their

energy through nonlinear coupling processes with other longer

waves excited by diabatic heating.

The phase propagation of n=5 transient waves at midlatitudes

is shown in Fig. 11 (for 44.6N). The figure is dominated byeast

ward propagating waves. Eastward propagating n=5 waves of periods

ranging from long (>20 days) to short (<20 days) were identified

by Pratt and Wallace (1976) as baroclinic waves, in their study.

Fig. 11 shows anomalous phase propatation around day 21-24,

and particularly so around days 52-61 and 77-81. Propagation

anomalies were also noted around days 50-60 or so in all the other

waves at equatorial and higher latitudes. At, as far as 39N,

(Fig. 12) n=5 transient waves showed westward propagation (partic

ularly in mid-season), perhaps indicating that monsoon circulation

system influenced latitudes as far north as 40N. Transient n=4

wave showed similar characteristics, while waves of n>5 displayed

clear eastward propagation typical of baroclinic Rossby wave modes.
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Figure 11. t - A diagram of transient streamfunction ~ *n
for wavenumber n = 5, at 46.4N; summer 1970.

Units 105 m2 sec-1.
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Figure 12. t - A diagram of transient streamfunction ~ *
n

for wavenumber n = 5, at 39.0N; summer 1970.
5 2 -1Units 10 m sec .
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In Fig. 12, prior to about day 27 or so, phase propagation was east

wards (generally) at about 4.0 m sec- l. After day 27, propagation

was distinctly westwards at about 3.5 m sec-l; i.e., the difference

between phase speeds before and after day 27 or so was about 8 m sec- l.

This corresponded well with a decrease in the zonal mean winds at

39.0N, from about 25 m sec- l in early to mid-June, to about

18 m sec- l in July-August; i.e., as the monsoon circulation reached

maximum intensities in July, the midlatitude westerly maximum

region shifted northwards.

In all the figures presented (6 to 12), on several occasions

there was evidence of rapid changes in propagation characteristics.

Perhaps these instances of anomalous propagation were signaling

turbulent nonlinear changes in the circulation. Their significance

remains unclear. Before concluding this section, I might add that

the theoretical structure of tropical/equatorial waves have bee~

described mostly on the basis of inviscid theoretical models; i.e.,

they do not include any significant frictional effect in the free

atmosphere. Several budget studies such as Reed et~. (1971,

1974) etc., claim that a strong damping mechanism exists, while

numerical diagnostic model studies of Holton and Colton (1972),

Chang et~. (1975) etc., deploy strong damping to constrain the theo

retical tropical wave amplitudes (in response to forcing; either di

vergence or heating) to observed values. Budget studies are as always,

subject to error, while model demands of the prescription of strong

damping may imply that some important physical process has been

unaccounted for. In Chang's (1977) theoretical study, viscous
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Kelvin waves attenuated much faster in the vertical and had a

phase relationship between u and ¢ rather different from the

classical non-viscous wave mode. He suggested that equatorial

tropospheric waves behaved like the viscous mode. In light of

Chang's study, even a detailed study of the vertical structure and

phase relationship between pressure (or geopotential), wind fields,

temperature and vertical motions, mayor may not conclusively

classify tropical tropospheric wave motions. In other words their

structure differs with and without the inclusion of even simple

linear viscous effects.

Following Zangvil's (1975) method of representing energy

spectra (a discussion is also found in Chiu, 1967), a spectral

analysis of time series of transient eddy kinetic energy (not shown)

of waves n=l and 4 provided the following: (1) n=l transient eddy

kinetic energy for a tropical region from about 55 to 19.6N possessed

spectral peaks around waves of period 7-9 days and 22 days, with

the former being larger; (2) n=4 transient tropical waves had

spectral power density peaks around 7-9 days and 18-22 days. There

was a small peak around 5 days; (3) over a midlatitude region

polewards of about 40N, n = 1 transient waves were dominantly of

a 6-9 day period. A secondary peak existed around 18-20 days;

(4) n = 4, transient midlatitude waves showed peaks around 9, 12

and 20-30 days. Waves of wavenumber n=l and 4 were singled out

because they showed the best correlation between the midlatitudes and

the tropics of all the waves examined through spectral time-lag

cross-covariance analysis. n = 1 waves of the tropics were corre-
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lated with n = 1 midlatitude waves with a correlation coefficient

of 0.3 (O-day lag); waves of period 7-9 contributed most to this

correlation. Correspondingly, n = 4 waves were correlated with

a coefficient of 0.4 (midlatitude leading the tropics by 1 or 2

days) with waves of period 9, 12 and 20-30 days contributing about

equally. These correlation coefficients, though significant at

the 95% probability level, are not particularly high. It must be

emphasized that cross-spectral analysis is not central to this

study. Some estimates have been presented here merely to suggest

that there is a possibility of meridional coupling between tropical

and higher latitudes, and to throw some light on the character of

the transient disturbances that account for the interaction. The

fact that such meridional coupling may take place preferentially

over certain localities suggests that correlations would certainly

be much better over those local areas; i.e., local area transient

disturbances should be studied in more detail when better data is

available. [In the case of midlatitude and tropical n=l transient

waves, their correlation may indicate simultaneous changes over

both regions associated with the propagation of Tidal-planetary

waves, as discussed before.]

Tables 18 and 28 show the 700 mb latitudinal distributions of

steady and transient eddy kinetic energies, and the ratios RS,

RT, and RT(n). At 700 mb, steady and transient eddy kinetic

energies are considerably less than at 200 mb. Their latitudinal

wavenumber distribution is nearly identical to the distribution at

200 mb: (1) dominant n=l standing eddy kinetic energy in the tropics,
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(2) negligible short-wave tropical steady kinetic energy, (3) large

midlatitude transient eddy kinetic energy and (4) fairly large

tropical k * distributed with a monotonic decrease with increasing
n

wavenumber. The character of standing and transient eddies at

700 mb as portrayed by RS(n) and RT(n) ratios (Table 2B), revealed

a structure that rather closely matched that at 200 mb (Table 2A);

i.e., (1) tropical standing waves appear to be of the Kelvin-type

with dominant <u>'-kinetic energy contribution. This was compatible

with the existence of strong westerlies (over the equatorial

Indian region) and easterlies (western Pacific) to the west and east

of the dominant updraft (diabatic heating) region centered over

the Philippines area, (2) Midlatitude standing waves show a Rossby

type character, (3) n=l transient wave kinetic energy was mostly

due to u'*-contribution at all latitudes, while transient short

waves had substantial v'*-kinetic energy contribution.

3.3.3 Wave-zonal mean flow and wave-wave interaction

Fig. 13 (top) shows the meridional distribution of <u> and <v>

at 200 mb. The zonal mean <u> flow is westerly to the north of

19.6N with a maximum (~22 m sec-l) at about 41N. In intervening

latitudes there exists large anticyclonic shear. Between 19.6N

and 5S, <u> is easterly with a maximum of about 7 m sec-l at 5N.

South of 5S, <u> reverts to westerly flows with a maximum

(~34 m sec- l) around 33S and large anticyclonic shear in between.

Negative (northerly) mean meridional wind <v> extends southward

from 19N to 37S. Maximum northerly <v> (-0.8 msec-l) is found

at about 3N. Between 3N and l5N there exists large <v> diver-
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Figure 13. 200 mb meridional distribution of summer 1970

mean <u>, <v>, <c> and of momentum transport

due to standing eddies, <V>I<V>I, and transient

eddies <UI*V I*>.
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gence. <v> is positive (southerly) from about 19N to 26N. The

Hadley circulation is, thus, implied with its updraft branch located

around 10N-15N and downdrafts around 26N and over an extensive

region in the Southern Hemisphere. (N-S overturnings over the

monsoon region contribute most to this mean Hadley cell.) The

Northern Hemisphere Hadley is considerably weaker than its Southern

Hemisphere counterpart. These findings conform to the observations

of Oort and Rasmusson (1971). Above 26N, <v> is northerly reaching

0.25 m sec- l around 41N. Flows in this region correspond to the

indirect midlatitude Ferrel cell of the northern summer hemisphere.

Fig. 13 (bottom) shows the near-equatorial cloudy zone near 7N.

Also <c> maximum appears to be associated with a region of large <v>

divergence at 200 mb. <c> drops off sharply to the north of about

10N and is small above about 26N, where the descending leg of the

Northern Hemisphere Hadley is found. South of the Equator, the

small gradient of <c> is associated with uniform and small <v>

convergence.

The computed momentum transports due to standing eddies,

<U>I<V>I, and transient eddies, <UI*V I*> at 200 mb are also shown in

Fig. 13 (bottom). In general, westerly momentum transport due to

transient eddies is positive (northward transport) over the Northern

Hemisphere, negative (southward) over the Southern Hemisphere and

zero at the equator. Cross-equatorial momentum flux appears to
2 -2be largely due to standing eddies and amounts to about +5 m sec

This southward transport of easterly momentum is largely due to the

upper northeasterly flows over the Indian monsoon region. The
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northward westerly momentum transport due to transient (standing)

eddies amounts to about 30 (10) m2 sec-2 at 40 (28) N. These values

are in fair agreement with measurements by Oort and Rasmusson (1971).

Between about 20N and 35N there is large horizontal divergence of

net momentum flux. Though considerably weaker, flux divergence

extends into equatorial regions as well. This results in a westerly

deceleration (or easterly acceleration) of the zonal mean winds

there. North of about 35N net momentum flux convergence is

encountered.

Wave-zonal mean flow interaction depends sensitively on the

sign and magnitude of the zonal mean flow and momentum flux diver

gence. Table 3 (top) shows the latitude-wavenumber dependency of

the wave-zonal mean flow interaction terms computed at 200 mb for

wavenumbers 1 to 10. The sum of contributions due to each wave-

number, (W-Z) , is equal to the net (W-Z). Poleward of about 41N,
n

(W-Z)n is generally negative, a negative sign indicating the transfer

of kinetic energy from wave of wavenumber n to zonal mean flows.

Over tropical latitudes from about 55 to 19.6N, (W-Z)n is com

paratively small and mostly negative, easterly u being associated

with weak momentum flux divergence. Kanamitsu et a1. (1972)

computed the wave-zonal mean interaction term at 200 mb over a

tropical belt from 155 to l5N for the northern summer of 1967.

They found large transfers of kinetic energy from waves of wave

number 1 to zonal mean flows. In Table 3 (top), (W-Z)l is large

and negative below 14.85, westerly u being associated with momentum

flux convergence due to n = 1 wave. 155 being embedded in zonal
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mean westerly flows cannot, perhaps, be considered tropical in

character. 3 Thus, caution must be exercised in order that the

computation of energetics in the Fourier domain is not applied

to too large a latitudinal span, lest entirely different cir

culation regimes be compounded together. In Table 3 (bottom)

the wave-wave interaction term is generally larger than (W-Z)n

over the tropics. (W-W)n is large over subtropical and mid

latitude regions. Regime separation is not as clearly defined as

in the distribution of (W-Z)n. In this study, three different

latitudinal belts were chosen as follows:

1. Tropical belt (5.05-19.6N): A region of easterly 200 mb

<u>, maximum northerly <v> and <v> divergence, maximum <c>, the

rising branch of the mean meridional Hadley cell, dominantly

standing eddy kinetic energy confined to long waves of the Kelvin
2n 2 n

type (i.e., <V>I / <U>I <0.05 for n = 1), relatively small

transient eddy kinetic energy k*, long-wave transient eddies with

very small RT(n) ratios and short-wave transients of the Rossby
2 n -2-0

wave class; i.e., the ratio <v l* > / <u l* > is <0.2 and >0.5

for n = 1,2 and n > 4, respectively.

2. Subtropical belt (24.2N-37.1N): Westerly 200 mb <u> with

large anticyclonic shear, a region of negative meridional gradient

of <v> and the descending branch of the Northern Hemisphere Hadley

cell, minimum <c> , large net momentum flux divergence, a relative

minimum in standing eddy kinetic energy coincident with latitudes

3The belt of zonal mean easterly ushifts annually. During
winter (Chapter 5), zonal mean easterlies occupied a zone from
14.85 to 5N as compared to one between 55 to 19.6N in summer.
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of the subtropical ridge axis of the upper monsoon anticyclone,

relatively lareg 200 mb transient kinetic associated with both long

and short-waves with substantial v-component kinetic energy con

tribution.

3. Midlatitude belt (41.0N-48.1N): Westerly <u> maximum with

cyclonic shear, a region with northerly <v> of the thermally in

direct Ferrel cell, net momentum flux convergence, very large

transient eddy kinetic energy associated with baroclinic waves of
--n n

;;: 2

n~4-7 with substantially large ratios of <v l * > / <u l * >

700 mb regime separation is not quite as clear in some aspects

as 200 mba 700 mb zonal mean easterlies occupy a rather broad zone

with maxima around 55 and 20N. In intervening latitudes zonal

mean u easterlies are less due to the presence of strong local

westerly flows over the Indian monsoon region. The distribution

of 700 mb <v> (not shown) revealed strong low-level <v> convergence

centered around lON, directly beneath the region of 200 mb <v>

divergence, compatible with the existence of rising motion in mid

tropospheric levels. The character of long and short-wave,

standing and transient eddies at 700 mb, however, was very similar

to those in the upper troposphere, particularly in as far as their

latitudinal dependence was concerned. Regime definition as

determined at 200 mb was, thus, also applied at 700 mba

Fig. 14 depicts the wavenumber dependency of eddy kinetic

energy kn, wave-zonal mean flow interaction (W-Z)n and wave-wave

interaction (W-W)n' averaged over each latitudinal zone for n =1

to 10, at 200 mba
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Figure 14. 200 mb mean summer eddy kinetic energy, kn, in
2 -2units of 1 m sec energy exchange between waves,

{W-W)n' and between waves and zonal mean flows,

{W-Z)n' in units of 10-6 m2 sec-3, for zonal

wavenumbers n = 1 to 10, averaged over the mid-

latitude belt (41.0N-48.1N), subtropical belt

(24.2N-37.1N) and tropical belt (5.0S-19.6N),

respectively.
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In the midlatitude belt, most waves lose energy to zonal mean

flows through wave-zonal flow interaction. Waves of wave number 2

and around 6 and 7 contribute most. Saltzman (1970) speculated

that waves of wavenumber 2 and 3 were maintained by energy sources

originating from land-sea contrasts. Waves of n = 5, 7, 8 etc.

lose energy through nonlinear barotropic interactions, to both zonal

mean flows and to other waves. Presumbly, these waves are main

tained by baroclinic instability processes. The above results are

in fair agreement with those of Saltzman and Teweles (1964) for

the 500 mb level, for a 10-year period.

Over the subtropical belt ultralong waves (n = 1,2) and other

waves (3 and above) are clearly separated, with n = 1 and 2 waves

losing energy to higher wavenumbers via wave-wave barotropic

exchange. Wavenumber 1 also loses energy to zonal mean flows.

n = 1 and 2 waves may derive their energy from such subtropical

heat sources as those near and around the Tibetan massif (mid

tropospheric sensible and latent heat source) and from land-sea

contrasts. A secondary maximum in wave-wave energy transfers is

noted at n=8. Daily NMC maps indicate that small vortices,

apparently unconnected to convection, frequently develop in the

oceanic trough over the North Pacific. Perhaps barotropic non

linear processes are responsible for the development of these

vortices with a wavenumber of approximately 8.

As compared to the subtropical and midlatitude belts, the energy

exchanges over the tropical belt are marked by small (W-Z)n

interaction. Although these exchanges are small, they could be



significant in relation to the observed relatively low values of

eddy kinetic energy (k ) in this region. (W-W) interactions aren n

also small but somewhat larger than (W-Z) interactions. Wave
n

number 2, in particular, loses substantial amounts of kinetic
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energy to other waves. Most probably n = 2 wave is maintained

through tropical baroclinic processes with E-W overturnings

(associated with the active tropical convection centers) converting

eddy available potential energy to eddy kinetic energy. There was

no evidence to suggest that in the tropics waves of approximately

wavenumber 8 are the preferred modes of receiving energy from other

waves; i.e., nonlinear barotropic instability as in Colton's (1973)

study. Note also that the tropics are characterized by an over

whelming dominance in eddy kinetic energy of wavenumber l(kl).
3.4 Circulation fluctuations during summer

3.4.1 Kinetic energy and associated fluctuations

In this section, the changes in 200 mb and 700 mb eddy (k)

and zonal mean (K) kinetic energy averaged over the tropical, sub

tropical and midlatitude belts are investigated. Particular atten

tion is paid to possible mechanisms through which eddy kinetic

energy may change: Barotropic, baroclinic and meridional coupling.

Fig. 15 (top) depicts changes in 200 mb k averaged over the

tropical belt. A cursory glance reveals somewhat systematic

fluctuations of a 10-15 day period. In confirmation, spectral

analysis showed a dominant power density peak around a period of

~12 days. Krishnamurti et ~ (1976) detected a dominant peak

around 13 days for many elements of the monsoon system. Murakami
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Figure 15. Time series of 3-day running mean eddy kinetic

energy k at 200 mb (top) and 700 mb (bottom),

averaged over a tropical belt between 55 and

19.6N. The curves are drawn with the summer

mean values used as zero reference; i.e., <k>

at 200 mb = 54.2 m2 sec-2 and <k> at 700 mb =
2 -222.7 m sec .
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and Frydrych (1974) showed that the upper tropospheric response

over the monsoon region was largest to prescribed diabatic heat

sources of a 12-16 day period range. Tropical local area con

tributions to k changes (not shown) at 200 mb revealed that

fluctuations over the monsoon tropics (35E-125E) were smaller than

over the Pacific (145E-125W)--consistent with the finding that k*

is larger over the latter area. It is conceivable that changes

in monsoon activity may be related to changes in the intensity

of the mid-Pacific trough through the baroclinic coupling of east

west overturning circulations.

Fig. 15 (bottom) shows the corresponding k changes averaged

over the 700 mb tropical belt. Primary maxima exist around days

12-16, 38-40 and 78-80. In addition to these long-period vari

ations, much shorter period (~5 day) fluctuations also occur. These

may be attributed to the passage of disturbances, monsoon lows,

etc., at the 700 mb level. The eddy kinetic energy changes at

700 mb and 200 mb are not particularly clearly related. At times

they appear to be out of phase; around days 5-7, 12-16, 24-26 and

78-80. This out of phase character is more apparent in a comparison

of composite energetics and circulation statistics of periods of

200 mb eddy kinetic energy maxima and minima, dealt with later.

Overall, it is difficult to infer a definite phase relationship

between the changes at 200 mb and 700 mb over the tropical belt.

However, around day 41-55, k at both levels decreases in synchrony

to reach minimum values around day 50-54. Because this period had

unique characteristics (compared to any other period), it has been
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singled out for a more detailed examination later. It is noteworthy

that the Indian Meteorological Department reported "break monsoon"

conditions prevailing over India from 12-25 July 1970.

In Fig. 16a (top), changes in eddy and zonal mean kinetic

energy over the 200 mb tropical belt are clearly negatively corre

lated during most of the 92 days. Around day 42, changes are large,

of the same order and of opposite sign, suggesting that a baro

tropic transfer of kinetic energy from eddies to zonal mean flows

took place. However, from Fig. 17 (top) it is evident that the

(W-Z) interaction term did not show a marked minimum either at or

before day 42. In fact, it was near its season mean value. Thus,

the increase in zonal mean kinetic energy can not be attributed to

an energy transfer from eddies. At this juncture, it is worth

pointing out that northerly V, averaged over the 200 mb tropical
-1 -1belt, strengthened from -0.3 m sec at day 40 to -1.0 m sec on

day 44 (season mean value is approximately -0.5 m sec-l). This v
change appears to have led to an increase in easterly u during that

period. (200 mb zonal mean easterlies approached maximum speeds

at this time.) This, of course, is reflected in increased Kover

the torpical belt.

In contrast, kinetic energy changes prior to day 40 showed

correspondence with changes in the (W-Z) interaction term. Positive

peaks in (W-Z) interaction of about 2 x 10-5 m2 sec-3 above normal

were observed around days 2-3, 15-16 and 30-32: Fig. 17 (top).

2 -2 ·1The amplitude of k changes was of the order of 20 m sec ,wh, e

2 -2 h d" fthat of K amounted to about 7 m sec ,t e correspon ,ng rate 0
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Figure 16a. (top): Time series of 3-day running mean eddy

kinetic (solid) and zonal mean kinetic energy

(dashed), averaged over the 200 mb tropical

belt from 5S to 19.6N.

as zero reference are:

Season mean values used
- 2 -,2

<k> = 54.2 m sec and

<K> = 18.6 m2 sec- 2. (bottom): Time series of

3-day running mean tropical belt k at 700 mb

(solid) and c· 2 (dashed). Season mean values
2 -2used as zero reference are: <k> = 22.7 m sec

.2 k 2and c = 1.7 0 ta .
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Figure 16b. Time series of 3-day running mean baroclinic

conversion term CE; -wiT' Rip, at 200 mb (top)

and 700 mb (bottom), averaged over a tropical

belt from 5S to 19.6N. Season mean values as

zero reference are: -~w'T'> Rip = -1.6 and

5.2 in units of 10-6 m2 sec-3 at 200 mb and 700

mb, respectively.
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h . -( ) b . . 1 () 1 -5 2 -3c ange ln k K elng approxlmate y 5 2 x 0 m sec Thus,

wave-zonal mean interaction can possibly account for about one-third

of the total change in eddy kinetic energy. Perhaps barotropic

transfers between eddies and zonal mean flows act as a trigger

which initiates tropical disturbances, which then grow due to some

other mechanism. In short, such an energy transfer process does

not completely account for the changes in eddy kinetic energy, even

prior to day 40 when a clear negative correlation exists between

changes in k and K; other processes must play an important role

in these k changes.

Changes in the (W-Z) term over the 700 mb tropical belt and

700 mb k did not show a clear relationship (Fig. 17, bottom). At

times, a (W-Z) peak precedes or coincides with a k maxima; around

day 78. At other times they are even out of phase: day 40.

Thus, zonal barotropic instability in the sense of Merilees (1968)

does not account for changes in 700 mb tropical eddy kinetic energy.

However, locally (W-Z) energy exchange may playa more significant

role. It might be mentioned here that around day 50-52, the (W-Z)

energy exchange term at both 200 mb and 700 mb were below normal

over the tropical belt. Perhaps the tropics were barotropically

stable, relative to normal, during this time.

In this study kinetic energy generation due to baroclinic

processes related to the correlation between vertical motions and

temperature perturbations were evaluated both directly and in

directly; i.e., the conversion of eddy available potential energy

to eddy kinetic energy through the physical process of warm air
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Figure 17. (top): Time series of 3-day running mean eddy

kinetic energy (solid) and the wave-zonal inter

action term (dashed), averaged over the 200 mb

tropical belt from 5S to 19.6N. Season mean

values used as zero reference are: <k> = 54.2 m2

-2 -5 2 -3 ( )sec and <W-Z> = -0.49 x 10 m sec . bottom:

As in the top, but for 700 mb. Season mean values

used as zero reference are: 2 -2<k> = 22.7 m sec
-6 2 -2and <W-Z> = -4.9 x 10 m sec .
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rising and cold air sinking. A direct evaluation of -wiT I Rip was

made using a vertical motion field obtained by a vertical integration

of divergence (see Chapter 2). However, the validity of this ver

tical motion field and for that matter the temperature field, on a

daily basis is rather questionable. It is possible that season

mean statistics of the baroclinic conversion term may yield values

that may be representative in a gross qualitative sense. Fig. l6b

is presented for reference purposes. It stands to reason that baro

clinic processes may be deduced on a daily basis, at least quali

tatively, from the field of perturbation cloudiness which is a
2

physical consequence of the dynamics of vertical motions. Thus c'

was computed daily over region from 55 to 20N, to represent baro
2

clinic energy conversion processes in the tropical belt. c'

changes are shown in Fig. 16a (bottom). Using a set of linearized

primitive equations with heat sources prescribed as external forcing,

Holton (1972) showed that upper tropospheric temperatures were high

just above prescribed heating and strong upward motion associated

with easterly waves of zonal wave-length 4000 m. Murakami (1974a)

also demonstrated that high temperatures nearly coincided with

regions of ascending motion and heat sources (assumed proportional

Conceivably, then,

may be an approximate measure of tropical baroclinic processes.
2

In Fig. 16a (bottom) c' maxima around days 12-16, 38-42, and

to cloudiness) in large scale monsoon flows.
2

c'

78-82 nearly coincide with k maxima at 700 mb. Thus, the three

occasions of well above normal 700 mb tropical eddy kinetic energy

were (apparently) associated with enhanced tropical baroclinic
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activity. This indicates that latent heat releasing processes are

a determining criterion in low-level disturbance activity. It is

interesting that in Fig. 16b, the conversion term 'CE I at 700 mb
2

shows some correspondence with c' For example, around days 9-10,
2

22-23,38-42,78-82 both CE and c' were well above normal.

Correspondence between the two is not particularly consistent on
2

some other occasions; around day 12-16, c' and CE are out of phase.

Generally there is much left to be desired between CE changes and

changes in eddy kinetic energy, particularly at 200 mb. The
-2

relationship between fluctuations in c' and 200 mb eddy kinetic

energy is also rather tenuous. 200 mb tropical eddy kinetic energy

changes are due to local changes over the convective monsoon area,

as well as local changes over the central Pacific, Atlantic and

other areas. These latter areas are generally cloud free. In

fact, 200 mb k* over the central Pacific is larger than k* over the
-2

monsoon area. Perhaps, this explains why c' is not too well

correlated with 200 mb k changes. At 700 mb, the converse is ture;

i.e., k* is substantially larger over the monsoon area than anywhere

else. Thus changes in 700 mb tropical eddy kinetic energy had a

larger contribution from local circulation changes over the monsoon

area. Hence, the better relationship between tropical 700 mb k
-2

and c' changes. Given the possible association between fluctuations
2

in c' and 700 mb k, and wave-zonal interaction and 200 mb k, it is

indeed difficult to postulate a systematic link or sequence between

changes in the lower and upper troposphere. It is questionable

whether a cross-spectral, coherence etc, analysis would yield a
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phase sequence that is physically real rather than artificial.

Despite the somewhat inconclusive nature of these results, in mid

summer certain changes are tangible in all the fields studied,

indicating that the large-scale circulation was going through

an exceptional and well defined phase. Beginning around day 40;

(1) 200 mb tropical zonal mean kinetic energy increased to maximum

values between day 50 and 54, (2) 200 mb and 700 mb eddy kinetic
2

energy decreased to below season mean values, (3) c' decreased to

an all season low, while the conversion term CE at 700 mb decreased

very rapidly around day 40 to remain below normal for over two

weeks; relative tropical baroclinic stability. In addition the

barotropic energy exchange term (W-Z) was below normal during day

50-53 or so in both the upper and lower tropospheric tropics;

relative barotropic stability.

Next, the possibility of midlatitude systems affecting tropical

belt eddy kinetic energy is examined. Fig. 18 (top) clearly shows

a long period (~20 day) variation in 200 mb midlatitude eddy

kinetic energy. [Webster and Kellar (1975) observed that the eddy

kinetic energy of the upper troposphere between about 30S and 60S

derived from EOLE constant density balloon data, possessed a

strong 18-23 day fluctuation.] Of interest are the maxima in

midlatitude k around days 4-5 and 29-30 which precede peaks in

tropical k (see Fig. 17, top) around days 5-7 and 32-33. This

suggests that midlatitude effects could have propagated into tropical

latitudes to cause fluctuations in the eddy kinetic energy there.

This possibility is substantiated to some degree later. Significantly,
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Figure 18. Time series of 3-day running mean eddy kinetic

energy k (top) and zonal mean kinetic energy K

(bottom), at 200 mb, averaged over the midlati

tude belt from 41 .ON to 48.1N. Season mean

values used as zero reference are: <k> = 156.7
2 -2 2 -2m sec and < K> = 230.0 m sec .
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midlatitude k and tropical k are both well below normal between

day 50 and 54.

Fluctuations in 200 mb zonal mean kinetic energy K (Fig. 18

bottom) are not as systematic as fluctuations in k. Sometimes, as

around day 70 for example, a minimum in K appears to be associated

with a maximum in eddy kinetic energy. The (W-Z) interaction term

not shown was well above normal around day 66-67. Perhaps, baro

tropic exchange processes were significant during this period. In

contrast, around days 5-7 and 32-33, when k reached maximum values,

the (W-Z) term was near or even below normal. Changes around

these days were probably associated with baroclinic processes in

the midlatitude region. Zonal mean kinetic energy remained below

season mean between day 37 and 60. The midlatitude vertical wind

she~r, as defined by the difference between zonal mean u at 200 mb

and 700 mb, followed the time variation in K. Between day 50 and

54, the vertical shear was at an all season low. Thus, in the

midlatitudes, baroclinic activity was perhaps at a minimum through

the anomalous period 50-54 day, compatible with the simultaneous

occurrence of extremely small values of 200 mb eddy kinetic energy

(Fig. 18, top).

Fluctuations in 200 mb eddy kinetic energy, averaged over a

southern hemispheric region from 28.75 to lOS, showed a fair

correspondence with tropical belt k changes (figure not presented).

This indicates that southern hemispheric effects could also cause

changes in tropical circulations; coupling with the Southern Hemi

sphere. Such interaction most probably occurs in the central

Pacific channel where k* is large.
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In Fig. 19, several occasions of 700 mb tropical kmaxima

nearly concurred with midlatitude maxima, as around days 15, 38,

and 77. Similarly, some periods of minima also coincided. In

Fig. 5, a band of large 700 ~bk* extending from the midlatitudes

near Japan to the equatorial North Borneo, suggested that mid

latitude effects could interact with the low-level tropical cir

culation, preferentially over this western Pacific region. The

exact manner in which lateral coupling might take place can not be

deduced easily.

Accompanying changes in 200 mb tropical eddy kinetic energy,

significant and unusual fluctuations were observed in the local

wind fields.

Fig. 20 shows a longitude-time section of 200 mb zonal winds

along the equator. The equatorial easterlies dominating the monsoon

region with a maximum centered around 90E, are relatively steady.

In comparison, changes are somewhat larger over the equatorial

Pacific with winds shifting from easterly to westerly flows,

probably in association with changes in the intensity and location

of the upper oceanic troughs. Prior to day 50, westerlies pre-

vailed over the equatorial Pacific. After day 50 easterlies occurred

considerably more frequently. Over this region climatology confirms

that westerlies are more evident during early summer, while easterlies

dominate in the latter part of the season. Thus zonal mean easterlies

were stronger after midsummer than before. [In Fig. 16a, the

kinetic energy of zonal mean flows was larger during the latter

half of summer, probably due to stronger easterlies over the
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Figure 19. Time series of 3-day running mean 700 mb eddy

kinetic energy averaged over the midlatitude belt

from 4l.0N to 48.1N (top) and the tropical belt

from 5.05 to 19.6N (bottom).

used as zero reference are:

-2 . 1sec , respectlve y.

Season mean values

28.0 and 22.7 m2
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Figure 20. Time-longitude section along the equator of 3-day

running mean u-component winds at 200 mb. Interval

10 m sec-l. Regions of u < -10 m sec- l are hatched,
-1u > 10 m sec are dashed hatched.
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Pacific region.] This is compatible with the previously suggested

midlatitude-tropical coupling around days 4-8 and 29-33 (see Figs.

17 and 18). Namely, midlatitude belt eddy kinetic energy maxima

around these days preceded tropical k maxima; both occasions occurred

in early summer when westerly flows were stronger than normal over

the central Pacific (Fig. 20), indicating that meridional inter

action probably took place preferentially along the central Pacific

channel of large k*. Of particular interest are extraordinarily

strong easterlies over the equatorial western and central Pacific,

between about day 50 and 54. This possibly determined the inten

sification of zonal mean easterly u and thus K (Fig. 16a, top)

over the tropical belt.

In summary, abnormal changes began around day 40 and (1) 200

mb tropical and midlatitude eddy kinetic energy decreased to below

season mean values during day 50-54, (2) 200 mb tropical zonal mean

kinetic energy reached a maximum accompanied by extraordinarily

strong easterlies over the western and central equatorial Pacific,

(3) the midlatitude vertical u shear reached an all season low

indicating that the midlatitudes were baroclinically stable relative

to normal, (4) 700 mb tropical baroclinic activity as estimated

directly by the baroclinic conversion term CE, and measured
2

implicitly by c' both reached well below normal values; i.e.,

the global tropics were baroclinically stable reflecting depressed

monsoon activity or "break" monsoon conditions; the monsoon system

being the single largest contributor to the global, tropical cir

culation system, and (5) the tropical troposphere appeared to be
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barotropically stable with below normal (W-Z) interaction.

3.4.2 Changes in stream function and velocity potential.

Fig. 21 shows semipermanent features dominating the time series

of 200 mb streamfunction (top) and velocity potential (bottom) at

21.9N and 17.2N, respectively. A zone of high streamfunction

(anticyclonic circulation) centered around 55E, overlies the monsoon

regions of India and Southeast Asia. In contrast, low streamfunction

(cyclonic) characterizes the central Pacific and Atlantic regions.

A secondary zone of anticyclonic circulation, between about 90W

and 135W intensified around day 40 or so. Thus, the monsoon cir

culation over the Mexico area developed late in summer. The 10ng

term, 9-year, monthly mean analysis of Sadler (1975a) showed this

anticyclonic cell intensifying and shifting northwards from June

to July.

In Fig. 21 (bottom), a band of minimum X (updraft) is found

around 125E, about 750 to the east of the ~-center over the monsoon

region. The X field is generally positive over the Arabian and

Pacific regions of upper inflow, sinking motion, and dry weather.

The Mexico area around 90W is the site of a secondary zone of upper

divergent outflow.

Major singularities occurred around day 50-54. High stream

function (ridging) occurred at about l45E and Eastwards (normally

an area of low ~) over the western Pacific. ~ values around 1800

near the mid-Pacific trough area, changed from normally negative to

positive. Unusually large positive ~ values prevailed around 90W

125W, where the Mexican anticyclone was at its maximum intensity
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Figure 21. (top): Time-longitude section of 3-day running mean

streamfunction ~ along 2l.9N in units of 106 m2 sec-l.

Interval 10 units. Regions of ~ < -10 units are

hatched, ~ > 10 units are dashed hatched. (bottom):

Isopleths of 3-day running mean velocity potential

along l7.2N in units of 106 m2 sec- l. Interval 3

units. Regions of ~ < -3 units are hatched, ~ > 3

units are dashed hatched.
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during this period. Anomalous features are also noticeable in the

time series of X in Fig. 21 (bottom). Around 125E, large and neg

ative X values are replaced by positive values. Thus the Philippines

Southeast Asia re3ion came under the influence of strong upper

convergent inflow and sinking motion favoring dry weather.

Due to the above singular changes between day 50 and 54, this

period is scrutinized in detail. In addition to the above, other

fluctuations in ~ and X are evident. They are somewhat harder to

detect, being camouflaged by dominant quasi-stationary cir

culation components. Their characteristics were brought out by

compositing periods of eddy kinetic energy maxima and minima,

synoptically and energetically.

The next section focuses on the characteristics of the abnormal

period between day 50 and 54 or 20-24 July; "break" monsoon.

3.5 Circulation characteristics during the abnormal period 20

24 July

During this period, when "break" monsoon conditions prevailed

over India, simultaneous changes were noted in the kinetic energies

of all the latitudinal belts considered. Changes were also observed

in the local wind field over India-Southeast Asia and the tropical

western Pacific, in association with changes in the fields of

streamfunction and velocity potential. The "break ll phenomenon was

clearly not merely a local one; rather, the entire global cir

culation seemed to go through a phase radically different from

normal summer conditions.
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3.5.1 Synoptic features of the July 20-24 period

Fig. 22 (top) presents the field of 200 mb streamfunction

averaged over the period July 20-24 (50-54 day). This is to be

compared with Fig. 1 (top) depicting season mean conditions. Marked

differences are there over the monsoon and Western Pacific regions

of both Northern and Southern Hemispheres. The anticyclonic cir

culation over the Himalayan region bifurcated into two cells due to

a trough in the midlatitude westerlies penetrating into the sub

tropics along about 65E, and an anticyclonic center developed

around 30N, 90E, about 350 east of the season mean ~ center in

Fig. 1. Extensive ridging (troughing) along about 135E-150E

(110E-120E) extended over all northern latitudes. A strong anti

cyclonic circulation was centered around lOS, 175E accompanied by

a decrease in anticyclonic flows over the North Austrialia-Indonesia

region around lOS, 115E. The sudden intensification of equatorial

easterlies in the Western and Central Pacific appears to be largely

in response to the development of these anticyclonic cells straddling

the equator.

Changes also occurred over the Eastern Pacific-Mexico area;

namely a distinct strengthening and northward displacement (15N to

30N) of the anticyclonic circulation over that area, along with

the extension of a well defined ridge system into the tropical

Central Pacific; easterly flows over the near-equatorial eastern

Pacific are better defined. During this anomalous period, the

Mexican anticyclone was at its maximum intensity and maximum north

latitude. The simultaneity of the changes over thf Mexican and
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Figure 22. 200 mb ~ (top) and X (bottom) for the 20-24 July

1970 period. See Fig. 1 for descriptive details.
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Indian monsoon-western Pacific region is, perhaps, more than a

chance coincidence. Generally strong anticyclonic-ridging character

ized a zone along about lON, from the north of the Philippines over

the western North Pacific and beyond to the Central Pacific-Mexico

region.

In addition to the above, the mid-Pacific trough was somewhat

less organized and possessed a reduced NE-SW tilt. Momentum fluxes

over the subtropical belt showed a marked minimum during day 50-54.

The more frequent occurrence of equatorial easterlies (Fig. 20) over

the central and eastern Pacific in late-summer (i.e., after day 45

or so) is probably related to a weakening of the mid-Pacific trough

and an intensification of the eastern Pacific-Mexico ridge system.

Pronounced changes took place in the 200 mb divergent cir

culations (Fig. 22, bottom). The dominant x-minimum (updraft) center

moved to around 30N-35N, 90E over Tibet. Daily horizontal distri

butions of X showed that this shift began around day 44 and,pro

ceeded as follows: Day 44 (12.4N, l25E), 46 (17.2N, 105E), 48

(21.9N, lOOE), 50 (28N, 90E), 52 (32N, 85E) and 54 (30N, 95E). Over

the Philippines (15N, 125E), X values became positive, and the strong

divergent outflow normally characteristic of this region was replaced

by convergent inflow and sinking motion. X values were generally

well above normal (below normal rising motion) over a broad zone

from the midlatitudes, through the Philippines, to the Indonesian-

New Guinea region and beyond; they went through a dry phase. The

x-component winds over India changed from easterly to strong northerly.

Concurrently, upper level, E-W oriented divergent outflow was excited
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over the tropical western Pacific with dominant centers at about

15N, 165E and lOS, 170E, nearly coincident with the abnormal upper

anticyclonic circulations there. As will be shown later, these were

also zones of unusual convective activity and upper air divergence.

The X minimum center over the Caribbean Sea area shifted north by

about 100_150
. Upper convergent inflow over Australia (tropical

north eastern Pacific) was stronger (weaker) than normal, while that

over the South Indian Ocean was weaker. These changes were associated

with changes in cloudiness and transient eddy kinetic energy k* for

the 50-54 day period as shown later.

At this juncture, it is perhaps worth pointing out that these

unusual features in the distributions of 200 mb streamfunction,

velocity potential and consequently weather and rainfall (shown

later), are not unique to this particular "break" monsoon period

and therefore not, perhaps, an accident. During 1972, the global

circulation went through peculiar and dramatic large-scale changes

in concurrence with a major El-nino; Krueger and Gray (1969),

Bjerknes (1969), Ramage (1970, 1975). This El-nino commenced

around March 1972 and reached a peak around December 1972. The

summer of 1972 was, therefore, well embedded in the El-nino cycle.

During summer 1972, negative rainfall anomalies were observed

over the New Guinea region while the tropical western-central

Pacific was extremely wet. The rainfall over many Indian stations

showed that the monsoon was extremely under-active with near drought

conditions prevailing almost everywhere. Thus the Indian summer

monsoon was rather like an extended "break". Most interestingly
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a preliminary examination of the fields of $ and X for the mean summer

of 1972 (not shown here) revealed several features that were sim-

ilar to the "break" monsoon characteristics of 1970, shown in Fig.

22. To be specific, 1972 summer mean features included (1) a well

defined ridge system over the western North Pacific extending along

about 10N from the north of the Philippines to the equatorial

central Pacific, (2) a second x-minimum center over the western

North Pacific with unusually (compared to other years) strong E-W

divergent outflow extending into the southwestern Pacific. Thus

during summer 1972, the tropical western-central Pacific was active

while the Indian monsoon region was under active, (3) associated

with the eastward and equatorward shift of the effective large-

scale x-minimum center, the upper anticyclone over the Indian

region was displaced about 200_300 eastwards as compared to other

years.

The above similarities between the character of the summer

1972 circulation, when the Indian region was below normally active,

and the circulation during the "break" monsoon period of 1970 (the

year under consideration in this study) suggests that the "break ll

monsoon characteristics observed in 1970 are perhaps representative

or at least similar to a circulation phase which is somewhat stable

and has certain identifiable properties. Also, the western-central

tropical Pacific region is one which participates actively in phase

changes between strong/active and weak/break monsoons. The phe

nomenon is clearly of global extent even though some regions are

more affected than others. As a cautionary note, I might add that



though there were similarities between the break monsoon period of

1970 and the summer of 1972 (El-nino), there were also several

circulation features that were dissimilar. Furthermore, during

the 1975-76, another El-nino year, Indian summer monsoon rainfall

was near or even above normal. The similarities, aforementioned,

were pointed out not with the intent of inferring a relationship

between the El-nino and deficient monsoon rainfall but rather to

indicate that when dry weather prevailed over the monsoon region

the large-scale circulation exhibited certain properties.

At 700 mb (Fig. 23) the cyclonic center over India shifted

about 50_100 northwards and easterlies between 20N and 30N were

replaced by westerlies, while northwesterlies intensified over

Arabia. The southwesterly flows over the equatorial Indian Ocean

around 45E to 60E were replaced by northwesterly flows; perhaps

the Somali jet intensity was below normal. Cross-equatorial flow

from the Southern to the Northern Hemisphe~e disappeared at the

700 mb level and most of India was under the influence of con

tinental air emanating from the Saudi Arabian-Iran region (See also

Fig. 2, top). In contrast, cross equatorial incursions from the

Northern to the Southern Hemisphere existed over the eastern

equatorial Indian Ocean. A deep N-S oriented trough layover

India while the monsoon trough over the Bay of Bengal and South

east Asia was completely disrupted by the development of a well

defined 700 mb ridge which extended from Japan and above to the

Sumatra region and lay beneath a 200 mb trough. Over this region

Ramamurthy (1969) noted what he termed as the southward shift of

121
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Figure 23. 700 mb ~ (top) and X (bottom) for the 20-24 July

1970 period. See Fig. 2 for descriptive details.
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the lower tropospheric anticyclonic axis during severe IIbreak ll

monsoons. Sadler (personal communication) observed an intense

ridge system which cut across Southeast Asia and central India,

causing a reversal of westerlies over the southern parts of India,

to easterly flows, during a case study of a severe IIbreak ll monsoon

in 1969. Adjacent to the 700 mb ridge over Southeast Asia, a trough

formed directly beneath the anomalous 200 mb anticyclone over Guam.

Though not apparent in Fig. 23, this trough was well defined in a

vector plot of the wind field. 700 mb westerly flows occupied a

region along about 10N and around 135E. The period 50-54 day

represented that part of the break period with largest circulation

anomalies. The break actually commenced around day 40, as mentioned

previqusly, and continued through most of July. Fleet Weather

Central (FWC), Guam, reported that a weak persistent trough extended

from the midlatitudes east of Japan into the Tropics near the

Marianas chain during most of July. Thus easterly flows across

the tropical western Pacific were, according to them, generally

disrupted and underdeveloped--a condition not favorable for typhoon

formation. During July not a single typhoon (winds >64 kts) developed

over this western tropical Pacific area; the long-term mean frequency

of occurrence is about 2. However, FWC reported several tropical

storms and tropical depressions in the area during July of which

tropical storm Sally formed during day 50-52. Thus, this western

Pacific region went through an active phase. The anticyclonic ridge

axis of the central Pacific high lay NE-SW oriented to the east of

this trough around 180E.
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Other changes were also apparent at 700 mb. The north central

Pacific anticyclone was weaker than normal while its southern counter

part was stronger, with unusually intense cross-equatorial south

easterlies over the eastern Pacific, and intense southerlies to the

south. The anticyclonic circulation over the North Australian

region intensified while a marked Southern Hemispheric trough

extended from southern midlatitudes to equatorial regions off the

east coast of Australia and lay beneath the western flank of the

anomalous 200 mb anticyclone at about lOS. A trough also appears

to penetrate into equatorial latitudes around 35S, 90E with a

cyclonic shear zone merging with the near-equatorial southern hemi

spheric trough around 19S and beyond.

Generally the 700 mb circulation during this "break" period is

marked by substantial cross-equ~torial flows over a global extent.

Inter-hemispheric interaction was, therefore, pronounced at this

time.

Changes were also observed in the mean meridional circulation

(not shown) in associateion with changes in the local Hadley cir

culation noted earlier. During the abnormal period day 50-54,

divergent southerlies were replaced by strong northerlies between

about 15N and 25N over the monsoon region and to a lesser degree

over the Mexico-Caribbean Sea. Thus the Northern Hemisphere branch
-of the mean Hadley circulation was disturbed, and northerly 200 mb v

winds may have contributed to the easterly acceleration (westerly

deceleration) of the Northern Hemisphere zonal winds over the

tropical (midlatitude) region.
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Parallel changes occurred in the fields of divergence and

cloudiness (Fig. 24). Over the Indian-Southeast Asian region, the

dominant 200 mb divergence center shifted to over Tibet. Similarly

the cloudiness maximum center was displaced northward to about 25N

or beyond. A cloudiness minimum band extending from Japan and across

Southeast Asia to the eastern equatorial Indian Ocean nearly co

incided with the 700 mb ridge system which formed there. Thus the

Philippines-Southeast region, under the influence of upper convergent

inflow and sinking motion, went through a pronounced dry phase.

The IIbreak ll over India was not quite as clear as that over South

east Asia during the year under study, in the cloudiness field.

Anomalous upper divergence and cloudiness maxima that appeared in

the western tropical Pacific around 15N, l50E and lOS, l70E nearly

coincided with the abnormal upper (lower) tropospheric anticyclonic

(cyclonic) circulations. In addition a zone of large cloudiness and

upper divergence develops over the South Mexico region. The near

equatorial large cloudiness zone over the eastern Pacific was

unusually active and lay under the stronger upper ridge system noted

earlier. A zone of large cloudiness formed over the South Indian

Ocean approximately along a low-level trough which extended from

about 305 into equatorial latitudes to merge with the near-equatorial

Southern Hemisphere trough around lOS.

3.5.2 Energetics

The energetics of the abnormal July 20-24 period were studied

by examining (a) the horizontal distribution of transient eddy

kinetic energy averaged for the period, and (b) period-averaged wave-
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Figure 24. 200 mb divergence (top) and cloudiness (bottom) for

the 20-24 July 1970 period. See Figs. 3 and 4 for

descriptive details.
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number distributions of eddy kinetic energy k , wave-zonal mean flown

interaction (W-Z)n and wave-wave interaction (W-W)n' The figures

presented in this section are for 5-day averages centered on July 22.

Since the average energetics for very short time spans may be some

what questionable, 9-day averages centered on the same day (July 22)

were also computed; results were essentially the same as those for

5-day averages.

a. Transient eddy kinetic energy

Fig. 25 (top) shows the distribution of 200 mb transient eddy

kinetic energy averaged over the "break" period. Here, transient

refers to deviation from season mean. Thus, Fig. 25 can be compared

with Fig. 5 which represents normal summer conditions. In the tropics,

200 mb k* is well above normal over the western North and South

Pacific. These regions of large transient eddy kinetic energy

concur with zones of abnormal upper tropospheric ridging. They are

embedded in strong upper easterly flows which extended around the

globe during this "break" period. Midlatitude influences pro

pagating into the tropics were probably severely curtailed.

Meridional coupling, however, could have been active with these

tropical systems exporting energy in both N-S and E-W directions

(Fig. 22, bottom). Above normal k* off the east coast of Australia

coincided with a deep southern Hemispheric 200 mb trough there.

k* over the northern hemispheric midlatitudes is generally below

normal, compatible with the minima in midlatitude total eddy kinetic

energy and vertical zonal wind shear during this abnormal period

July 20.-24. 200 mb k* remained small over the Indian region while it

was larger than normal over the tropical Mexican-Caribbean Sea region.
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Figure 25. 200 mb (top) and 700 mb (bottom) k* for the 20-24

July 1970 period. See Fig. 5 for descriptive details.
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At 700 mb (Fig. 25, bottom) k* is well below normal over the

North Indian Ocean-Arabian Sea-Indian-Bay of Bengal region, re

flecting decreased disturbance activity during this anomalous IIbreak ll

monsoon period. In clear contrast, transient disturbance activity

is conspi~uous over the tropical western Pacific around 15N, 145E

and 5S-10S, 170E. These regions coincided with the regions of

abnormal upper (lower) tropospheric anticyclonic (cyclonic-troughing)

activity; Figs. 22 and 23. Transient eddy kinetic energy is pro

nounced over the South Indian Ocean in and around the near-equatorial

southern hemispheric trough. A zone of unusually large k* extending

from this region, around lOS, aOE to the southwestern Australian

region, was associated with a NNH-SSE oriented enhanced cloudiness

band (Fig. 24, bottom). Perhaps this represented a route through

which southern hemispheric midlatitude systems interacted with the

low-level monsoon circulation. Conceivably, then meridional

coupling with the Southern Hemisphere midlatitudes via this zone,

also one of NNW-SSE oriented cyclonic shear, was above normal during

the break-period. The dearth of disturbance activity over the Indian

monsoon region accompanied by above normal activity over the South

Indian Ocean area, tempts one to speculate on a possible inverse

relationship between disturbance development over the two areas.

At any rate, the above suggests that the Indian-Southeast Asian

monsoon area actively interacts with the circulation systems of the

South Indian Ocean. Perhaps, break-monsoons could be triggered via

such interactions. Conversely, a weakening of monsoon activity may

permit enhanced activity over the South Indian Ocean; note that with
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the northward shift of the primary 200 mb x-outflow center (Fig. 22,

bottom) upper convergent inflow and sinking motion is substantially

weaker over the general South Indian Ocean area; this would be

conducive to the intensification of southern disturbances through

convective latent heat release processes. Unusually large k* near

Japan probably reflects the intensity of the abnormal anticyclonic

circulation and ridge system there.

Further similarities between the 1970 break-monsoon period and

the exceptionally under-active "El-nino" summer of 1972, with

deficient rain over India and abundant rainfall over the western-

central Pacific "doldrum ll belt, were evident in their respective k*

distributions. Namely in summer 1972, transient disturbances over

the Indian-Bay of Bengal region were conspicuous by their absence,

while k* was large over the tropical western-central Pacific area.

b. Wave-zonal and wave-wave interactions

Fig. 26 depicts the wavenumber distributions of kn, (W-Z)n'

(W-W) , averaged over the 200 mb tropical, subtropical and midlatitude
n

belts, for the break-period; July 20-24. This is to be compared with

Fig. 14 representing mean summer conditions.

The eddy kinetic energy of most waves over all three regions is

less than normal consistent with the previously noted below ne,mal

total eddy kinetic energy (I) during the July 20-24 period. In

particular long wave kinetic energy is substantially less; for

example, kl is 15.2,12.2, and 7.4 in the tropical, subtropical and

midlatitude belt compared to 24.7, 19.1, and 19.6 m2sec- 2 normally.

In comparison, eddy kinetic energy of n = 7 and 9 waves is above
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Figure 26. 200 mb kn, (W-W)n' and (W-Z)n for the 20-24 July

1970 period. See Fig. 7 for details.
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normal over the midlatitude and subtropical belts, reflecting the

dominance, perhaps of short-wave systems in these areas (see Fig. 22).

Over the midlatitude belt from 41N or 48.1N, several waves

(n = 3,6,7) gain energy from zonal mean flows in contrast to normal

when they lose energy; waves n = 3 (7) gains 85.7 (16.8) during this

abnormal period, while they normally lose 52.3 (95.3) units of

energy. Waves n = 4,5,6,8,9 also gain energy from other waves

through nonlinear wave-wave interaction. Thus, the midlatitudes

appear to be less baroclinically unstable than normal. This is

compatible with the earlier finding that the midlatitude zonal mean

wind vertical shear was at an all season low during July 20-24,

suggesting relative baroclinic stability. It is interesting that

while wave n = 7 gains energy from zonal flows, it loses substantially

to all other waves with the exception of n = 1; i.e., the redistri

bution of energy in and amongst waves via nonlinear wave-wave energy

exchange is markedly different from normal.

In Fig. 26, several subtropical belt waves (n = 4,5,6,7) lose

energy to zonal flows. In comparison, during normal conditions,

n = 6 wave loses little, while n = 4,5 and 7 gain energy through wave

zonal interaction. Perhaps these changes are related to the north

ward shift of the monsoonal condensational heat sources from tropical

(~15N) to subtropical (25N and beyond) regions; refer to cloudiness

in Figs. 4 and 24.

The tropical belt seems to be considerably more barotropically

stable than normal with all waves losing substantially more energy

to zonal mean flows via (W-Z) exchange. Waves of wavenumber n = 5,6
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and 7 lose large amounts of energy to other waves, and also to zonal

mean flows. Perhaps, they are maintained against these losses by

baroclinic heat sources associated with the abnormal circulations

of the tropical western Pacific area. It appears that even though

baroclinic activity is well below normal over the tropical belt as

a whole due to the monsoon system going through a dry phase, short-

wave baroclinic energy conversions are presumably somewhat above

normal. In Fig. 26, tropical eddy kinetic energy associated with

long-waves is below normal while that associated with short-waves of

n ~ 5,6 is above normal. Incidentally, plots of the conversion term
--n

CEn (i.e., -wiT I RIp) showed above normal values for wavenumbers

4 to 6 over the 200 mb tropical belt. n = 2 wave loses substantially

less energy to other waves during the break-monsoon period; 11.4

units compared to 20.5 normally. Perhaps this indicates that tropical

baroclinic energy sources which furnished tropical long waves with

energy were below normal; compatible with below normal monsoon

activity and the northward shift of the dominant x-minimum (updraft)

center from the Philippines region to subtropical latitudes. Some

of the above break-monsoon characteristics were also reported in

Unninayar and Murakami (1977).

3.6 Circulation characteristics during periods 200 mb eddy kinetic

energy maxima (M) and minima (m).

Referring to Fig. 21 the anticyclonic circulation intensity over

the monsoon region underwent fluctuations, even though quasi-

stationary circulation components dominated. Fluctuations were also

observed in the field of velocity potential. In order to investigate
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the nature of the circulation during periods of tropical eddy

kinetic energy maxima and minima, composites were constructed by

averaging together such periods of maxima and minima, with the

exclusion of the abnormal period beginning around day 40 to day

55 or so. Thus the periods 6-8, 18-20, 31-33, 74-76 and 84-86 were

averaged together to represent "M" or maximum conditions and days

12-14, 24-26, 37-39, 67-69 and 78-80 were averaged to represent "m"

or minimum conditions (see Fig. 15).

3.6.1 Synoptics of Mand m-periods

(a) M-periods

Overall, the differences between the M- and m-periods, and

normal are not very clear in their respective ~ fields. This is due

to the overwhelming dominant quasi-stationary nature of the monsoon

and other circulation systems during summer. However, there are

differences that a careful scrutiny reveals, and they are significant.

A discussion follows.

Fig. 27 shows the fields of 200 mb streamfunction (top) and

velocity potential (bottom),·averaged over the periods of 200 mb

tropical k maxima; M-periods. The anticyclonic circulation over

Tibet is slightly more intense than normal with somewhat stronger

westerlies over the Caspian Sea region. The mid-Pacific trough is

deeper and better defined with stronger westerlies on its equatorward

flank. Westerly flows extend across the equator and are contiguous

with the westerlies associated with pronounced oceanic trough over

the central South Pacific. In Fig. 27 (bottom) divergent outflow

is slightly stronger than during m over the Southeast Asia-Philippines
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Figure 27. 200 mb, M-period ~ (top) and X (bottom). See

Fig. 1 for descriptive details.
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Figure 28. 700 mb M-period ~ (top) and cloudiness (bottom).

See Figs. 2 and 4 for details.
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and extending to over the New Guinea region, while convergent inflow

and sinking motions is stronger over the central Pacific dry zone

where cloudiness was less than m-period cloudiness.

In Fig. 28 (top) the 700 mb monsoon trough over Southeast Asia

is better defined, compatible with above normal cloudiness (Fig. 28,

bottom) extending from the Southeast Asian to the New Guinea region.

This is also consistent with above normal updraft and upper divergent

outflow from the Philippines area during the M-period. The trough over

North India is somewhat less than normal in strength as is the cloud

iness. Westerly flows over India are weaker than normal. Pools of

above normal cloudiness over the South Indian Ocean probably reflect

enhanced disturbance activity near and around the near-equatorial

Southern Hemisphere trough and off the west coast of Australia.

(b) m-period.

200 mb streamfunction and velocity potential representative of

II mll is shown in Fig. 29. The upper oceanic troughs over the North

and South Pacific are weaker than during the M-period. In contrast

the anticyclonic circulation over South Mexico is stronger,

compatible with somewhat larger cloudiness over the eastern Pacific

area. In Fig. 29 (bottom) the upper divergent outflow center is

displaced about 50 northwards compared to its' near normal position

during M. In Fig. 30 (top) the 700 mb cyclonic center over India

is stronger than normal and stronger than during the M-phase. (700

mb tropical eddy kinetic energy showed an out of phase tendency with

200 mb tropical k; i.e., 700 mb tropical k was above normal on

several occasions of below normal 200 mb k or during m-periods.)
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Fi gure 29. 200 mb, m-peri ad ljJ (tap) an d X (bottom). See

Fig. 1 for details.
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Figure 30. 700 mb, m-period ~ (top) and cloudiness (bottom).

See Figs. 2 and 4 for details.
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During the m-phase, cloudiness (Fig. 30, bottom) is larger over

India and the Bay of Bengal while smaller over the South Indian

Ocean and the Borneo-New Guinea region. This represents about a

50 northward shift in the primary maximum cloudiness region com

patible with the displacement of the upper velocity potential out

flow center in Fig. 29 (top). Also during m, the central South

Pacific anticyclone is somewhat above normal with stronger southerly

flows over the eastern South Pacific. Larger cloudiness along about

7N over the eastern North Pacific was perhaps associated with the

intensity of this anticyclonic cell and consequently the cyclonic

shear in the low-level trough (below 700 mb) near the near-equatorial

cloudiness maximum zone.

The above results indicate that the M-periods of above normal 200

mb tropical eddy kinetic energy were associated with below normal

cloudiness over the Indian Monsoon region and above normal cloudiness

over the equatorial Southeast Asian-Borneo-New Guinea region. In

contrast, m-periods of below normal 200 mb tropical eddy kinetic

energy were associated with above normal Indian cloudiness and below

normal Borneo-New Guinea cloudiness. Thus, upper tropospheric

tropical eddy kinetic energy seems to be associated with activity

over the Southeast Asian-Philippines-New Guinea region, where the

dominant X-minimum center is located. In contrast 700 mb tropical

k was generally above normal during m and thereby tended to be in

phase with activity over the Indian monsoon region.

3.6.2. Energetics

(a) Transient eddy kinetic energy
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Transient eddy kinetic energy averaged for the Mand m-periods

is shown in Figs. 31 and 32, respectively. At 200 mb (top figures),

tropical belt transient activity is generally smaller during m.

M-phase tropical k* is substantially larger over the tropical

central Pacific with an above normal (and m) zone crossing the

equator around 150W, bridging the midlatitude regions of both

northern and southern hemispheres. This large k* zone approximately

coincided with a zone of westerly flows associated with the upper

oceanic troughs over the North and South Central Pacific, and

extending across the equator. Though not quite clear in Figs. 27

and 29, during M, upper westerlies were strong (5-10 m sec- l) over

a broad equatorial region from about 160E to 145W and well above

During m, 200 mb equatorial easterlies were pre-

normal near the equatorward flanks of the upper oceanic troughs.

For example, they were 18 m sec- l around 15N, 175E and 25 m sec- l

-1The corresponding m-period values were 10 m secaround 5S, l45W.
-1and 11 m sec .

valent over a much larger central Pacific region; for example,
-1around 5N, l55W flows were easterly of 7 m sec as compared to

5 m sec- l westerly during M. Thus the zone of large k* cutting across

the equatorial central Pacific appears to be primarily determined

by the intensity and width of the westerly flows there. This

seemingly direct relationship between large k* and equatorial

westerlies over the upper central Pacific strongly suggests that

meridional coupling and interhemispheric interaction is indeed

taking place here, with the local westerly flows providing a duct

through which the midlatitude systems of both hemispheres can pro-
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Figure 31. M-period, 200 mb (top) and 700 mb (bottom) k*.

See Fig. 5 for details.
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Figure 32. m-period, 200 mb (top) and 700 mb (bottom) k*.

See Fig. 5 for details.
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pagate into tropical areas and perhaps even interact with cir

culation systems across the equator.

It is mentioned here, in passing, that magnitude time plots

of transient kinetic energy k*n for waves of wavenumber n = 1 to

10 over the midlatitude and tropical belts showed the following:

(1) On all occasions of well above normal tropical eddy kinetic

energy (i.e., M-periods), transient eddies of wavenumber n = 4

were nearly simultaneously above normally active over both the

midlatitudes and tropics; i.e., k*4 was well above normal; (2)

Other waves did not show as clear a relationship. It was previously

mentioned in section 3.3.2., that a cross-spectral analysis of

transient, tropical and midlatitude waves of n = 4 and period ~8

days were best correlated of all the waves considered. Table 2A

classified these waves to be of the Rossby-type with a ratio RT(4)

greater than 0.5 over most latitudes. The above information together

with the existence of unusually large M-periods k* over the central

Pacific channel (Fig. 31, top) suggests that such Rossby-type waves

of n ~ 4 and period ~8 days were mostly responsible for the 200 mb

meridional coupling over this preferred local area. [Lamb (1973)

obtained maximum tropical response in his model to certain scales

of lateral forcing. One of them was a scale of wavenumber 4 with

period 5-6 days corresponding to the observed waves of Yanai

Maruyama (1966).] The above results are tentative and should be

investigated more thoroughly with data of better accuracy and

space-time resolution.

700 mb k* distributions during M- and m-periods are depicted



in Figs. 31 and 32 (bottom). During M, k* is very large'over the. .
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equatorial South Indian Ocean and extending to the western Australian

region; cloudiness was also large over these regions compared to

m-period or normal cloudiness. Perhaps interactions with southern

hemispheric midlatitude systems were enhanced at this time. k* was

below normal (nad m) over the Indian monsoon region in general,

compatible with smaller M-period cloudiness there. k* was larger

over and to the north of the New Guinea region, as was cloudiness

(see Fig. 28, bottom). In marked contrast m-period k* (Fig. 32)

was very small over the South Indian Ocean while substantially

larger over the Somalian-Saudi Arabian and Indian-Bay of Bengal

regions. This was also reflected in the cloudiness over these

regions. k* along the channel off the east coast of continental

Asia was exceptionally large during m. However, m-period cloudiness

over the equatorial Southeast Asian-New Guinea region was generally

less than that during M. Perhaps this indicates that cloudiness

and low-level disturbance activity over the Bay of Bengal, North

Indian Ocean and Indian region either favor or are favored by

meridional coupling with the midlatitude systems of the Northern

Hemisphere via the large k* duct in the western North Pacific.

Interestingly, 700 mb westerly flows around 5N-10N, 55E-65E were

about 15 m sec- l during m as compared to 8 m sec- l during M.

Similarly m-period westerlies around the Japan area around 33N,

145E were about 8 m sec- l compared to 3 m sec- l during M.

Westerly flows along the large k* duct were also somewhat stronger

during m. Thus, the transient eddy kinetic energy along the large
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k* channel coupling the tropics with the midlatitudes off the coast

of continental Asia, seems to bear a close relationship with the

intensities of the westerly regimes over India and that near Japan.

This information together with the observation that m-period cloud

iness is larger over the Indian region while it is smaller over the

equatorial Borneo-New Guinea region, suggests that the degree to

which meridional coupling takes place is perhaps determined by the

intensity of the low-level monsoon circulation over India; i.e., an

intensification of the westerly monsoon flows over India provides an

environment dynamically conducive to coupling with the midlatitudes.

If midlatitude systems were the motivating force behind such meridional

coupling, one would expect cloudiness over the equatorial Southeast

Asian region to be also above normal during m. This is not the case.

Also of interest is that transient eddy activity over the North

Indian Ocean-Indian-Bay of Bengal region appears to bear an inverse

relationship with activity over the South Indian Ocean region around

the Southern Hemisphere near-equatorial trough and western Australia;

Mand m-period k* as well as break-monsoon k* distribution reveal

this; see Figs. 25, 31, and 32. This indicates that the southern

hemispheric systems of the South Indian Ocean, actively participate

in the changes in the intensity and disturbance activity of the

Indian-Southeast Asian monsoon. This of course, implies substantial

interhemispheric interaction in the Indian Ocean area. Several

studies have attempted to link changes in the intensity of the

Somali jet and/or some Southern Hemispheric systems such as the

Mascarene high etc, with changes in the intensities of the Indian



monsoon; Malurkar (1958), Findlater (1969), Krishnamurti and Bhalme

(1976), Cadet et. al., (1976, 1977). The precise manner in which

disturbances in and around the Southern Hemisphere near-equatorial

trough and those further south, interact with and modulate the

Somali jet and the monsoon activity over the Indian region remains

in abysmal darkness. Indeed the reverse may also be true; i.e.,

Indian-Southeast Asian monsoon activity may modulate Southern Hemi

spheric disturbance activity through some complex sequence of lower

and upper tropospheric coupling. Indubitably, both Northern and

Southern Hemispheric systems over the Indian Ocean area are inter

actively linked together. The inverse relationship between k*

changes over these two regions suggests precisely that. Yet

another seemingly inverse cycle is that active meridional coupling

between the 700 mb monsoon circulation and the midlatitude Japan

area, seems to dominate during m-periods, while interaction between

low-level monsoon flows and the midlatitude system of the Southern

Hemisphere is pronounced during M-periods.

(b) Wave-zonal and wave-wave interaction

Figs. 33 and 34 show the M- and m-period averaged kn, (W-Z)n

and (W-W)n for the tropical, subtropical and midlatitude belts

at 200 mb. This is to be compared to Fig. 14 for Iinormalll mean

summer conditions. Generally, kn is larger during Mthan during

m-periods, consistent with previous results in the total eddy

kinetic energies during these periods. For example, midlatitude

k2 is 24.3, 19.5 and 13.3 m2 sec-2 during M, normal and m. Cor

respondingly, tropical kl is 31.0, 24.7, and 19.5.

157
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Figure 33. M-period, 200 mb, k , (W-W) , and (W-Z)n'n n
See Fig. 14 for details.
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Figure 34. m-period, 200 mb, k , (W-W) , and (W-Z)n'n n

See Fig. 14 for details.
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The midlatitude belt is substantially more baroclinically un

stable during Mwith most waves (n = 2,3,5,6,9,10) losing larger

amounts of energy to zonal mean flows. For example, n = 5 (6)

wave loses 162.8 (134.6) units during Mcompared to 38.6 (52.9)

normally. This is compatible with frequently well above normal mid

latitude total eddy kinetic energy during M-periods.

Over the subtropical belt waves of wavenumber 4,5 and 6 lose

energy to other waves during mwhile they gain energy during Mand

normal. Waves of wavenumbers 7,8 and 9 receive substantially more

energy from other waves through wave-wave nonlinear interaction,

during m-periods as compared to both Mand normal. Perhaps this

indicates increased subtropical barotropic instability of short

waves n = 7,8,9, during m.

Energetic differences over the tropical belt are decidedly less

clear. Generally the m-phase seems to be somewhat more barotropically

stable at 200 mb with waves (n = 2,3,5,6,9, for example) losing more

energy to zonal mean flows via wave-zonal energy exchange.

As a concluding remark on the energetics of the Mand m cir

culation phases, it might be pointed out that tropical baroclinic
2

activity as measured by c' was above normal on all occasions of well

above normal 700 mb tropical eddy kinetic energy. During m-periods
_ -2

of below normal 200 mb tropical k, c' was frequently above normal

(see Fig. 16a). Thus tropical baroclinic activity was generally

above normal during m with the reverse being true of M. This

appears to be consistent with the generally larger cloudiness over

the Indian-Thailand region during m-periods.
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3.7 Summary and conclusions

The summer tropics were generally characterized by standing

long waves of the Kelvin-type with dominantly <u>l-component

kinetic energy. Standing short-waves possessed a negligible fraction

of the total eddy kinetic energy. Thus the monsoon circulation,

the largest component of the summer global tropical circulation

was identifiable as a distinct quasi-stationary low wavenumber mode.

Transient eddy kinetic energy was however, not negligible and dis

tributed with a monotonic decrease toward high wavenumber. Transient

long waves possessed dominantly u'*-kinetic energy while short waves

apparently belonged to the Rossby-class of waves with substantial

v'*-contribution.

The total eddy kinetic energy of the 200 mb tropical belt

displayed somewhat systematic 10-15 day fluctuations. Midlatitude

eddy kinetic energy changes were on several occasions in synchrony

with changes in the ropical belt suggesting midlatitude influence

and meridional coupling. Upper tropical zonal mean kinetic energy

changed were clearly negatively correlated with the changes in eddy

kinetic energy. However, barotropic energy exchange processes

could account only for about a third of the net rate of change in

eddy kinetic energy. Tropical baroclinic activity as measured by
-2

c' showed a better correspondence with k fluctuations at 700 mb
-2

than at 200 mb. c l was well above normal on all occasions of well

above normal 700 mb tropical eddy kinetic energy, indicating that

low-level tropical disturbances were associated with baroclinic

convective activity and latent-heating processes. The baroclinic
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conversion term CE at 700 mb was on several occasions in phase with
2

the changes in c' .

Around July 12, abnormal transitions took place, culminating

between July 20 and 24 in a circulation phase with singularly

anomalous traits. Significantly, the Indian Meteorological Depart

ment reported break-monsoon conditions over India at this time.

Large-scale synoptic changes during the transition to this period

included a systematic northwestward displacement, over several days,

of the primary updraft (upper divergent outflow) region from over the

Philippines to the extreme north Indian region. This was accompanied

by a general excitation of the western Pacific region, amongst other

changes. The break-monsoon period July 20-24 was characterized by:

(1) 200 mb eddy kinetic energy at all latitudes and 700 mb

tropical eddy kinetic energy were simultaneously well below normal;

(2) 200 mb tropical zonal mean kinetic energy reached a max-

imum accompanied by extraordinarily strong easterlies over the

western and central equatorial Pacific;

(3) The tropical troposphere exhibited relative barotropic

stability with below normal wave-zonal mean flow interaction;

(4) 700 mb tropical baroclinic activity as estimated implicitly
-2

by c' and measured directly by the baroclinic conversion term CE,

was well below normal indicating that the large-scale tropics were,

overall, baroclinically stable with depressed monsoon activity,

relative to normal;

(5) The zonal mean vertical wind shear over the midlatitudes

was at an all season low implying relative midlatitude baroclinic
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stability;

(6) An analysis of the energetics averaged over this period

confirmed results (3) and (5) above;

(7) The maximum cloudiness zone over the monsoon ~egion

shifted northwards accompanying the shift in the primary x-minimum

(upper divergent outflow) center;

(8) The low-level cyclonic circulation center over India

shifted north and westerly flows prevailed over North India,

replacing easterlies;

(9) Northwester1ies even over the Somali region, at 700 mb

conceivably accompanied a weak Somali jet (below 700 mb) and pre

sumably brought drier air to the Indian-Southeast Asian region;

(10) Dry weather, upper convergent inflow ind sinking motion

existed over Southeast Asia and the Philippines with a zone of below

normal updraft extending equatorwards to the Borneo-New Guinea

region and beyond;

(11) The relatively dry zone over Southeast Asia nearly co

incided with a pronounced 700 mb ridge system which extended from

beyond Japan through Southeast Asia, to the equatorial Sumatra

region. This ridge completely disrupted the normally NW-SE oriented

700 mb monsoon trough over the Bay of Bengal and Southeast Asia;

monsoon lows and depressions could not therefore develop and India

and Southeast Asia experienced a break-monsoon;

(12) Convective activity and 200 mb divergence was abnormally

enhanced as upper (lower) tropospheric anticyclonic (cyclonic)

circulations developed over the tropical western North and South

Pacific~
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(13) The upper anticyclonic circulation over the Mexico region

reached maximum intensity and maximum north latitude, with an above

normally strong ridge system extending westward to the central

Pacific and contiguous with the subtropical ridge axis passing

through the Tibetan anticyclone around 28.7N and slanting equator

wards over the western North Pacific to extend along about 10N-15N

eastwards to the central Pacific;

(14) The mean meridional circulation was disrupted and north

erly v flows prevailed over the entire data domain; the midlatitude

Ferrel cell probably relocated in more poleward latitudes;

(15) Transient disturbance activity as measured by k* well

matched the fields of cloudiness with below normal values over the

Indian-Bay of Bengal region and above normal values over the tropical

western North and South Pacific, and the South Indian Ocean. This

hinted at an inverse relationship between transient eddy activity

over the Southern Hemisphere part of the Indian Ocean and that over

the Indian-Southeast Asia monsoon region; interhemispheric interaction.

Several features in the fields of streamfunction, velocity

potential and k* bore a resemblence to those of the 1972 mean summer

circulation. The 1972-73 El-nino was well in progress during the

summer of 1972 and the Indian summer monsoon was abnormally under

active while the tropical western central Pacific had unusually

high rainfall.

An analysis of periods of 200 mb tropical eddy kinetic energy

maxima (M-periods) and minima (m) showed that M-periods were

characterized by more intense upper tropospheric troughs over the
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central North and South Pacific Oceans, with stronger westerlies on

their equatorward flanks. Stronger and broader westerlies also

occupied the equatorial central Pacific. Transient eddy activity

was unusually strong in the large k* channel bridging the midlatitudes

of both hemispheres through the equatorial central Pacific. During

m-periods, in contrast, k* along the same channel was substantially

less, as were the width and strength of upper equatorial westerlies.

These features established that meridional coupling between tropical

and midlatitudes as well as interhemispheric interaction that takes

place, preferentially, over the tropical central Pacific, is assoc

iated with the intensity of the westerly flows there, which provides

a duct where-in midlatitude systems of either hemisphere could pro

pagate into equatorial latitudes and beyond.

During m, the 700 mb cyclonic circulation over India was more

intense with considerably stronger westerlies over India. The

intensity of the westerly regime over the Indian region seemed to

be related to the extent to which the low-level monsoon flows inter

acted with midlatitude systems via the large k* channel off the east

coast of continental Asia; meridional coupling. m-period cloudiness

and transient eddy activity was larger over the Indian region while

somewhat smaller over the equatorial Southeast Asia-Borneo-New

Guinea region. During the same period, disturbance activity was

pronounced in and around the near-equatorial southern hemispheric

trough and southeastwards to near the west Australian region. In

contrast, M-transient disturbance activity was much below normal

(and m) over the South Indian Ocean, while disturbances were more
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active over the Arabian-Indian-Bay of Bengal region. This established

that disturbance activity over the Indian monsoon region was inversely

related to activity over the South Indian Ocean. (See also break

monsoon characteristics; 14.) The two regions are probably coupled

in some complex manner which may involve South Indian Ocean distur

bances, the Mascarene High as well as midlatitude systems around

the west Australian region, the Somali jet, Indian-region monsoon

activity, 200 mb N-S and E-W divergent overturning circulations,

amongst others; i.e., substantial meridional and interhemispheric

interaction is possible. The exact nature of such inter-connections

remain shrouded. Another noteworthy difference between the two cir

culation phases m and Mis that active meridional coupling between

low-level monsoon flows and northern hemispheric midlatitude systems

(Japan area) was strong during mand weak during M-periods. The

reverse was true of low-level monsoon flow-southern hemispheric mid

latitude system (off western Australia) interaction; i.e., inter

action was strong (weak) during M(m).

Overall, the picture that emerges from the circulation character

istics during normal, break-monsoon, and periods of upper tropo

spheric tropical eddy kinetic maxima (M) and minima (m) is an

extremely complex one. Changes are coherent and substantial for an

extensive area covering the summer monsoon regions of India and

Southeast Asia and far beyond; i.e., changes occur over a global

extent. Various subregions appear to be highly interactive with

substantial coupling between tropical and midlatitude systems,

as well as interhemispheric interaction. These tele-connection
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processes, if one might call them so, apparently take place pre

ferentially over certain well defined local regions. Furthermore,

they go through either pronounced or weak phases in conjunction with

phase changes in the large-scale planetary circulation.
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CHAPTER 4

Tropospheric circulation during winter

This chapter investigates the synoptic and energetic character

of upper and lower tropospheric circulation changes during winter

1970; December 1970 through February 1971. The modus operandi follows

that in chapter 3 dealing with the summer 1970 circulation. Wind

data at 200 mb and 700 mb was from the National Meteorological

Center's operational analysis, and cloudiness from Professor Sadler

(University of Hawaii).

4.1 Introduction

As in summer, the winter monsoon circulation develops largely

in response to the large thermal contrasts between continental and

oceanic areas. When fully established in December and January, the

winter monsoon circulation over the East Asian region represents

the strongest component of the northern hemispheric circulation.

The Himalayan mountain range effectively obstructs air mass exchange

over the Indian region and very cold air builds up over the Siberian

high pressure area. To the east of the Himalayas, vigorous cold air

outbreaks from the Siberian High with strong low-level north-easterly

winds, characterize the winter over the East Asian region. These

cold air outbursts together with rising motion and heavy rainfall

over Malaysia and Indonesia, a strong upper tropospheric return

current subsiding to the north of the intense subtropical jet stream

near Japan, are associated with a pronounced local Hadley cell in

eastern Asia. The existence of a pronounced equatorial east-west
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divergent circulation between Indonesia and the Pacific, identified

as the Walker circulation, was confirmed by Krishnamurti et ~.,

(1973). The upper divergent westerly winds (X-component) presumably

carry the energy released over the actively convective Indonesian

region to the equatorial central Pacific region of strong radiational

cooling.

The Northern Hemisphere winter upper tropospheric circulation

is characterized by a ridge system over the eastern hemisphere with

a distinct anticyclonic cell over the western Pacific-Philippines

area, and well defined oceanic troughs over the tropical Pacific

and Atlantic (Sadler, 1975a). Fairly strong easterlies overlie Bor-

neo and New-Guinea, south of the upper anticyclone, while westerlies

flow over the equatorial central Pacific and Atlantic. The Southern

Hemisphere exhibits analogous circulations with an anticyclonic cell

over the South Indian Ocean-North Australian region and troughs

over the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, contigous with their northern

counterparts. A midlatitude trough lies to the north of the South

east Asian-Philippines anticyclone with an intense subtropical jet

in intervening latitudes. Similarly, a midlatitude trough lies north

of a ridge system over the Mexican-Carribean Sea region with a

secondary westerly jet over the east coast of North America. In

contrast to the circulation systems over the continents, pronounced

midlatitude ridge systems lie to the north of about 30N, north of

the tropical troughs over the central Pacific and Atlantic. Krishna

murti et ale (1973) attributed the presence of the midoceanic troughs

to the dynamical effects of vigorous east-west overturning circu-
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lations. They also investigated the energy exchange between waves

and zonal mean flows in a tropical belt from l5S to l5N at 200 mb

during the northern winter of 1968. Webster's (1972, 1973) 2-level

primitive equation model with heat sources prescribed as external

forcing reasonably simulated the observed time-independent northern

winter stream function and velocity potential. The above studies

essentially concentrated on the time-invariant structure of the

atmosphere during winter.

Substantial weather fluctuations, however, occur over the winter

monsoon region. They are probably related in some manner to changes

in the large-scale global circulation. Cold air surges which burst

out of the Siberian High are usually associated with disturbance

lines and convective activity. Their frequency is about 3 per month

(Chin, 1969). They are deeper and more frequent in early winter

(December to mid-January) even though some severe outbreaks also

occur in late winter. Weather changes substantially over the Malay

sian region despite the rarity of vigorous tropical storms and

moving disturbances. Occasionally, heavy precipitation is due to

depressions that develop along the low-level near-equatorial trough

near the North Borneo-Philippines area, move westwards and decay

over the Malaysian region (Cheang, 1977). These depressions are

more frequent and better defined in early winter than late (Cuming,

1968 and Harris et ~" 1971). They may be triggered when the north

east trades are somewhat stronger than normal, surging south

southwestwards from the northern South China Sea to intensify the

cyclonic shear along the near-equatorial trough with westerlies
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on its equatorward flank. Concurrently, the upper tropospheric

subtropical ridge system is well o~ganized and displaced slightly

to the north of its normal position (Ramage, 1968). On such occasions

abnormally strong easterlies prevail to the south of the subtropical

ridge line. In late winter (mid-January to February) disturbances

develop more frequently along the near-equatorial southern hemi-

spheric trough; many of them intensify into tropical storms as they

move west-southwestwards over the South Indian Ocean. Some of them

possibly originated over the Timor and Arafura Seas, north of Australia.

Dry weather over the Malaysian region seems to be associated

with 2 distinct circulation phases. In some dry spells, the upper

subtropical ridge is displaced southwards of its normal position

and becomes ill-defined when troughs in the upper westerlies penetrate

southwards to equatorial latitudes. The weather associated with the

equatorial part of the upper trough is clear owing to the presence

of dry air in and around the trough (Liang, 1974). Lim (1976),

showed that dry spells over the Malaysian region are more frequent

in late winter and often accompanied by an upper trough in the

westerlies. Over Indochina and the northern part of the South China

Sea, precipitation is found to the east of the subtropical part of

extended troughs.

Other dry spells are of a different character and are associated

with a very rapid deepening of upper troughs well into the Southern

Hemisphere. The surface northeasterly trades are strong and con

verge into developing disturbances in the near-equatorial south-

ern hemispheric trough (Bryant, 1958). In such instances,
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convective activity seems to be most pronounced to the south of the

Java-New Guinea area. Limited research on the Australian summer

monsoon has revealed that when rainfall is weaker over the Malaysian

and Indonesian region, low-level flow across the equator into Austra

lia is apparently stronger than normal, tending to increase the

rainfall over northern Australia.

The above studies underscore the importance of meridional

coupling between and within hemispheres. However, most of them deal

with circulation changes over such local areas as the East and South

China Seas, Malaysia, and Indonesia, and a part of the Southern

Hemisphere near Australia. Generally, regional circulation and wea

ther changes could be related in some comprehensive manner to

fluctuations in the large-scale global circulation, and described

in synoptic cum energetic terms.

4.2 Mean winter synoptics

The synoptic character of the mean winter (1970) tropospheric

circulation is examined through the computed 90-day mean fields of

200 mb and 700 mb streamfunction and velocity potential, and

cloudiness.

4.2.1 Streamfunction and velocity potential

The 200 mb streamfunction field (Fig. 35, top) is dominated by

a ridge system over the South China Sea-Western North Pacific, a

trough poleward of about 40N and a strong subtropical jet stream
-1near Japan with a speed maximum of about 72 m sec around 33N, 135E.

Similar features exist along the east coast of North America, with a

ridge system in tropical latitudes, a trough in higher latitudes.
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Figure 35. (top): Winter 1970 mean 200 mb streamfunction <~>

in units of 107 m2 sec-l. Interval 2 units.

Arrows indicate non-divergent wind directions.

(bottom): 200 mb velocity potential <X>in

units of 106 m2 sec- l. Interval 2 units.

Arrows represent divergent wind directions.

Negative <X> is shaded.
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and a somewhat strong westerly jet in between (48 m sec- l, at 37N,

75W). In contrast to these continental areas, a well defined oceanic

trough lies over the tropical central-eastern North Pacific, equator

ward of about 30N, while a midlatitude ridge lies poleward of about

40N. Comparable features, though less organized are found over the

eastern North Atlantic. A weak tropical trough is also seen to the

west of India over the Arabian Sea, while an anticyclonic cell lies

to its west over the central African-Somalian region. The five-

year mean 200 mb streamfunction computed by Gray et~. (1976)

displayed similar patterns. These winter systems are subject to more

variability, in intensity and location, than the circulation systems

of summer which are steadied by the thermal anchoring of the Tibetan

High.

The Southern Hemisphere is characterized by (a) a ridge system

extending from the South Indian Ocean, along about lON, to over

North Australia where the southern hemispheric summer is in progress,

(b) an intense and deep oceanic trough over the South Pacific and

a weaker trough over the South Atlantic, and (c) a ridge system

over South America and southern Africa.

While very large-scale asymmetry is evident over much of the

tropics, the winds become predominantly zonal as the equator is

approached. Strong westerlies are conspicuous over the equatorial

central Pacific (23 m sec- l at 135W). Weaker westerlies prevail

over the equatorial Atlantic. The upper tropospheric equatorial

Pacific westerlies are related to the oceanic troughs over the

North and South Pacific; i.e., a pair of cyclonic vortices straddling
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the equatorial dry zone (radiational cooling). Pairs of anticyclonic

vortices exist over the equatorial African, Malaysian-Indonesian,

and equatorial South American regions. Cloudiness being extremely

large over these regions, they may be identified as three major

tropical latent heat source regions. Matsuno's (1966) linearized

barotropic model, with mass sources and sinks prescribed alternately

along the equator, produced pairs of anticyclonic (cyclonic) vor

tices straddling the equator to the west (east) of the mass sources,

where equatorial easterlies (westerlies) existed with large lateral

shear. According to him, the mass sources (sinks) in his barotropic

model could be interpreted as heat sources (sinks) in a three

dimensional atmospheric model.

Compared to summer, equatorial easterlies are relatively weak;

they are strongest over the Southeast-Asian, North Australian region.

Over the Pacific, westerlies generally extend from the midlatitudes

of both Northern and Southern Hemispheres through equatorial regions.

Thus, midlatitude effects are, perhaps, able to penetrate deeper

into the tropics in winter than during summer, when easterlies are

more prevalent. The same is true of the Atlantic, in winter.

In Fig. 35 (bottom), two regions of pronounced divergent wind

outflow (x-minimum) in equatorial latitudes lie centered over the

Indonesian region near 5S, l20E, and over the South American region

around lOS, 70W. Divergent winds emanating from these regions

converge over the Pacific, Atlantic and Northeastern Eurasia, above

surface high pressure systems. Meridional outflow from the Indo

nesian region is directed toward both the North and South. The
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divergent southerlies converge into the continental heat sink region

over North China, reaching a maximum (2.7 m sec- l) near 25N, l20E.

Thus, a planetary-scale, meridional circulation is implied with

updraft near Indonesia and downdraft over North China as well as

South Australia. Much of the upper (divergent wind) outflow from the

Indonesian region is also diverted to the east as westerlies (X

component) and converges into the equatorial central Pacific. The

divergent westerlies attain maximum speeds (2.2 m sec-l) at about

l70E along the equator. East of that longitude, strong downdraft

beneath convergent westerlies favors cloudless skies and dry wea

ther. This zonally oriented, divergent, equatorial circulation

presumably corresponds to the so-called Walker circulation, with wet

climate near Indonesia and dry weather around the central Pacific.

Outflow from the Indonesian region to the west (Somalia-Saudi Arabia)

is also evident, though weaker than divergent flows to the east.

Although not obvious in Fig. 35 (bottom), upper divergence is also

fairly large over central South Africa and amounts to 1.OxlO-6 sec- l

at l5S, 35E, about a third of that over the Indonesian region. (Data

coverage over this African region is somewhat poor.)

Generally, the upper tropospheric winter circulation is

characterized by rather small longitudinal phase difference between

the centers of streamfunction and velocity potential over the

winter monsoon area; <~> and <X> centers both lie along about l35E.

As pointed out in Chapter 3, the character of the atmosphere's

response to convective heat sources appears to depend critically

on their proximity to the equator. During summer, the major tropical
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convective-latent heat source region, being around 15N-20N, is

sufficiently away from the equator to excite a Rossby-type response.

In contrast, a winter location around 5S over the Indonesian area

(Fig. 35 and also Fig. 37) appears to result in more of a Kelvin

response.

At 700 mb (Fig. 36, top) a well organized subtropical ridge

system around 20N encircles the glove, with dominant anticyclonic

cells over the Gulf of Mexico and the western North Pacific. To the

north of the ridge axis are westerlies with a speed maximum of 18

m sec- l near the east coast of North America (37N, 75W). Near Japan,

westerlies are weaker; about 13 m sec- l at 30N, 135E. The local

vertical wind shear near Japan measured by the difference in the

200 mb and 700 mb nondivergent winds, is approximately 60 m sec- l,

compared to 30 msec-lover the east coast of North America. Thus the

Japan region is substantially more baroclinically unstable. Over

the western North Pacific, between about 10N-15N and the equator,

easterlies prevail with cyclonic shear around 5N near which the

near-equatorial trough lies over the equatorial Indian Ocean

Malaysia-North Borneo region along about 2N-5N, with easterlies

to the north and equatorial westerlies to the south. Weak disturb

ances (depressions) frequently (occasionally) develop along this

trough over the North Borneo-Philippines area and track westwards

to decay over the Malaysian region. The low-level Southern

Hemisphere trough (high streamfunction) extends along about lOS

from the western South Indian Ocean to around the Arafura Sea north

of Australia. Cyclonic disturbances form more frequently in late
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Figure 36. As in Fig. 35, but for 700 mb. Isopleth interval

is 5 x 106 m2 sec-1 for < tjJ> and 1 x 106 m2 sec-1

for < X>. Heavy dashed 1ines indicate near

equatorial troughs.
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winter (mid-January-February), in this cyclonic shear zone (west

erlies to the north; easterlies to the south); some develop into

tropical storms and hurricanes as they move westwards over the

South Indian Ocean. To the south, high pressure cells over north

western Australia, the South Pacific and southwestern Atlantic,

comprise the southern hemispheric subtropical ridge system extending

globally along about 20S.

As expected, the divergent component of the mean winds at 700

mb converge into the Indonesian region (Fig. 36, bottom). The center

of convergence is located to the east of Borneo near 2.5S, 120E.

[Conspicuously, most of the inflow is from the north, west and south;

why only a minor portion is due to inflow from the east in unclear.]

It appears that the largest contribution to this convergence is

that due to southerly winds originating from the Australian summer

monsoon region. Also, fairly strong divergence exists over the

equatorial south central Pacific where the downdraft leg of the

Walker circulation is encountered.

4.2.2 Mean cloudiness

Fig. 37 portrays the distribution of mean cloudiness (top)

and cloudiness standard deviation (bottom) for the northern winter.

In tropical latitudes, cloudiness exceeds 5 oktas over Indonesia,

equatorial Africa, and northwestern South America; three of the

most actively convective regions in the tropics. Significantly,

they are well correlated with regions of upper divergence and upper

divergent outflow (see Fig. 35, bottom); at least over Indonesia

and South America. The equatorial central Pacific dry zone is marked
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Figure 37. (top): Mean 1970 winter cloudiness in oktas.

Interval 1 okta. Regions of<c> greater (less)

than 5 (3) oktas are hatched (dashed hatched).

(bottom): Cloudiness standard deviation during

the period 1 December 1970 through 28 February

1971. Interval 0.5 oktas. Shading indicates

regions where standard deviation exceeds 1 okta.
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by minimum cloudiness. Cloudiness is also very small over the desert

regions of North Africa and Saudi Arabia. These regions have very

low rainfall all year around, being under the influence of strong

upper convergent inflow and sinking motion. Most of India is cloud

free and experiences desert-like climate in winter, in contrast to

extremely wet weather in summer. Cloudiness standard deviation is

large over southeast China, the western North Pacific, Indochina

and Indonesia, the South Indian Ocean, Australia and the western

South Pacific, where considerable transient disturbances and

convective activity are known to occur. Standard deviation is small

near Brazil, even though cloudiness is large, perhaps indicating

fairly steady convection and rainfall there. In contrast, cloudiness

standard deviation is large near the southern tip of India where

rainfall is not substantial during the northern winter; mean

cloudiness is small, ~ 3.2 okta. Occasionally, however, heavy rain

is associated with circulation changes in the lower troposphere,

as will be shown later.

4.3. Mean winter energetics

The energetics of the mean win~er circulation are studied

through the distributions of transient eddy kinetic energy, k*, as

well as the energy exchange terms (W-Z)n and (W-W)n' Generally,

disturbance activity during winter manifests in different local

areas than in summer. The Bay of Bengal region, very active during

the summer monsoon, goes through a marked quiescent phase in winter.

Other regions, however, show disturbance activity during both
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seasons. For example, along and off the east coast of Asia, the

South China Sea-western Pacific area, and the near-equatorial South

Indian Ocean -North Australian region. However, their energetic

structure and development mechanisms could be different from those

in summer.

4.3.1 Transient eddy kinetic energy

Fig. 38 (top) depicts the distribution of winter mean transient

eddy kinetic energy, <k*>, at 200 mb. k* is notably small over

tropical latitudes between about 155 and 10N. In particular, it is

very small «50 m2 sec-2) over the winter monsoon-Southeast Asian

region, implying that quasi-stationary upper tropospheric circulation

components are dominant there. In contrast, large k* is found over

a broad midlatitude region extending from Japan, through the North

Pacific and North America, to the western North Atlantic between

30N and 45N. In this region, the upper tropospheric jet stream

frequently changes its intensity and location. A marked band of

relativily large transient eddy kinetic energy over the central North

and South Pacific extending across the equator around l60W nearly

coincides with the axes of the midoceanic troughs, embedded in

westerly flows. During the northern winter, the position and

intensity of th~ oceanic truughs are subject to variation, sometimes

facilitating the development of cyclonic vortices in and around

the troughs; barotropic instability is a possible triggering

mechanism. Occasionally, midlatitude systems in the northern

hemispheric westerlies penetrate far southwards, resulting in

anomalous var~ations in the intensity of equatorial westerlies over
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Figure 38. (top): Winter 1970 mean transient eddy kinetic

energy at 200 mb, in units of 10 m2 sec-2. Inter

vallO units. Regions of k* > 20 units are shaded.

(bottom): <k*> at 700 mb. Interval 2 units.

Regions of k* > 2 units are shaded. Also shown in

italic numerals are transient eddy kinetic energy

computed from station data at Calcutta, Gan,

Singapore, Tateno, Majuro, and Lihue for the

period form 1 December 1970 to 28 February 1971.
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the central Pacific; meridional coupling.

In comparison to summer (see Fig. 5), k* is larger (smaller)

over the midlatitudes of the Northern (Southern) Hemisphere in

winter. During the northern summer, midlatitude westerlies are

relatively weak in the Northern Hemisphere, while they are strong

near and off the east coast of Australia where the southern winter

is in progress. The contrary is true during the northern winter. The

large k* channel across the equatorial central Pacific is much

better defined in winter and associated with stronger westerlies,

than in summer. As in summer, the 200 mb central Pacific region

appears to be a preferred zone of active meridional coupling and

interhemispheric interaction. Indeed, such midlatitude-tropical

coupling seems to be even stronger in winter. Interestingly, the
2 -2zone of k*>lOO m sec extends considerably deeper into equatorial

regions from the Northern (Southern) Hemisphere midlatitudes, during

the northern winter (summer). Perhaps, meridional coupling between

the tropics and the midlatitudes is seasonally biased toward one or

the other hemisphere, over the central Pacific region.

As in the upper troposphere, 700 mb winter transient eddy

kinetic energy (Fig. 38, bottom) is generally larger (smaller)

over the Northern (Southern) Hemisphere midlatitudes compared to

summer. 700 mb k* is small over the equatorial central Pacific where

easterly winds prevail. However, compared to summer (Fig. 5), the

shaded zone of relatively large 700 mb k* extends considerably

deeper into central Pacific equatorial latitudes, in winter. Around

20N, winter k* is substantially larger, indicating stronger
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midlatitude influences there (than summer). This is consistent with

climatology; low-level flows near the Hawaiian region are frequently

interrupted by moving frontal systems that extend from extratropical

storms, deep into the tropics. Hawaii receives a preponderence of

its annual rainfall from these frontal passages during winter. In

contrast to other tropical areas, transient disturbances are evi-

dently most active over the western North Pacific. A marked band of

large transient eddy kinetic energy extends from the Japan area to

the north of Borneo along about 135E; probably a reflection of

cold surges bursting out of the Siberian High with accompanying

frontal and convective activity. Also this large k* band nearly

coincides with a zone of large cloudiness, velocity potential and

low-level convergent inflow. 700 mb k* is also large over the

central and eastern South Indian Ocean with a maximum of about

40 m2 sec-2 near 12S, 90E. A band of large k* extends from there

to the western South Pacific, approximately along the axis of the

near-equatorial southern hemispheric trough; see Fig. 36 (top).

Thus, it appears that large k* over the South Indian Ocean is

associated with disturbances that form in the said trough and

propagate west-southwestwards. Some of them form over the Arafura

and Timor Seas near Australia, and if the distribution of k* is an

indication, some probably develop even further to the east, over

the western South Pacific. The regions of occurrence and tracks

of tropical cyclones that formed over the South Indian Ocean-North

Australian and western Pacific generally correspond well with the

regions of large k* in Fig. 38 (bottom). The following is extracted
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from the meteorological summeries published by the Australian

Bureau of Meteorology: (1) ten, Class 1,2 tropical storms/cyclones

formed over the Northwestern Australian region (south of lOS and be

tween 75E and 135E) --- four in December, four in January, and two

in February; (2) one, class 2 tropical cyclone formed over the Ara

fura Sea region around the beginning of December; and (3) six, Class

1,2 tropical cyclones formed over the Northeastern Australian region

(north of 32S and between 138E and 160E), all in January and Feb

ruary. [Based on a global general circulation model, Manabe et~.

(1970) investigated the generation mechanisms and structural

features of tropical storms that developed (in their model) over

the Indian Ocean.] Bryant (1958) claimed that disturban:e activity

~n the Southern Hemisphere monsoon trough is related in some way

to changes in the intensity of the northeasterly trades, flowing

from the North Pacific, through the Philippines, to the equatorial

South China Sea and Malaysia. The zone of large k* extending from

about lOS, 90E, to the southern Australian region, may be a route

via which meridional coupling with midlatitude systems of the

Southern Hemisphere takes place.

4.3.2 The character of steady and transient eddies

Table 4A presents the latitudinal distribution of 200 mb steady

(top) and transient (bottom) eddy kinetic energy associated with

waves of wavenumbers n=l to 10. n=l to 3 steady eddy kinetic energy

is extremely large over the subtropical-midlatitude region from

about 28N to 35N. This is clearly due to the intense upper tropo

spheric jet stream with a speed maximum near Japan (see Fig. 35, top)



Table 4A
Steady (top) and transient (bottom) 200 mb eddy kinetic energy (10-1 m2 sec-2)

winter mean

N LAT -37.1-33.0-28.7-24.2-19.6-14.8-10.0 -5.0 0.0 5.0 10.0 14.8 19.6 24.2 28.7 33.0 37.1 41.044.648.1

N=l 72 33 44 51 59 52 84 336 337 345 26B 164 115 415 66B 497 315 216 117 54
tl=2 20 16 43 35 14 lB 27 50 54 51 37 70 70 46 136 274 302 204 129 115
tl=3 14 10 8 25 39 24 30 87 60 46 79 64 62 97 232 335 229 116 87 87
N=4 33 55 60 5B 64 62 54 4B 25 13 5 6 9 17 12 4 4 8 9 11
N=5 3 0 0 3 2 3 5 4. 1 2 1 5 5 5 3 1 5 8 3 2
N=6 0 0 3 3 3 4 4 3 0 0 0 1 2 3 12 14 15 17 12 6

N=7 9 9 10 11 10 7 3 3 2 1 2 4 6 4 7 6 5 6 1 0
Na8 9 13 14 14 12 5 4 3 3 1 2 3 5 1 1 1 1 2 3 4
N=9 4 6 6 5 4 2 3 0 0 1 3 3 3 3 6 3 0 0 0 0
N-l0 6 . 6 6 7 6 3 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0

N"l 119 94 79 78 70 42 37 40 33 28 43 B3 107 133 154 26B 326 295 267 256
N=2 102 116 79 65 47 38 33 41 41 53 69 80 77 92 161 221 246 243 229 215
N=3 99 95 78 68 53 54 3B 39 46 60 73 72 101 132 187 198 239 280 241 204
N=t; 106 93 67 63 50 47 43 37 42 45 61 69 100 128 155 186 236 247 231 216
N=5 97 71 67 56 43 41 32 36 34 42 65 96 135 178 218 279 296 292 269 261

N"6 107 93 77 62 47 35 29 26 24 27 37 52 89 145 201 248 298 282 242 207

N"7 83 76 65 50 41 35 28 22 23 25 28 37 46 63 99 132 161 158 133 115
N=8 65 64 54 43 35 28 24 20 19 21 31 44 S9 81 108 134 1S4 144 110 87
N-9 45 44 46 39 33 26 21 17 14 16 21 26 32 39 57 73 78 71 56 45

N-10 31 34 31 24 18 15 14 12 10 12 16 23 27 34 41 55 61 60 45 36

-'
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Table 4B
., -1 2 -2)Steady (top) and transient (bottom) 700 mb eddy klnetlc energy (10 m sec

winter mean

N LAT -37.1-33.0-28.7-24.2-19.6-14.8-10.0 -5.0 0.0 5.0 10.5 14.8 19.6 24.2 28.7 33.037.1 41.0 44.648.1
-
N=l 9 4 2 0 0 2 24 86 45 5 7 8 42 69 11 23 40 38 25 10
N=2 1 0 2 4 5 3 1 12 14 13 1 6 1 8 12 33 49 48 28 27
N=3 5 12 11 7 17 25 12 5 2 3 2 8 6 18 51 74 52 39 40 46
N=4 6 10 12 8 4 5 4 4 2 3 2 1 3 4 2 1 5 6 6 5
N=5 0 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 1 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 2 3 3 4
Ne6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 3 4 3 2
Ne7 2 2 3 4 4 3 0 1 1 1 0 1 3 4 6 6 4 1 1 1
fl=8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 3 2 1
Na9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
N"10 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Nal 26 22 16 14 16 18 24 24 16 13 15 27 37 37 45 51 57 67 81 105
N"2 19 22 17 13 18 18 16 12 9 11 14 14 15 21 29 39 44 50 51 61
N=3 18 15 14 14 14 10 13 14 10 11 13 18 23 35 35 41 56 72 76 81
N=4 18 15 11 11 12 13 12 10 9 9 9 12 18 27 31 38 47 59 66 74
N=5 19 16 13 11 10 11 15 10 8 8 9 14 16 26 40 51 61 69 79 94
N=6 19 18 16 15 11 10 9 9 6 6 8 12 20 28 36 47 54 59 62 66
N"7 16 15 13 11 10 9 8 7 5 5 6 8 8 14 20 25 29 33 37 41
N=8 11 12 9 7 7 6 6 5 4 5 4 5 9 15 22 29 33 34 33 33
Nag 7 7 7 7 6 5 5 5 3 3 4 5 6 10 14 19 21 22 21 22
HalO 5 5 6 5 6 5 6 5 3 3 2 4 6 7 11 13 16 19 18 19

......
U)
~
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and reflects its fairly strong quasi-stationary components. Over

tropical latitudes n=l steady eddy kinetic energy is also quite

large from about 5S to about lON, in which latitudes lie relatively

strong and steady easterlies associated with the quasi-stationary

upper anticyclonic cell over the western North Pacific, and wester

lies associated with the oceanic troughs over the central North and

South Pacific. As in summer (Chapter 3) contributions from standing

waves of n>4 are negligible in the tropics. Curiously, n=6 steady

kinetic energy shows a secondary maximum (weak) from about 28.7N

to 44.6N; such a secondary maximum was also noted during summer

over nearly the same latitudes for wavenumber 7. Transient eddy

kinetic energy is very large for nearly all waves in the mid1atitude

regions north of about 28.7N. A maximum around n = 1 is probably

associated with vacillations in the upper westerly jet stream, while

the maximum around n = 5,6 is undoubtedly reflective of the dominant

mid1atitude baroc1inic waves. Transient eddy kinetic energy is

generally much larger over the mid1atitudes of the Northern Hemi

sphere than over the Southern Hemisphere. Thus, the northern mid

latitudes appear to be considerably more baroc1inica11y unstable

than their southern hemispheric counterparts. This is, of course,

reflected in the very intense westerly jet in the Northern Hemi

sphere. [During the northern summer, when the Southern Hemisphere

goes.through its winter season, transient eddy kinetic energy is

very large around 375 and most probably beyond.] Over tropical

regions,·the transient eddy kinetic energy of all waves are fairly

substantial, with a maximum amongst waves in the n = 3,4 range.
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k* decreases toward longer as well as shorter waves.n

The overall character of 200 mb standing and transient eddies is-- --
2 2 2 2

examined through the ratios RS; <V>I / <U>I , and RT; <v l * >/ <u l * >

in Table 5A (top). RS is very small «0.2) between about 28.7N and

41N, pointing to the general dominance of the upper westerly jet

with dominantly <u>'-contribution. Small RS in tropical latitudes

from about 5S to lON, possibly indicates that winter standing

equatorial waves are of the Kelvin-type; i.e., very small <V>I-

component. Most of the standing wave kinetic energy was seen to be

confined to ultra-long waves; Table 4A. Compared to summer, they

occupy a somewhat reduced latitudinal extend in winter. They are

presumably in response to the near-equatorial winter convective heat

sources (Fig. 37). An equatorial Kelvin-type structure was previously

noted in Fig. 35. The ratio RT is uniformally large (>0.5 or so)

over all latitudes, indicating that the transient winter tropical

as well as subtropical-midlatitude eddies are of the Rossby-type.

[A similar result was found to characterize the transient eddies

of summer; transient eddies all year around, perhaps, exhibit such

an overall Rossby-type character.]

A cursory examination of the wavenumber dependence of the RS

ratio, i.e., RS(n), showed that over the equatorial and tropical

latitudes, standing eddies of n = 1,2,3 were apparently of the

Kelvin-type with large u-component kinetic energies. During winter,

the major convective heat sources are distributed in near equatorial

latitudes, while the dominant convective and upper divergent

outflow (updraft) center is located around 5S, l30E; see 35 and 37.



Table SA
Ratios of 200 mb winter mean v-component to u-component total steady eddy

kinetic energy (a), total transient wave kinetic energy (b), and
transient kinetic energy of wavenumber N (c). Units are 10-2

LAT -37.1-33.0-28.7-24.2-19.6-14.8-10.0 -5.0 0.0 5.0 10.0 14.8 19.6 24.2 28.7 33.037.1 41.0 44.648.1

(a) RS 40 56 53 64 92 124 51 6 1 3 11 41 96 27 6 2 6 21 66 162

(b) RT 75 68 74 67 64 64 65 55 56 65 68 74 73 75 79 80 78 80. 87 101

(el RT(H)

N=l 11 13 13 10 7 12 12 12 19 33 21 11 9 9 9 5 4 5 5 6
N"2 38 19 17 14 18 21 22 17 22 24 23 27 37 35 15 8 7 9 15 26
N"3 51 40 41 39 44 34 37 27 21 24 35 59 46 32 25 32 30 27 39 74
N=4 61 56 85 67 55 49 47 54 46 59 63 82 52 47 62 80 81 94 120 167
a-s 70 78 80 97 100 75 74 53 85 110 103 106 115 124 140 120 148 191 232 251
N=6 111 123 151 121 97 106 102 96 121 153 140 153 137 144 209 307 240 260 289 273
N"7 176 117 106 123 154 127 118 164 167 146 139 118 123 144 184 292 282 224 207 232
N-8 270 232 216 164 131 178 189 182 121 164 177 199 227 271 333 388 292 291 298 287
N-9 232 261 211 232 195 227 222 188 157 177 201 218 188 254 233 273 263 262 237 256.
N-10 320 269 251 201 212 181 213 229 179 151 237 236 245 153 242 264 310 286 356 469

-'
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Table 56
Ratios of 700 mb winter mean v-component to u-component total. steady eddy

kinetic energy (a). total transient wave kinetic energy (b). and
transient kinetic energy of wavenumber N (c). Units are 10-2

LAT -31.1-33.0-28.1-24.2-19.6-14.8-10.0 -5.0 0.0 5.0 10.0 14.8 19.624.228.133.031.1 41.044.648.1

(8) RS 36 41 70 156 79 38 23 7 10 35 55 II 6 8 11 14 24 51 151 309

(b) RT 95 83 83 11 56 50 37 36 47 46 43 38 41 49 68 91 106 96 104 109

(c) RT(N)

--
N=I 10 12 16 22 18 14 9 10 11 24 17 8 6 8 8 9 9 9 1 1

N=2 42 28 35 40 23 21 23 26 29 23 19 21 20 11 14 16 21 23 31 32

N=3 63 70 53 32 29 56 41 30 37 31 29 27 30 29 46 47 3B 33 50 79

N=4 17 101 131 81 44 21 29 45 46 40 49 60 46 41 66 99 115 102 111 152

N=5 131 lOB 105 85 79 66 36 52 73 78 60 49 75 62 78 162 261 277 291 285

N=6 211 164 131 96 105 86 58 46 66 11 12 16 88 131 232 YJ7 366 310 337 353

N=1 302 161 129 119 119 91 73 61 73 83 92 59 86 94 131 184 25\ 203 161 225

N=8 417 216 141 109 123 119 10 10 81 15 116 118 10 112 181 218 311 355 383 434

Ne9 329 259 225 160 161 133 95 78 123 60 67 96 136 116 112 238 304 281 332 327

NalO 352 241 201 191 138 188 144 102 136 113 127 94 100 167 173 250 333 327 565 696

--'
\0
OJ
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Webster (1972, 1973) studied the dynamics of large-scale steady

waves that were excited in his models, in response to heating and

orographic functions prescribed in the tropics. Near the equator,

his model response to forcing was of a quasi-stationary kelvin

wave of a time scale of months, while midlatitude response was of

the Rossby mode. Webster described the Walker circulation of the

tropical Pacific as a kelvin wave response primarily due to conden

sational heating. Standing waves of n>4 displayed a Rossoy-type

character with large <v>l-component contribution. However these

waves possess a negligible fraction of the total standing wave

kinetic energy; Table 4A. Long waves n = 2 to 4, over a subtropical

region from about 15N to 24.2N, had large RS ratios with substantial

<v>'-contribution, implying a Rossby-type character. Thus, long waves

of the subtropics were distinctly different from standing long

waves of the tropical region. Further to the north, n = 1 to 3

midlatitude steady eddy kinetic energy had dominant <u>'-contribution

clearly attributable to the largely zonal winds of the upper

westerly jet.

Table 5A (bottom) shows the wavenumber dependence of the ratio

RT, i.e., RT(n). Even though equatorial-tropical transient waves

exhibited an overall Rossby-type character (large v'*-kinetic energy)

tropical long waves n = 1,2 had small RT(1,2) ratios, generally

less than about 0.2. In Table 5A (bottom) 200 mb tropical waves of

n = 3,4, which possessed somewhat larger kinetic energies than other

waves (see Table 4A, bottom), had RT(n) ratios ranging from

approximately 0.2 to 0.6; ratios for n = 4, in particular, were
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fairly large. Transient waves of n = 4 showed clear Rossby-type

character with a v'*-contribution equal to or larger than ul*-con

tribution. RT(l) was extremely small over the latitudes of the upper

westerly jet. RT(n) was substantial for winter midlatitude baroclinic

short waves, as well as for transient short waves of the subtropics.

In order to classify the nature of transient waves, t-A diagrams

of the transient wave component of streamfunction (~n*) were

inspected to procure information about their phase propagation

characteristics4. Much of the discussion in this section follows

along similar patterns to that in Section 3.3.2 (for the summer

case).

In Table 5A, RT(l) was very small at nearly all latitudes,

with dominant u'*-kinetic energy. Figs. 39 and 40 show the n = 1

wave phase propagation characteristics at 2.5N and 30.8N. In both

figures, westward propagation is evident. At times, though, n = 1

waves appeared to move eastwards, while during periods of clear

westward phase movement, there were intensity fluctuations. These

could be due to (a) interaction between westward moving n = 1 waves

of different time periods, (b) interaction between west moving and

east moving waves, and/or (c) other turbulent changes. In both

figures, (i.e., both equatorial and higher latitudes), during times

of obvious westward propagation, the waves had an estimated period

4As in the summer study, transient ~ * was obtained by filtering
out very long and very short period fluc~uations using discrete
weighting functions based on a normal distribution. For winter
(1970), a data span as long as that for the summer case (Chapter 3)
was not available, hence the reduced time spans in Figs. 39 to 44.
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Figure 39. t - A diagram of transient streamfunction ~n*

for wavenumber n = 1, at 2.5N; winter 1970.

Units 105 m2 sec-1.
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Figure 40. t - A diagram of transient streamfunction 1jJ, *
n

for wavenumber n = 1, at 30.8N; winter 1970.
5 2 -1Units 10 m sec .
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of about 5-7 days and were somewhat in phase. Propagation character

istics at other latitudes were generally similar in nature, indica

ting that the wave was of a global scale. Perhaps, this wave is

similar to that detected by Madden and Julian (1972); refer to Fig.

4 of their paper. In their study, a considerably more restrictive

filtering process was deployed; in fact, they chose only those

times during which clear westward propagation existed and discarded

other periods, when phase propagation was not clear. Thus, perhaps,

the transient n = 1, ~5-day period wave was of the m= 1, n = 2,

planetary (waves of the second kind) wave-mode; Longuet-Higgins

(1968). Eastward propagating transient equatorial n = 1 wave

components were probably of the Kelvin-type. Perhaps, they are

related to the dominant convective latent heat sources close to

the equator, in winter; see Fig. 37 of winter 1970 cloudiness.

In Table 5A, n = 2 transient wave kinetic energy is also

largely due to u'*-component contribution, though v'*-contribution

is somewhat larger than for the n = 1 case. Fig. 41 shows the

propagation of ~2* wave. Both westward and eastward propagation is

evident at different times. Periods of clear eastward movement

(~day 30 to 58) indicated that this n = 2 transient wave had a

period of approximately 7 or 8 days. Westward moving waves appeared

to have somewhat longer periods of about 10 days or more. Eastward

moving components may be of the Kelvin-type, while westward

propagating waves are probably of the Rossby-type. Over the

mid1atitudes (or higher latitudes such as 30.8N; Fig. 42), west

ward propagating, somewhat long period, ~10 day, n ~ 2 transient
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Figure 41. t - A diagram of transient streamfunction ~n*

for wavenumber n = 2, at 2.5N; winter 1970.

Units 105 m2 sec-1.
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Figure 42. t - A diagram of transient streamfunction 1JJn*

for wavenumber n = 2, at 30.8N; winter 1970.
5 2 -1Units 10 m sec .
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waves appear to be dominant. Eastward propagating modes of shorter

period (~6 days) are also evident. These results are compatible

with the results of Pratt and Wallace (1976) who classified west

ward moving n = 2 waves at 50N as being partly external and partly

internal barotropic, and eastward moving waves as being baroclinic.

Transient short waves had substantial v'*-kinetic energy at all

latitudes. Over equatorial latitudes (n = 5 at 2.5N is shown in

Fig. 43) they showed a fairly systematic westward phase propagation.

They were probably of the Rossby-type. During some periods, however,

intermittent eastward propagation is evident; for example, around

days 30-35. During summer (Section 3.3.2), eastward propagating

n = 5 transient equatorial wave-components were substantially

stronger (see Fig. 10). This is puzzling. For the summer case, I

suggested that the observed eastward n = 5 wave could have been

excited in response to diabatic heating, extrapolating on Murakami's

(1972) model results for the yo = 100 (wavenumber n = 1,2) case. In

winter the latentjdiabatic heat sources are around 55 (Fig. 37).

And so, if the previously suggested hypothesis was correct, eastward

moving n = 5 equatorial waves, with substantial v'*-kinetic energies

should have been even more dominant in winter. This is not the case.

This warrants further study into the possible energy source for the

wave in question. As an alternative possibility, nonlinear inter

action with longer waves were suggested. If so, it is not clear

why such interaction may be subdued in winter.

As in summer, all Figs. 39 to 44 show propagation anomalies

which occur intermittently, suggesting that turbulent and sporadic
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Figure 43. t - A diaqram of transient streamfunction ,I. *- o/n

for wavenumber n = 5, at 2.5N: winter 1970.

Units 105 m2 sec- 1.
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Figure 44. t - A diagram of transient streamfunction ~n*

for wavenumber n = 5, at 46.4N; winter 1970.
5 2 -1Units 10 m sec .
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changes in the atmosphere occurred during those times.

A knowledge of the properties of transient waves is, perhaps,

of utmost importance to an understanding of meridional coupling

and interhemispheric interaction that appears to take place prefer

entially over the central Pacific channel of large 200 mb k* (Fig. 38).

Plots of fluctuations in time, of the transient eddy component of

kinetic energy associated with individual waves, kn*, showed that

waves of n = 3 or so over the midlatitudes north of about 28.7N,

appeared to be well correlated with n = 3 waves over the subtropics

from about 10N to 24.2N; more so than other waves. A spectral,

cross-spectral analysis revealed the following: (1) midlatitude

n = 3 waves exhibited a dominant spectral peak in the 12-day period

range; (2) n = 3 subtropical waves possessed a spectral peak in

precisely the same 12-day period range; (3) the two were positively

correlated with a correlation coefficient of approximately 0.6,

significant at the 95% probability level; and (4) co-spectral

analysis clearly indicated that 12-day period waves contributed

most to this correlation. Perhaps, this suggests that n = 3, 12

day period transient midlatitude waves are best able to propagate

into subtropical regions and beyond. As those presented in Chapter

3 for summer, these spectral results are tentative and included,

here, merely to suggest the possibility of meridional coupling, and

to throw some light on the preferred time and space-scales of the

wave or waves that may be involved. A more thorough investigation

into the type, time-space scale, and structure of winter transient

waves and, in particular, those that participate in meridional
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and interhemispheric interaction, should be conducted when better

data is available.

Tables 4B and 5B describe the properties of standing and

transient waves in winter, at 700 mb. 700 mb steady and transient

kinetic energies are, generally, an order of magnitude less than at

200 mb. Their latitudinal-wavenumber distributions are similar to

the 200 mb distributions. Results are summarized for brevity; (1)

dominant n = 1 standing eddy kinetic energy over a tropical region

from about lOS to the equator; (2) negligible standing short-wave

kinetic energy at all latitudes; (3) large mid1atitude transient

eddy kinetic energy; and (4) fairly large tropical transient eddy

kinetic energy with a monotonic decrease with increasing wavenumber.

The character of standing and transient 700 mb waves as portrayed

by RS(n) and RT(n) ratios, revealed a structure very similar to that

at 200 mb; i.e., (a) tropical standing waves appeared to be of the

Kelvin-type, with dominant <u>'-kinetic energy; (b) mid1atitude

standing waves showed a Rossby-type character; (c) n = 1 transient

wave kinetic energy was mostly due to u'*-contribution over all

latitudes, while transient short waves had substantial v'*-kinetic

energies.

4.3.3 Wave-zonal flow and wave-wave interaction

Fig. 45 (top) shows the meridional distribution of 200 mb <u>

and <v>. The zonal mean flow, <u>, is westerly to the north of about

5N with a maximum (~ 39 m sec- l) at 32N. In intervening latitudes

there exists large anticyclonic shear. Between about 15S and 5N,

<u> is weak and easterly. The mean meridional wind <v> is positive
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Figure 45. Meridional distribution of mean 1970 winter <u>,

<V>, <c> and the momentum transport due to standing

eddies, <U>I<V>I, and transient <UI*VI*>, at 200 mb.
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(southerly) between 255 and 28N with a maximum (1.5 m sec- l) at

lONe The Hadley circulation is, thus, implied with updraft (down

draft) to the south (north) of lONe [N-5 overturnings over eastern

Asia contribute most to this mean Hadley cell.] In compatibility

with other observational studies (surveyed in Palmen and Newton,

1969), the northern hemispheric branch of the Hadley cell dominates

in winter, while it is rather weak in summer. Poleward of 28N <v> is

negative (northerly). Flows in this region correspond to the ther

mally indirect midlatitude Ferrel cell of the northern winter hemi

sphere. The subtropical jet stream approximately coincides with the

zone of confluence of the tropical Hadley and the midlatitude Ferrel

cells. The meridional gradient of <v> is negative (convergence)

between 10N and 35N where downdraft of the Northern Hemisphere

Hadley is accompanied by small zonal mean cloudiness <c>. Below 5N,

large and uniform <c> is associated with strong <v> divergence. In

short the distributions of <v>-divergence and <c>-c1oudiness are well

correlated.

The computed 200 mb momentum transports due to standing

eddies, <U>I<V>I, and transient eddies, <UI*V I*>, are shown in

Fig. 45 (bottom). In general, both are positive (northward transport)

in the Northern Hemisphere, and negative (southward) in the Southern

Hemisphere. [Momentum transport due to transient waves amounted to

nought at the equator in summer, also.] The northward mementum

transport due to transient (standing) eddies amounts to about

52 (20) m2 sec-2 at 35 (28), in fair agreement with the estimates

of Oort and Rasmusson (1971). Between 35N and 305, there is a large
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horizontal divergence of net westerly momentum flux. This results

in the westerly deceleration (or the easterly acceleration) of the

zonal mean winds there.

Table 6 (top) shows the latitude-wavenumber dependency of the

wave-zonal flow interaction terms computed at 200 mb for wavenumbers

1 to 10. Compared to summer (Table 3) both (W-Z) and (W-W) are
n n

substantially larger during winter over most regions; over the sub-

tropical and midlatitudes, north of about 19N, in particular.

Polewards of about 33N, (W-Z}n is generally negative, a negative

sign indicating the transfer of kinetic energy from wave of wave

number n to the zonal mean flows. Between about 28.7N and lON,

(W-Z}n is positive owing to westerly u being accompanied by somewhat

large momentum flux divergence due to each wave.

small between about 5N and 14.85.

(W-Z) is very. n

Krishnamurti et~. (1973) computed the wave zonal mean inter

action term at 200 mb over a tropical belt extending from 155 to

15N for the summer of 1969. Again, caution must be exercised in

order that the computations of energetics in the Fourier domain not

be applied to too large a latitudinal span, lest entirely different

circulation regimes be compounded together. At 15N, (W-Z}n is

substantially large and positive for most wavenumbers. In contrast,

(W-Z)n is extremely small and negative for all n near the equator,

where u is weak and easterly. During the northern winter, l5N

being embedded in zonal mean westerly flows (~ 11 m sec- l) can not,

perhaps, be considered tropical in character; i.e., this region is

probably influenced strongly by the circulation systems in the
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( -6 2 -3) ( )Energy exchange 10 m sec between waves and zonal mean flows. top
and between waves (bottom) at 200 mb; winter mean
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N.. 4 -40 2 -38 -57 -15 -5 -5 -1 -1 1 14 6 -3 55 132 123 -46 -145 -152 -140
Na 5 2 4 -7 -11 -2 0 -3 -3 0 3 13 53 99 118 83 -97 -284 -307 -215 -143
N_ 6 -92 -8 8 3 8 0 -2 -2 -1 3 9 31 86 184 182 -24 -299 -385 -238 -142

N- 7 -62 -25 0 1 4 0 0 -1 0 2 0 -2 21 64 67 12 -91 -149 -95 -53
Na 8 -78 -19 . -7 -8 6 0 0 -1 0 3 7 18 33 39 -3 -21 -66 -135 -83 -39
Na 9 -20 -24 -6 11 4 0 0 -2 0 2 4 3 . 15 35 14 -30 -57 -66 -33 -10

N-10 -15 -13 -6 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 4 6 23 20 -18 -35 -30 -28 -17 -4

Na 1 -4 -24 -24 -18 10 6 -10 -15 -5 65 37 41 -26 -21 15 -rn -165 62 219 209

N. 2 -10 -22 -8 -39 -21 0 -2 -22 -25 -13 -3 28 29 -29 -160 -157 -14 -106 -211 -195

Na 3 25 -4 -15 -42 .-42 -13 -14 -41 -33 -28 -10 -12 -34 -99 -106 82 264 210 121 65

Na 4 -14 -62 -68 -27 13 51 64 33 15 18 16 40 10 -23 -3 -40 -Ill -84 21 106

Na 5 3 -4 4 11 12 8 25 16 -2 9 14 15 -12 -3 -38 -115 0 127 11 -71

N. 6 48 15 6 -8 -25 -4 10 -1 3 1 12 9 -8 -1 -2 -51 -48 10 -22 -25

N- 7 15 -1 -5 -2 -4 4 0 0 -5 1 9 13 -4 6 -30 -98 -142 -128 -62 -39

N", 8 -30 -30 -16 -3 5 15 17 5 -4 -3 -7 13 25 37 69 5S 5 -31 -50 -58

N.- 9 -11 -16 1 2 7 10 2 -1 0 -4 -4 -1 10 -6 0 39 11 -37 -15 -4

N;'10 -8 -3 3 10 5 0 2 1 3 5 10 7 0 12 7 6 1 8 '9 '17
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midlatitude westerlies. Three different latitudinal belts were

chosen as follows:

(1) Tropical belt (14.8S-S.0N): Weak 200 mb easterly <u>,

positive meridional <v> gradient, large and uniform <c>, relatively

small transient eddy kinetic energy, and a zone characterized by

standing long waves of the Kelvin-type and transient short waves of

the Rossby-type;

(2) Subtropical belt (lO.ON-28.7N): Westerly <u> with

large anti-cylonic shear, negative meridional <v> gradient, net momen

tum flux divergence, small <c> , somewhat large 200 mb k*, standing

and transient short waves with large v-component kinetic energies;

(3) Midlatitude belt (33.0N-48.1N): Westerly <u> with

cyclonic shear, positive meridional <v> gradient, net momentum flux

convergence, a region of the midlatitude winter Ferrel cell, extremely

large 200 mb k*, exceptionally small RS(l) and RT(l) with dominantly

<U>I- and u'*-contribution to n = 1 wave standing and transient kinetic

energy, and baroclinic shortwaves with very large transient kinetic

energies and large RT(n) ratios.

The tropical belt, so defined, lying between 14.8S and S.ON in

winter shifts to S.OS-19.6N in summer with the shift of the belt of

zonal mean easterlies. Similarly, the subtropical and midlatitude

belts shift southwards during winter.

Fig. 46 depicts the wavenumber dependency of eddy kinetic energy

kn, wave-zonal mean flow interaction (W-Z)n' and wave-wave interaction

(W-W)n averaged over each region for n = 1 to 10.

In the midlatitude belt, all waves lose energy to zonal mean
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Figure 46. Mean 1970 winter 200 mb eddy kinetic energy, kn,
in units of 1 m2 sec-2, energy exchanges between

waves, (W-W}n' and between waves and zonal mean

flows, (W-Z}n' in units of 10-6 m2 sec-3, for

zonal wavenumbers n = 1 to 10, averaged over the

midlatitude belt (33.0N-48.1N), subtropical belt

(10.ON-28.7N) and tropical belt (14.8S-5.0N),

respectively.
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flows through wave-zonal interaction with maximum contribution from

wavenumbers 5 and 6. Wavenumber 2 loses energy to both zonal mean

flows and other waves. Saltzman (1970) speculated that waves of about

wavenumber 2 were maintained by energy sources originating from land

and ocean contrasts. Wavenumbers 6 and 7 also lose energy to zonal

mean flows and to other waves through nonlinear barotropic interactions.

Presumably these waves are maintained by baroc1inic instability pro

cesses. These results are in essential agreement with those deter

mined by Saltzman and Teweles (1964) at 500 mb for a 10-year period.

Summarizing results for the subtropical belt: (1) All waves

gain energy through interaction with zonal mean flows; (2) wavenumber

3 loses energy to other waves through W-W interactions; and (3) wave

number 8 gains energy both from the zonal mean flows and from other

waves via nonlinear barotropic processes. Daily NMC maps indicate

that small vortices frequently develop in and around the oceanic

trough over the central North Pacific without apparent connection with

convective activity. As shown in Fig. 38 (top), k* at 200 mb is

larger over that region than over any other subtropical region.

Perhaps, barotropic processes are responsible for the development of

such small vortices with a wavenumber of approximately 8.

Compared to the mid1atitude and subtropical belts, the energy

exchanges over the tropical belt are quite different, with conspicu

ously small wave-zonal mean interactions. W-W interactions are gener

ally much stronger than W-Z interactions. Wavenumbers 2 and 3 lose

energy to other waves via W-W interactions. Most probably these waves

are maintained through tropical baroc1inic processes with east-west
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overturnings (associated with the active tropical convection centers)

converting eddy available potential energy to eddy kientic energy. As

in the subtropical belt, wavenumber 8 receives substantial energy

through W-W interaction with other waves in the tropical belt.

4.4 Temporal circulation changes during winter

4.4.1 Kinetic energy and associated fluctuations

Fig. 47 depicts the changes in total eddy kinetic energy (k) and

net wave-zonal interaction (W-Z), averaged over the midlatitude belt.

Dominant peaks around days 18, 38, and 73 exceed season mean k (261.8
2 -2) 2-2m sec by over 100 m sec . On the other hand, around days 7, 30,

56, and 80, k is well below normal. [Webster and Kellar (1975) showed

that the eddy kinetic energy of the upper troposphere between 30S and

60S, derived from EOLE constant density balloon data, possessed a

strong 18-23 day vacillation.] Changes in (W-Z) interaction are not

as systematic as changes in k. Besides, around day 38 for instance,

(W-Z) was even below normal while k was at a maximum. Thus, wave-

zonal interactions are not, perhaps, primarily responsible for the

changes in eddy kinetic energy over the midlatitude belt.

As in the midlatitude belt, subtropical belt (Fig. 48) W-Z

changes are not 'simply' related to changes in eddy kinetic energy.

Some k changes could be attributed to barotropic interactions with the

zonal mean flows. However, at other times, wave-zonal energy exchange

is obviously not related to k changes; such eddy kinetic energy

changes over the subtropical and midlatitude belts are probably due

to baroclinic processes.
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Figure 47. Time series of 3-day running mean 200 mb eddy

kinetic enrgy k (top) and wave-zonal flow inter

action, W-Z, (bottom), averaged over a mid1atitude

belt between 33.0N and 48.1N. Winter mean values
- 2-2used as zero reference are: <k> = 261.8 m sec

-5 2 -3and <W-Z> = -123.7 x 10 m sec .
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Figure 48. Time series of 3-day running mean 200 mb eddy

kinetic energy f (top) and wave-zonal flow inter

action, W-Z, (bottom), averaged over a subtropical

belt between 10.ON and 28.7N. Zero reference,

winter mean values are: <k> = 128.0 m2 sec- 2 and

<W-Z> = 46.5 x 10-5 m2 sec-3.
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Tropical belt eddy kinetic energy (Fig. 49) increased abruptly
2 -2by about 30 m sec between day 34 and 37, the corresponding rate of

-. -5 2 -3k change belng of the order of 10 x 15 m sec . Around this period

Z . . -6 2 -3W- lnteraction reached a maXlmum; about 4 x 10 m sec above

normal. This magnitude is, however, much smaller than the rate of k

increase. Thus, barotropic energy exchange processes cannot fully

account for the large eddy kinetic energy increase from day 34 to 37.

In Fig. 50 (bottom), tropical baroclinic activity as measured by
~

c' showed a marked peak around day 35, which preceded a tropical

peak in Fig. 48. 2Similarly, a k maximum was accompanied by a c'

maximum around day 75. However, there are other instances wherein

such a phase relationship does not occur. For example, around day

16-17, a W-Z peak preceded a k peak by a day or two, accompanied by

below normal C12
• Thus occasionally, barotropic processes may be

able to initiate an eddy kinetic energy increase in the tropics.

Sadler (1967, 1975a), using 200 mb wind analysis and satellite c10ud-

iness pictures over the North Pacific, postulated that upper-level

systems develop in relatively cloud-free regions.

Comparing Figs. 47, 48, and 49, it is clear that the eddy kinetic

energies of all latitudinal belts were above (below) season mean during

the periodsde~gnated as M(m), when mid1atitude I was at a maximum

(minimum). In contrast to these M- and m-periods, there is no such

correspondence between about day 40 and 56. For example, (1) around

day 51 or so, midlatitude k was near normal and tropical k was above

normal, while subtropical eddy kinetic energy was at an all season

maximum, (2) around day 43-47, above normal tropical I was accompanied
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Figure 49. Time series of 3-day running mean 200 mb eddy

kinetic energy k (top) and wave-zonal flow inter

action, W-Z, (bottom) averaged over a tropical

belt from 5.0N to 14.85. Zero reference winter

mean values are: <k> = 70.3 m2 sec-2, and <W-Z>
2 -3= -4.4 m sec .
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Figure 50.
2Time series of 3-day running mean c' averaged over

a region between 10N and 30N (top) and between 5N

and 155 (bottom). The winter mean C
l 2 values used

as zero reference are:

tively.

2 .
3.2 and 2.5 okta , respec-
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by near or slightly below normal subtropical and midlatitude k. During

this mid-winter period (day 40-56), the winter atmospheric circulation

transited through a rather unique phase that was distinctly different

from any other winter period. Circulation changes were tangible not

only in the troposphere, but the stratosphere as well. In the upper

troposphere, a marked deceleration of the westerly jet stream near

Japan was accompanied by (a) the development of an upper-level blocking

high around 65N, l75W near the Bering Sea-Chukchi region, and (b)

stratospheric sudden warming and winter circumpolar vortex breakdown,

amongst others, In light of these unusual features, the mid-winter

transition period was isolated as distinctly different from 'normal I

winter fluctuations and has been dealt with separately in Section 4.6.

Returning to Figs. 47, 48, and 49, it is fair to state that, with

the exclusion of the mid-winter period (day 40-56), the eddy kinetic

energies of all three latitudinal regions considered changed in

near synchrony; i.e., when midlatitude k was above (below) normal, so

was subtropical and tropical k. This suggests that midlatitude effects

could conceivably propagate into subtropical and tropical latitudes

to cause fluctuations in the eddy kinetic energies there. Alternatively,

it suggests that the large-scale winter atmospheric circulation regimes

were interactive with simultaneous changes occurring over a fairly

vast latitudinal domain. Thus weather changes over the winter monsoon

area, for instance, could be associated with and/or triggered by

changes in regions far removed.

To facilitate further study into the synoptic and energetic

character of the tropospheric circulation associated with eddy kinetic
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energy changes, three 5-day periods (M-periods) and four 5-day periods

(m-periods) were chosen:

M-period: Periods of 200 mb kmaxima; day 16-20,36-40

and 70-74, totaling 15 days.

m-period: Periods of 200 mb kminima; day 6-10, 26-30, 56

60 and 80-84, totaling 20 days.

The following section investigates the synoptic and energetic

character of these M- and m-periods.

4.5 Circulation during periods of 200 mb eddy kinetic energy maxima

(M) and minima (m).

The Mand m circulation phases when the eddy kinetic energies

were simultaneously above and below normal over all latitudinal belts

were studied by averaging synoptic (~,x,c) and energetic (k*, W-Z,

W-W) fields over the respective periods.

4.5.1. Synoptics of Mand m periods.

(a) M-period

Fig. 51 (top) shows isop1eths of 200 mb streamfunction averaged

for M-periods. The western Pacific upper anticyclone is more intense

than normal while the jet stream near Japan is exceptionally strong,

implying abnormally large local baroclinic instability. A we11

defined ridge system over the northeastern Pacific beyond about 30N

is accompanied by a deep oceanic trough dominating the tropical

central Pacific. Equatorial Pacific westerlies were stronger than

usual at this time. Between about 10N and 30N, over the central

North Pacific, the meridional gradients of relative vorticity are

large and negative, suggesting enhanced local bartropic instability.
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Figure 51. (top) : 200 mb streamfuncti on in units of 107

m2 sec- l averaged for the M-period (total 15

days). Interval 2 units. Regions where the

zonal wind component exceeds 40 (80) m sec- l

are hatched (cross-hatched). (bottom): 200

mb velocity potential in units of 106 m2 sec- 1

for the M-period. Interval 2 units. Regions

of negative X are shaded.
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The anticyclone circulation over the South Indian Ocean-North

Australian region along about lOS is less than normal in intensity.

Thus easterlies along about 130E are somewhat weaker to the south of

the equator, though they are stronger to the north.

Compared to normal (Fig. 35, bottom), the 200 mb divergent out

flow center (x-minimum) is located about 50 further to the north to

over northern New Guinea in Fig. 51 (bottom) during M. On the other

hand, the center of convergent inflow, located in the mean around

35N, 96E, is displaced about 100 southwards to over the Bhutan area.

Both centers are also more intense than normal. Consequently, the

northern branch of the local Hadley cell over eastern Asia is

exceptiona1y strong during M-periods due to the well above normal

meridional gradients of velocity potential. The southern branch near

Australia is weaker than normal.

Changes in the local Hadley cell are accompanied by changes in

cloudiness over a region covering China, the western North Pacific,

Malaysia and Indonesia, and Australia. In Fig. 52 (bottom) an

e10nga'ced band of large cloudiness (>5 okta) extends southwestwards

from about 25N, 145E and beyond, through the Philippines and Malaysia,

to the equatorial eastern South Indian Ocean. The northern part of this

band (north of the equator) represents above average cloudiness while

the southern part is somewhat below normal. At 20N, 135E, M-period

cloudiness amounts to 5.2 oktas, about 1 okta above season mean. Cold

surface surges are usually accompanied by frontal convective activity

and rainfall as they propagate equaton~ard beneath strong upper

westerlies. Perhaps cold surges were stronger than normal during
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Figure 52. (top): 700 mb streamfunction in units of 106

2 -1m sec for the M-period. Interval 5 units.

(bottom): Cloudiness averaged for the M-period.

Regions of cloudiness greater (less) than 5 (3)

oktas are hatched (dashed hatched).
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M-periods, accompanied by an increase in cloudiness and a strength

ening of the northern branch of the local Hadley cell. In Fig. 52

(bottom) unusually large cloudiness near New Guinea nearly coincides

with the 200 mb x-minimum (updraft) center. The Southeast Asia

Thailand area has below normal cloudiness favored by upper convergent

inflow and sinking motion. Below normal cloudiness over the eastern

Indian Ocean and northwestern Australia probably represents the

weakening of the southern branch of the local Hadley. Note, also a

better organization of the near equatorial cloudiness zone with large

cloudiness (4-5 oktas) extending from the eastern Pacific through

equatorial South America to the central Atlantic.

At 700 mb (Fig. 52, top), the anticyclonic circulations over the

western North Pacific and Atlantic are stronger than normal. To the

north of the Himalayan region, a ridge system becomes well defined

during Mwith stronger 700 mb westerlies. In contrast, westerlies to

the south of the Himalayas are weaker than normal. Westerlies near

Japan remain near season mean (15 m sec- l). Thus, the vertical wind

shear in this area was unusually large due to the upper tropospheric

jet being very strong during this period.

(b) m-period

Compared to M, isopleths of m-period 200 mb streamfunction (Figs.

51 and 53, top) are aligned considerably more parallel to latitude

circles, consistent with below normal eddy kinetic energies over all

latitudinal belts in Figs. 47, 48, and 49. The jet near Japan is

weak while the upper westerlies south of the Himalayas are relatively

strong. The Japan area thereby goes through a baroclinically stable
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Figure 53. m-period, 200 mb, ~ (top) and X (bottom). See

Fig. 51 for descriptive details.
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phase relative to M-periods. The anticyclonic circulation over the

western North Pacific is weaker in intensity while the upper oceanic

troughs over the Pacific and Atlantic are distinctly shallower than

their M-period counterparts.

In Fig. 53 (bottom), the m-period divergent updraft center is

located near its season mean position. The northern branch of the

local Hadley is however, weaker than normal or M, due to the 200 mb

X-maximum convergent inflow center being over North China, about 50

polewards of its normal position. Accompanying this weakening, cloudi

ness over the western North Pacific, between about 130E and 165E and

5N or 25N, was about 0.5 okta below normal. In contrast, above

average cloudiness extended over a southern hemispheric region from

the equatorial Indonesian region through New Guinea, to the central

South Pacific around 25S and beyond. m-period cloudiness values

were also larger over the Australian region, associated with a

somewhat stronger southern branch of the local Hadley there.

The 700 mb northern hemispheric near-equatorial trough was well

defined along about 0-5N over the equatorial Indian Ocean, Malaysia,

New Guinea and beyond (Fig. 54). Equatorial westerlies to the south

of this trough were above normal in strength. Thus wet weather over

Malaysia appears to be associated with a well established near

equatorial trough and strong westerlies. Lim (1976) showed that the

frequency of occurrence of rainless days and dry weather corresponded

well with the occurrence of northeasterly low-level flows over the

Singapore region, when the near-equatorial northern hemispheric

trough was either disrpted or shifted equatorward, and northeasterly

flows prevailed.
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Figure 54. m-period 700 mb ~ (top) and cloudiness (bottom).

See Fig. 52 for descriptive details.
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As in the upper troposphere~ m-period 700 mb westerlies are stronger

(than M) to the south of the Himalayas and slightly weaker to the

north.

The above mentioned intensity changes in both lower and upper

tropospheric westerlies to the south of the Himalayas are a pointed

reference to the importance of the dynamic and/or thermal role the

mountain range plays in the circulation phase changes between Mand m.

Fig. 62 presented in a later section shows a rather clear negative

correlation between the jet intensity over the Japan region, and the

westerlies to the south of the Himalayas (see curves A and B). The

precise nature of such a mountain effect remains unknown. Detailed

studies of such effects will have to await more comprehensive measure

ments of wind, temperature~ heating~ snow cover, etc., in the area.

Generally, the jet stream to the south of the mountain range reaches

its maximum intensity in late winter (mid-January-February). An

inspection of monthly mean streamfunction fields (not presented here)

showed that M(m) circulation features bore a resemblance to the early

(late) winter circulation. However~ the precise driving forces which

cause the atmosphere to apparently cycle through such an early winter

type circulation to a late-winter type during Mand m, are not clear.

4.5.2. Energetics

The energetic character of the winter atmospheric circulation

differed substantially from the M-phase to m. Energetic changes were

compatible with the changes that took place in total eddy kinetic

energy~ streamfunction, velocity potential and cloudiness. They are

discussed in the following subsections.
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(a) Transient eddy kinetic energy

Figs. 55 and 56 depict the distributions of 200 ~b and 700 mb

transient eddy kinetic energy (k*), computed from u and v component

deviations from season mean, for the M- and m-periods.

In Fig. 55 (top), k* is substantially above normal (and m) over

the midlatitude regions, consistent with the above normal total eddy

midlatitude eddy kinetic energy during M-periods. A marked k* maximum

( 2 -2)
~800 m sec around 35N, 170W is probably related to the unusually

strong vertical wind shear to the east of Japan during M. The channel

of large k* over the central Pacific penetrates much deeper into

equatorial latitudes with considerably larger k* values. Around lON,

145W, M-period k* amounts to about 300 m2 sec-2 compared to 150 m2 sec-2

for normal winter mean conditions and about 90 m2 sec-2 during m (Fig.

56, top). This zone of large k* lying approximately North-South

oriented nearly coincident with the pronounced upper tropical central

Pacific trough axis (Fig. 51). Interestingly during all occasions

of above normal eddy kinetic energy (M-periods), equatorial westerlies

between about 180 to about 90W were exceptionally strong (refer to

Fig. 60). On the average, equatorial westerlies around 140W exceeded

-1 1 -1 d .30 m sec during Mwhile they were generally about 5 m sec urlng

m. [This strong apparent correlation between k* in this central

Pacific channel and the existence of strong westerlies and k* from

the midlatitudes to equatorial regions suggests that meridional

coupling is enhanced during Mwith midlatitude systems being able to

interact better with tropical systems along this westerly duct. ]

Interhemispheric coupling was also probably above normal. In addition
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Figure 55. M-period 200 mb (top) and 700 mb (bottom) k*.

See Fig. 38 for descriptive details.
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Figure 56. m-period 200 mb (top) and 700 mb (bottom) k*.

See Fig. 38 for descriptive details.
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to such meridional coupling, it is also possible that local barotropic

instability in and around the deeper upper tropospheric trough, was

above normal. Transient eddy kinetic energy is also very large ( 500

m2 sec-2) over the east coast of North America around 40N, where the

M-period westerly jet there was also stronger. Over this region,
2 -2m-period k* amounted to about 200 m sec while k* was normally

about 300 m2 sec-2; Figs. 56 and 38, respectively.

To obtain some further insight into the nature of the transient

midlatitude waves that participate in meridional coupling with sub-

tropical latitudes and beyond over the central Pacific large k* channel,

plots of transient kinetic energy, k*n for waves n = 1 to 10 averaged

over the midlatitude belt (33.0N-48.1N) were compared with the corre

sponding k*n values for the subtropical region (lON-28.7N). The

following was found: (1) On nearly all occasions of above normal

total eddy kinetic energy (~1-periods) transient eddies of n = 3 were

nearly simultaneously above normally active (above normal k*3) over

both the midlatitudes and subtropics; (2) other waves did not show

as good a correspondence. It was previously noted in Section 4.3.2

that a cross-spectral analysis of transient midlatitude and subtropical

waves of n = 3 and of an approximately l2-day period range exhibited

a reasonably high correlation coefficient (0.6), considerably more so

than other waves. From Table 5A, it was clear that n = 3,4 waves were

of the Rossby-type with fairly large vl*-component contribution to

their kinetic energies. The above results together with the existence

of larger than normal k* over the central Pacific, suggests that these

transient waves of wavenumber n = 3 and period d2 days were primarily
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responsible for meridional coupling over this region. It must be

reiterated that these results should be confirmed or negated when more

comprehensive data becomes available.

At 700 mb (Fig. 55, bottom), M-period transient eddy activity is

substantial off the east coast of Asia, extending from the Japan-

Taiwan region where it is a maximum, through the South China Sea

Philippines-North Borneo region, to the equatorial western Pacific-

New Guinea region and beyond. This is most probably associated with

above normal cold NE monsoon surges accompanied by disturbance lines

and convective activity. In contrast, during m-periods (Fig. 56,

bottom) this channel is conspicuously under active. The cloudiness over

these regions for the two periods well matches the distribution of

transient eddy kinetic energy. The above points to significant inter

action between middle and tropical latitudes along this 700 mb western

Pacific channel: low-level coupling, as pointed out earlier, seems to

take place preferentially in this region all year around. NE monsoon

surges usually deeper in early winter (Harris et al., 1976) are often

accompanied by the development of low-level disturbances in and around

the northern hemispheric near-equatorial trough (Cheang, 1977). Some

of them form over the Philippines-North Borneo region, intensify as

they move over the South China Seas, and decay over the Malaysian

region. Although these disturbances are somewhat weak, they produce

substantial rainfall, occasionally causing severe and widespread

flooding over the Malaysian region. M-period transient eddies are

less active over the equatorial South Indian Ocean-Sumatra region

where M-cloudiness was also somewhat less than m-cloudiness.
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In contrast, m-period k* over this eastern South Indian Ocean region

is exceptionally high (Fig. 56 bottom). k* is also substantial over

the southern New Guinea-western South Pacific region where cloudiness

was also unusually large. It appears that during m, disturbance

activity in and around the southern hemispheric near-equatorial trough

is pronounced in association with more intense equatorial westerlies;

wet weather characterizes the Indonesian region south of the equator.

It has been claimed that disturbance activity in the Southern Hemisphere

low-level trough is related in some way to changes in the NE trades

over the South China Seas. Climatologically it is known that (1) cold

air surges are stronger~ deeper and more frequent in early winter than

late, (2) rainfall over the west coast of Malaysia is substantially

more in early winter when depressions develop more frequently in a

better defined near-equatorial northern hemispheric trough, and (3) wet

weather and disturbance activity around the near-equatorial southern

hemispheric trough, around the Indonesian region is more frequent in

late winter. This indicates a lack of coupling between southern

hemispheric activity and cold air surges over East China. The relation

ship between the NE trades around the Malaysian-Borneo region are

probably related to the equatorward displacement of the Northern

Hemisphere near-equatorial trough when well defined convergent

westerly flows prevail over Indonesia. These features are, however,

determined in turn by the circulation systems in both Northern and

Southern Hemispheres. [Sadler (1970) calls the Northern Hemisphere

near-equatorial trough a buffer system which exists as a dynamic

consequence of the circulation systems to the north and south; i.e.,
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cold surges and NE trades over the western North Pacific and the

(primary) near-equatorial southern hemispheric trough over the East

Indian-North Australian region. Thus the position and intensity of

the buffer system fluctuates with changes in the circulations that

determine it. In early winter the buffer system generally lies to the

north of the equator and hence becomes a trough, while in late winter

it frequently crosses the equator to the Southern Hemisphere when it

becomes a ridge system.] Disturbance development in the southern

hemispheric near-equatorial trough has evaded reasonable description

in meteorological literature thus far.

Overall, M-periods appear to be characterized by disturbance

activity to the north of the equator from the Japan region to around

the Malaysian region of the northern hemispheric near-equatorial

trough. On the contrary, during m, the southern hemispheric east

South Indian Ocean-Indonesian area goes through an active phase;

i.e., the northern and southern hemispheric regions appear to be

inversely related. From the above, the M-phase appears to bear early

winter characteristics while the m-phase, late winter.

(b) Wave-zonal and wave-wave interaction

200 mb kn, (W-Z)n &(W-W)n averaged over the M- and m-periods

are depicted in Figs. 57 and 58. These figures may be compared with

Fig. 46 which represents mean winter conditions. In Figs. 57 and 58,

kn is generally larger during Mand smaller during m compatible with

above and below normal total eddy kinetic energies during these

respective periods. For example, k3 over the midlatitude belt amounts

to 75.0 (27.5) m2 sec-2 during M(m), compared to a season mean value
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Figure 57. 200 mb, M-period, k , (W-W) , and (W-Z) .n n n

See Fig. 46 for details.
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Figure 58. 200 mb, m-period, kn, (W-W)n' and (W-Z)n.

See Fig. 46 for details.
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2 -2of 41.2 m sec . Likewise the magnitudes and even signs of the wave-

zonal mean flow and nonlinear wave-wave interaction term differ signif

icantly between these two circulation phases.

In the midlatitude belt, waves of wavenumber 1-3 and 6-8 lose more

energy to zonal mean flows via (W-Z)n interactions during M. Waves

n = 6,8 also lose very large amounts of energy to other waves through

nonlinear (W-W)n interactions. Thus the midlatitudes appear to be

baroclinically unstable (stable) during M(m) relative to winter mean

conditions. It was suggested previously that the above normal M

midlatitude eddy kinetic energy was due to enhanced local baroclinicity

on the basis of well above normal local vertical wind shear in the

Japan region. Energetics confirms this. Also note a distinct dif

ference in wave n = 1 during the two circulation phases. During M,

n = 1 loses very large amounts of energy to both zonal flows and

other waves; total loss ~482 x 10-6 m2 sec- 3. In contrast n = 1

gains 177 units during m, compared to a net loss of 87 units under

normal circumstances. n = 2 also loses more net energy during M.

The primary energy source for wave n = 1,2 is probably the very large

scale continent-ocean thermal contrast, the largest contributor being

the thermal contrasts between the Euro-Asia and the North Pacific

areas. Perhaps, the air mass over the Siberian region is colder during

M-periods when cold air outbreaks were also above normal (apparently).

It is noteworthy that on the basis of global zonal mean vertical

wind shear, the above normal midlatitude baroclinic instability during

Mcannot be inferred. The zonal mean vertical wind shear measured by

u20a - u7aa' averaged over the midlatitudes, was nearly the same for
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-1 -1both periods; namely, 21.2 m sec and 20.6 m sec for Mand m,

respectively. This indicates that zonally averaged variables of the

first moment (statistically) are much poorer indicators of fluctuations

in the large-scale circulation than second central moment variables.

Various zonal index studies probably suffer from the same problem.

This, perhaps, affirms that eddy kinetic energy and energetic fluctua

tions are better able to resolve large-scale circulation fluctuations.

To physically interpret the nearly constant zonal mean vertical shear,

it is conceivable that when the local vertical wind shear is above

(below) normal over the Japan area during M(m), local baroc1inicity

over other areas change in such a manner that they compensate for the

changes over the mid1atitude Japan area. Energetically this would

manifest in a redistribution of baroc1inic energy sources on different

space scales. Perhaps this explains the below normal (and m) losses

of energy of waves n = 4,5 during M; i.e., baroc1inic energy sources

for waves n = 4,5 are more pronounced during mthan M.

Over the subtropical belt, M-period eddies generally gain more

energy from zonal mean flows than during m or normal. For example,

n = 3 gains 243 (76.6) during M(m) compared to 99.9 normally. Prior

to this, it was noted that n = 3 transient eddy kinetic energy k* was

above normal during M-periods and meridional coupling with mid1atitude

waves was suggested as a possible mechanism. From the afore-mentioned

energetic result, it seems that n = 3 transient subtropical eddies

also derive energy from zonal mean flows; i.e., they are barotropica11y

unstable during Mrelative to mand normal. In Fig. 57, n = 8 eddies

receive conspicuously more (less) energy through wave-zonal interactions;
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63.8 (8.5) units during M(m). This is to be compared with a winter

mean gain of 23.5 units (10-6 m2 sec-3). Thus n = 8 waves appear to

be barotropically unstable (relatively) during M. This may be related

to the somewhat isolated M-period subtropical k* maximum ( 300 m2 sec-2)

around 15N, 150W. This region was embedded in a well defined, deep,

M-period upper trough with large lateral shear. Referring back to

Fig. 50, C,2 was well above normal over the subtropics around days

34-38 and 68-72 preceding two M-periods by a day or two. Thus most

M-periods were also associated with baroclinic conversions and con-

vective activity; compatible with above normal cold monsoon surges

and cloudiness over Southeast Asia and the western North Pacific

during M.

In the tropical belt, many waves gain energy from zonal mean

flows, more so during Mthan normal or m. For instance, energy gain
-6 2 -3well exceeds 1.0 x 10 m sec for n = 1,3,4,7 and 9 waves. In

contrast, during m-periods many waves (n = 1,2,4,8, and 9) lose

substantially to zonal mean flows. (W-Z)n exchanges are generally
-6 2 -3less than 1.0 x 10 m sec normally. Presumably, tropical zonal

mean flows are therefore barotropically unstable (stable) during M

(m). Wave-wave interactions also change from one phase to the other.

For example, wave n = 3 loses 61.3 units during Mto other waves via

(W-W) interaction compared to 0.3 units (10-6 m2 sec-3) for the m

period. Tropical baroclinic activity as measured by c· 2 (see Fig. 50,

bottom) did not show as systematic a difference between M- and m

periods. Tropical c· 2 was above normal during several mas well as

M-periods. This is, of course, to be expected since both periods
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were convectively active though in differing local areas within

the same tropical latitudinal belt. Some of the above Mand m

period circulation characteristics were reported in Murakami and

Unninayar (1977).

4.6 A mid-winter transition period; 9-25 January; 40-56 day

Overall, tropospheric circulation characteristics (i.e.,

synoptic and energetic) differed with better perceptibility

between the periods of winter eddy kinetic energy maxima (M) and

minima (m) than they did for summer. On the other hand, the break

monsoon period of summer possessed anomalous and singularly different

features that were readily distinguishable from any other period.

Analogously, around mid-winter, a period of transition seemed to

take place with weather over the Indonesian region changing from

wet to dry. Other accompanying changes were coherent over an

extensive area. During this mid-winter transition the global

circulation appeared to change from an early-winter type to a

late-winter type with somewhat different characteristics. A

detailed examination follows.

Fiq. 59 shows chanqes in 200 mb u (top) and v (bottom) during

the 90-day winter period. The jet stream centered around 35N prior

to day 45 shifted about 50 southwards to around 30N on that day.

Concurrently, relatively strong zonal mean easterlies developed in

equatorial latitudes between about 5N and 15S; i.e., over the

tropical belt. This was accompanied by a somewhat rapid weakening

of zonal mean u-westerlies near 30S. This weakening could alter

natively, have been due to a southward shift of the 200 mb southern
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Figure 59. (top): Time latitude section of 3-day running

mean zonal wind u at 200 mb from December 1970

through February 1971. Interval 10 m sec-1.

Regi ons of u > 30 m sec-1 are hatched, u < 0

m sec-1 are dashed hatched. (bottom): 1so

p1eths of 3-day running mean v at 200 mb.

Interval 1 m sec-1. Regions of negative

(northerly) v are dashed hatched.
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hemispheric westerly jet.
~

In Fig. 59 (bottom), v is positive (southerly) between 20S

and 30N with a maximum near lON, north of the updraft portion of

the mean meridional Hadley cell. The thermally indirect Ferrel

cells occupy latitudes polewards of 30N and 20S with northerly v.
Between about day 50 and 54, vwas southerly from 35S to 50N; i.e.,

the Ferrel cells disappeared from the region under study while an

extensive mean Hadley cell encompassed latitudes from 37S to 48N

and possibly beyond. There seemed to be a tendency for this feature

to recur on occasions, but it never was as pronounced as from day

50-54. At 30N, v was as large as 1.2 m sec- l and southerly com

pared to near zero or slightly northerly v normally.

These unusual changes in 200 mb Uand vwere associated with

significant variations in the upper tropospheric winds over certain

local areas more so than others. Fig. 60 depicts changes in 200 mb

u along 37.1N (top) and along the equator (bottom). At 37.1N, the

jet stream near and to the east of Japan around 160E, decelerated

rapidly to speeds as low as 20 m sec- l around day 50. The winter

mean jet speed amounted to about 61 m sec- l. Speeds remained low

through day 54 or 55 after which the jet recovered to reach maximum

speeds (~100 m sec-1) around day 65. Fig. 60 (bottom) reveals that

significant changes in the equatorial zonal winds accompanied

changes in the westerly winds near Japan. Specifically, prior to

day 55 or so, equatorial easterlies over the eastern hemisphere

) -1(OE to 18DE rarely exceeded 15 m sec . In contrast, they were
-1frequently in excess of 15 and even 20 m sec after day 55.
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Figure 60. (top): Time-longitude section of 3-day running

mean u-component of wind at 200 mb along 37.1N.

Interval 20 m sec- l. Regions of u > 40 m sec- l

are hatched. (bottom): Isopleths of 3-day

running mean u at 200 mb along the equator.

Interval 15 m sec- l. Regions of u > 15 m sec- l

are hatched, U <-15 m sec-1 are dashed hatched.
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Similarly, equatorial westerlies over the eastern Pacific around
-1135W, were stronger than 30 m sec before day 55 than after.

This decrease in westerlies over the eastern Pacific and intensi-

fication of easterlies over the eastern hemisphere resulted in

equatorial u becoming substantially easterly after about day 50-55.

An outstanding feature in Fig. 60 is that the abrupt deceleration

of the westerly jet around l60E, 37.1N occurred approximately 5

days prior to the wind shift at the equator. This indicates mid

latitude-tropical coupling. If so, from the results presented thus

far, such meridional interaction is most likely to take place over

the central and eastern North Pacific. In confirmation, Fig. 61

(top) shows that even though the upper jet around 35N, 165E was

anomalously weak during day 45-55 or so, little change was discerned

over subtropical or tropical latitudes. Along l65E, 200 mb winds

are westerly (easterly) to the north (south) of the subtropical

ridge axis around l5N. Most probably the presence of easterlies

inhibited or prohibited the equatorward penetration of midlatitude

effects; 200 mb k* is generally small equatorward of 20N along

this longitude (Fig. 38, top).

Some of the above, as well as other changes that took place

during this mid-winter transition period emerge in Fig. 62 showing

daily changes in the 200 mb u-component winds averaged over 110E

l70E at 37.1N (A), 70E-130E at 24.2N (B) and 100E-160E at 10.ON (C).

Curve A summarizes the westerly jet behavior around the Japan area.

Interestingly, when the jet was anomalously weak, westerlies to the

south of the Himalayan region (Curve B) was stronger than normal.
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Figure 61. (top): Time-latitude section of 3-day running
-1mean 200 mb u at 165E. Interval 20 m sec .

-1Regions of u > 60 m sec are hatched. u < a

are dashed hatched. (bottom): Time-latitude

section of 3-day running mean 700 mb u at 135E.

Interval 10 m sec-1. Region of u > 20 m sec- l

are hatched, u < a are dashed hatched.
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Figure 62. Time series of 3-day running mean 200 mb

u-component longitudinally averaged winds;

A (110E-170E: 37.1N), B (70E-130E; 24.2N)

( \ -1and C 100E-160E: 10NJ, in m sec .
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(Westerlies over this region remained somewhat stronger, during the

latter part of winter, than during early-winter before day 45 or so.)

Concurrently 200 mb easterly flows which normally characterize the

near-equatorial western Pacific changed to westerlies implying a

southward shift of the subtropical ridge axis over the western

North Pacific.

Changes also took place at 700 mb. The relatively large k*

along about 135E (Fig. 38, bottom) indicated that this region was

one of active interaction between subtropical, midlatitude, and

equatorial circulation systems over the western North Pacific. In

Fig. 61 (bottom), 700 mb winds around lON, which are normally

easterly, were replaced by somewhat strong (~10 m sec- l) westerlies

between day 43 and 47. During this period near-equatorial westerlies

appeared to shift from their normal location around 5S to the north

of the equator. Simultaneously, southern hemispheric subtropical

easterlies near 15S, l35E, and midlatitude 700 mb westerlies around

30S and beyond, intensified, while westerlies at about 30N showed

some weakening (less than 10 m sec- l compared to winter mean of

13 m sec- l). In Fig. 61 (bottom), near-equatorial westerlies

around 55 were conspicuously replaced by easterlies from about day

50 to 54. During this period, 700 mb midlatitude westerlies around

about 30N intensified while in the upper troposphere (Fig. 61, top)

the jet stream reached minimum speeds. Thus the vertical wind

shear around the midlatitude Japan area (125E-165E) was at an

extreme minimum, indicating unusual baroclinic stability. To

recapitulate, the periods 43-47 day and 50-54 day were characterized
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by abnormal tropospheric changes in both Southern and Northern

Hemispheres.

Fig. 63, which shows cloudiness changes that accompanied the

abnormal u changes, attests the uniqueness of the afore-mentioned

periods. In Fig. 63 (top) tropical cloudiness fluctuations are

substantial over the three major winter convective regions; 70W,

l15E and 30E over the South American, Indonesian and central African

regions respectively. Cloudiness over the Malaysian-Indonesian

region is generally larger prior to about day 50 or so, and smaller

during the latter part of winter following the mid-winter transition

period. During day 43-47, cloudiness is exceptionally large

(>6 oktas) around 85E-130E. This is followed by unusually below

normal cloudiness over the Indonesian region from day 50-55 or so.

Fig. 63 (bottom) of daily tropical cloudiness from 25S to 25N,

averaged over 100E-130E, shows with better clarity the cloudiness

changes over the Indonesian region along about 55, preceding and

during the 43-47 day and 50-54 day periods. Extremely large cloud

iness during 43-47 day contrasts small cloudiness between day 50

and 54. Interestingly, there appears to be a suggestion of an

equatorward progression of large and small cloudiness zones from

25N and beyond, to terminate around 5S during mid-winter. Such an

equatorward progression does not appear as clearly at other times.

In particular, a minimum cloudiness zone around 25N on day 40 seemed

to reach as far south as the equator on about day 52 or 53.

Conceivably this reflected either a cessation of surface cold air

outbreaks or, perhaps, depressed cold outbreak activity.
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Figure 63. (top): Time-longitude section of 3-day running

mean cloudiness (c), averaged over a tropical

belt between 5N and lOS. Interval 1 okta.

Regions of c > 5 okta are hatched, c < 3 okta

are dashed hatched. (bottom): Time-latitude

section of 3-day running mean cloudiness aver

aged over a region between 100E and 130E.

Interval 1 okta. Regions of c > 5 okta are

hatched, c < 3 okta are dashed hatched.
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These anomalous cloudiness changes over the Malaysian-Indonesian

region, accompanied by circulation anomalies in near and remote

regions of both Northern and Southern Hemispheres prompted a more

detailed study of the 43-47 day (extremely wet over Malaysia and

Indonesia) and the 50-54 (extremely dry) periods. These two periods

were also characterized by (1) near normal midlatitude eddy kinetic

energy, (2) near (well above) normal subtropical k during 43-47

(50-54), and (3) above normal tropical belt k. The tropical k

maxima of 50-54 day differed from day 43-47 or other periods of

tropical k maxima in that it was largely due to an increase in
-2 -2 -2 2-2
Vi /2 rather than u' /2; Vi /2 was 12 m sec above season mean.

For convenience of reference, the following designation has been

used:

m'-period; day 43-47

M'-period; day 50-54

M' and ml are not to be confused as subclasses of the previously

referred to Mand m periods. ml refers to near or somewhat below

normal subtropical belt, 200 mb k, while M' refers to substantially

above normal 200 mb subtropical k (see Fig. 48); k characteristics

over the midlatitudes and tropics did not differ appreciably from

m' to M', but differed from normal as enumerated under (1) and (3)

in the preceding paragraph. As mentioned before, the m'- and M'

periods also corresponded to the beginning stages and culmination

of stratospheric sudden warming, respectively (Fig. 72). They were

accompanied by systematic and wide-ranging tropospheric changes. A

discussion follows.
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4.6.1 Circulation characteristics of the m'-period; 43-47 day

During this period, extraordinarily large cloudiness was

found over the Indonesian region (Fig. 67 Lottom), and amounted to

6.8 okta in the vicinity of northern New Guinea, about 2 okta

above season mean. Cloudiness was also above normal off the east

coast of Australia. In contrast, small cloudiness covered an

extensive region including the East and northern South China Seas,

and the central and eastern equatorial Pacific.

At 200 mb (Fig. 64) the westerly jet near Japan weakened

substantially (15-20 m sec- l below normal), while westerlies to the

south of Taiwan intensified to about 5-10 m sec- l above average.

Therefore, it appears that the energy excess furnished around the

Indonesian region due to above normal rainfall (cloudiness) is

not transported northwards by the local Hadley cell to intensify

thejet stream near Japan. During this period, eddy kinetic energy

at 200 mb was near season mean over the midlatitude and subtropical

belts, although above average over the tropics.

Some important atmospheric circulation changes that were

taking place during this mid-winter m'-period (day 43-47) are not

evident in Fig. 64 due to the NMC tropical grid data domain being

limited to 48N. Fig. 65 shows the 300 mb geopotential field on 15

January 1971 (day 45). This figure is reproduced from the published

charts of Freien Universitat Berlin; 200 mb ¢ fields were not

available. In Fig. 65, a pronounced blocking-high pressure cell is

particularly conspicuous over the Bering Sea-Chukchi Sea area

around 175W, 65N. This blocking high began developi.ng around day
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Figure 64. (top): 200 mb, m'-period, ~ in units of 107 m2

sec- l. Interval 2 units. Regions of zonal wind

component> 40 (80) m sec- l are hatched (cross

hatched). (bottom): 200 mb, m'-period, X in

units of 106 m2 sec-l. Interval 2 units. Regions

of X < 0 are shaded.
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Figure 65. 300 mb geopotential on 15 January 1971 (day 46);

reproduced from Meteorologische Abhandlungen,

Freien Universitat Berlin.
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42 or so, precisely when the westerly jet near the Japan area 287

began to decelerate rapidly (Fig. 62). A similar sequence occurred

over the Norwegian Sea region, though not so distinctly. The high

cell remained well established through the m'-period and began

decreasing in intensity around day 48. Fig. 66 shows the fields of

30 mb temperature and geopotential, also reproduced from Freien

Universitat Berlin charts. It is clear that the circumpolar vortex

had already broken into a two celled structure on day 46 (January

15). It (circumpolar vortex) was clearly defined around and before

day 40, and began disintegrating thereafter, accompanying the

deceleration of the westerly jet near Japan and the deve10pment of

the 300 mb blocking-high over the Bering Sea region. Paralleling

the above changes, stratospheric sudden warming commenced around

day 40 or so (see Fig. 72). Miyakoda (1963) and Murakami (1965)

showed that blocking in the troposphere and sudden warming in the

stratosphere occurred nearly simultaneously. Based on radiance data

from Nimbus III satellite infrared spectrometer during the period

from January 1969 through April 1970, Fritz and Soules (1970) con

firmed that stratospheric warming in the winter hemisphere were

accompanied by simultaneous cooling in the stratosphere over an

extensive region covering the tropics and the summer hemisphere.

Matsuno (1970, 1971) simulated stratospheric sudden warming by

assuming an upward flux of planetary wave energy from the troposphere.

In Fig. 64 (bottom), the X-maximum center (downdraft) over

the central North Pacific was displaced equatorwards of its normal

position by as much as 15 degrees of latitude, resulting in a
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Figure 66. 30 mb temperature (dashed line) and geopotentia1

(solid) on 15 January 1971 (day 46): reproduced

from Meteoro10gische Abhand1ungen. Freien

Universitat Ber~in.
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substantial X increase there. In contrast, near the Java-Sumatra

region X values decreased as cloudiness (rainfall) increased.

During this period, the local meridional circulation between the

divergent center near Indonesia and convergent center over north

China was less than normal in intensity, compatible with below

normal cloudiness over the East and South China Sea region. The

intensity of the m'-period east-west divergent circulation flowing

from the Indonesian to the central Pacific region was above normal

and substantially stronger than the N-5 divergent components. Most

probably, increased equatorial, divergent westerlies carried the

excess energy supplied over the Indonesian region to the equatorial

central Pacific dry zone, where cloudiness was less than season

290

mean. [200 mb near-equatorial easterlies at about 55, 100E-140E

over the Indonesian region were also below normal in intensity.]

The 700 mb circulation appeared to undergo rather drastic

changes in association with anomalous cloudiness changes (Fig. 67).

Over North Borneo normally easterly winds were replaced by somewhat

strong southwesterlies during the m'-period. [At lON, l35E the

700 mb winds were southwesterlies of about 16 m sec- l during the

m'-period, as against easterlies of 8 m sec- l in the seasonal

average.] This wind shift from easterlies to southwesterlies

appeared to occur in association with the equatorward displacement

of the subtropical ridqe axis as far south as 10N and beyond.

Accompanying this southward shift 700 mb westerlies near and to the

south of Japan decreased considerably. In addition, a secondary

anticyclonic circulation over the Thailand-Cambodia region favored
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Figure 67. (top): 700 mb, mt-period, streamfunction in

units of 106 m2 sec- l. Interval 5 units.

(bottom): mt-period, cloudiness. Regions of

cloudiness greater (less) than 5 (3) oktas

are hatched (dashed hatched).
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clear skies and little cloud. A pronounced midlatitude trough

around 170W and extending deep intn subtropical latitudes was

associated with the zone of above normal cloudiness over the central

North Pacific.

In summary, during the m'-period abnormally large cloudiness

over the Indonesian region was accompanied by an exceptionally

strong E-W divergent circulation at 200 mb over the equatorial

western and central Pacific. At 700 mb, strong southwesterlies

prevailed over the Malaysian-North Borneo-southwestern Pacific region.

4.6.2 Circulation characteristics of the M'-period; 50-54 day

This period possessed marked circulation differences (from

normal) at both 200 mb and 700 mb over the Northern and Southern

Hemispheres. Fig. 68 (top) shows that over North America a blocking

type ridge system developed near the west coast while an unusually

pronounced trough formed along the east coast. Thus local kinetic

energy over North America increased substantially. However, total

eddy kinetic energy over the midlatitude belt remained near season

average (Fig. 47) owing to the abnormal weakening of the jet stream
-1near Japan. At 33N, l35E, the westerlies were only 42 m sec

-1compared to a season mean speed of 72 m sec . In contrast westerlies

increased substantially over a broad subtropical region extending from

north Africa and north India to China between 15N and 25N; eddy

kinetic energy averaged over the subtropical belt was at a dominant

maximum. Aslo over the tropical belt (5N to 14.8S), where the 200

mb winds are usually predominantly zonal, the eddy kinetic energy due

to the meridional wind component was quite large. In Fig. 68 (top),
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Figure 68. 200 mb, M'-period, ~ (top) and X (bottom).

Refer to Fig. 64 for details.
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cross-equatorial northerly (southerly) winds near 45E (90W) are

stronger and the oceanic trough over the tropical South Pacific

more intense with dominant meridional wind components to its east

and west. Other features that characterized the M'-period (day 50

54) were; (1) stratospheric warming reached maximum intensity (Fig.

72); (2) the blocking-high over the Bering Sea-Chukchi Sea (during

m') no longer existed in MI. Instead a high-cell developed over

Alaska, contiguous with the blocking-ridge system over the west

coast of North America, upstream of a strong cyclonic circulation

over the central-east coast of North America (Fig. 69); (3) in

Fig. 70, anomalously warm local stratospheric temperatures were

found approximately above the upper tropospheric cyclonic cir

culation system over the east coast; (4) the circumpolar vortex

remained broken down into a two-celled structure.

In Fig. 68 (bottom), M'-isopleths of 200 mb velocity potential

are much more zonally oriented than any other period. East-west

divergent circulations over the equatorial central Pacific were

thereby weaker. Presumably, the Walker circulation weakened in

association with the substantial decrease in cloudiness over the

Malaysian and Indonesian region. In contrast, strong cross

equatorial southerly divergent winds dominated the central Pacific.

Cross-equatorial flows in this region were perhaps due to upper

outflow originating from the South Pacific near l5-20S and between

l40W and l70W, where cloudiness was more than 1 okta above season

mean (Fig. 71, bottom). Similar features existed over the equa

torial Indian Ocean, where the divergent part of the winds are

296
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Figure 69. 300 mb geopotential on 22 January 1971 (day 53);

reproduced from Meteorologische Abhandlungen,

Freien Universitat Berlin.
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Figure 70. 30 mb temperature (dashed line) and geopotential

(solid) on 22 January 1971 (day 53); reproduced

from Meteorologische Abhandlungen, Freien

Universitat Berlin.
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dominantly meridional compared to normal. Undoubtedly, cross

equatorial southerly divergent winds in this region are due to upper

outflow from the South Indian Ocean~ where M'-cloudiness was much

above normal.

The dominance of local Hadley circulations during the abnormal

M'-period (day 50-54) inevitably affected the mean meridional Hadley

cell (see Fig. 59~ bottom). vwas positive (southerly) at all

latitudes between 33S and 48.1N. At 30N, vwas as large as 1.2

m sec- l and southerly compared to its near zero season mean value.

Thus the mean Hadley cell encompassed latitudes very far to the north

and south. The indirect cells normally located poleward of about

30N and 25S disappeared from the region under study. Also even

thouqh cloudiness was below season mean over the Indonesian reqion,

cloudiness increased over the Southern Hemisphere. Between about

lOS and 20S, Cexceeded 4.5 okta; seasonal mean Cis 4.0 okta. In

Fig. 71, (bottom), cloudiness exceeded 5 oktas over the central

South Pacific, South Indian Ocean and South Africa, three of the

most actively convective regions during the M'-period.

Pronounced changes in 700 mb streamfunction (Fig. 71, top)

occurred over an extensive region covering both hemispheres.

Near India a trough which is usually confined to the north of a

ridge axis near l5N penetrated deep into equatorial latitudes with

strong meridional wind components to its east and west. Near

the southern tip of India~ large cloudiness (5.5 okta) was

accompanied by strong 700 mb southerly winds. Over the central

Indian Ocean between 5S and lOS, the equatorward penetration of the
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Figure 71. 700 mb M'-period, ~ (top) and X (bottom).

Refer to Fig. 67 for details.
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Figure 72. Time series of 3-day running mean 30 mb strato

spheric zonal mean temperature T at 70N in °C.

Extracted from Meteorologische Abhandlungen,

Freien Universitat Berlin.
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700 mb trough (from the Indian region) was associated with strong

westerly winds (~15 m sec-l) and above average cloudiness. A

pronounced 700 mb low pressure (high streamfunction) system near

lOS, 70E extends westwards to central South Africa where cloudiness

increase was substantial (~3.5 okta above season mean). Cloudiness

was also well above normal over the central South Pacific extending

from 25S and beyond to lOS along about 160W, nearly coincident

with an unusually deep southern hemispheric trough there. Over the

Malaysian and Indonesian region, cloudiness was below average, with

ill-defined equatorial 700 mb westerlies. Over the East China Sea

and western North Pacific, southwesterly winds at 700 mb were

stronger than usual. Slightly above average cloudiness there was

not as large as in the M-period (Fig. 52, bottom) when cold monsoonal

surges in the lower troposphere were apparently most active.

In Fig. 59, which shows a time-latitude section of u (top) and

v (bottom) for the entire 90 day winter period, the jet stream,

centered near 35N prior to the m'-period, shifted southwards to about

30N around day 48. Concurrently, zonal mean easterlies developed

in equatorial latitudes between 5N and lOS, while u-westerlies near

30S weakened. During the M'-period, anomalous changes occurred in

the mean meridional winds V, while a blocking-type ridge developed

near the west coast of North America (Fig. 68, top). An extensive

Hadley cell dominated a region from 37S to 48N and possibly beyond,

with southerly vflows. In Matsuno's (1970, 1971) model, induced

stratospheric waves decelerated the polar night jet through the

excitation of an extensive meridional circulation in the strato-

sphere over the entire domain of his model (0 to 90N). In this
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study an anomalous ~circulation prevailed at 200 mb over both

hemispheres (33S to 48N), during the M'-period, when stratospheric

warming was at a maximum. However, an anomalous Hadley cell was

not observed during the m'-period or before when stratospheric

warming and the breakdown of the polar night jet commenced.

4.6.3 Energetics of the winter transition m'- and M'- periods

Figs. 73 and 75 show 200 mb and 700 mb transient eddy kinetic

energy, k*, for the two periods in question. They could be compared

with winter mean k* in Fig. 38.

In Fig. 73 (top) 200 mb transient eddy kinetic energy ;s smaller

than normal over the Japan area, compatible with the abnormal

weakening of the upper westerly jet there. The k* increase around

l5N-20N, 85E reflects the increase in westerly flows to the south

of the Himalayas which began around day 40 (see Fig. 62). During

m', the large 200 mb k* channel over the central Pacific is

narrower (than normal) even though better defined with somewhat

larger k* extending from the Southern Hemisphere into equatorial

latitudes.

In Fig. 74, largest changes from normal are evident over the

subtropical belt. Several waves lose substantial amounts of energy

to zonal mean flows. For example, n = 2,3 and 6,7,8 lose to zonal

mean flows via wave-zonal interaction processes. In comparison,

during normal winter conditions (Fig. 46) as well as during both

M- and m-periods (Figs. 57 and 58), the same waves gain energy

through (W-Z)n interaction. Baroclinic energy sources in the sub

tropical region were perhaps responsible for maintaining the kinetic
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Figure 73. m'-period, 200 mb (top) and 700 mb (bottom) k*.

See Fig. 38 for descriptive details.
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Figure 74. 200 mb, ml-period kn (W-W)n and (W-Z)n. See

Fig. 46 for details.
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energies of these waves. In particu1ar~ in view of the circulation

changes in the environs of the Himalayas~ it is conceivable that

during the m'-period~ thermodynamic changes involving subtropical

temperature gradients on and over the mountain range were taking

place. What precesely these changes were reamins a matter of con

jecture. It is known that central and southeastern Tibet are almost

snow free during winter and continue to act as a high level radi

ational heat source; Staff members (1958)~ Flohn (1968)~ Ramage

(1971). This would tend to decelerate westerly flows to the south.

However~ by mid-winter~ it is conceivable that the Himalayan range

as a whole may have attained maximum cooling. Or~ alternately~

the winter Tibetan heat source could be of minimum strength and

thereby thermodynamically accelerate the westerlies to the south~

at least relative to the westerly speeds~ say in early winter. This

is precisely what appears to occur; i.e.~ beginning around day 40

or so~ and through the 43-47 day m'-period westerlies continually

increase in the aforementioned region. The upper subtropics

could be above normally baroclinically unstable~ locally during mi.

At 700 mb (Fig. 73~ bottom)~ ml-period k* displays a rather

unusual distribution with a distinct band of large k* extending

NE-SW from about 48N~ 135W to 10N~ 135E. This band was aligned

parallel and to the northwest of the 700 mb subtropical ridge axis

during m'; Fig. 67 (top). Interestingly~ tropical disturbance

Sarah recurved on 11 January 1971 (day 42) and tracked along this

large k* zone in its extratropical stages during the m'-period.

According to Fleet Weather Central~ Guam~ Sarah recurved at about
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l2N, l37E and moved east-northeastwards to around 23N, l75E during

the m'-period. Presumably it was steered by the southwesterly

winds to the north of the subtropical ridge axis; see Fig. 67.

This was the only storm to track along such a course during 1971,

confirming that the unusual alignment of the subtropical ri.dge axis

and large k* was indeed real, during the m'-period (and not a quirk

of NMC data). A distinct pool of large transient eddy kinetic

energy around lON, l45E lay embedded in a cyclonic shear zone,

while large k* extended equatorwards to the North Borneo area.

Large k* around about 25N, 160W was in the same approximate location

as large cloudiness and the equatorward extension of a well-defined

midlatitude trough (Fig. 67).

The 200 mb k* distribution, during M', is drastically different

from that of any other period (Fig. 75, top). Midlatitude k* was

very large near the east coast of North America around the axis

of a pronounced and exceptionally deep upper trough which developed

there during M'; Fig. 68, top. Transient eddy kinetic energy was

also well above normal over a broad belt of well established and

stronger than normal westerlies to the south of the Himalayas and

extending zonally from about 35E to the western Pacific along about

20N-25N. Unusually large 200 mb transient eddy activity demarks

the central and South Pacific region along about l30W, from 30S to

the equator. This zone coincides with an exceptionally deep trough

over the South Pacific. During the 50-54 day M'-period, the central

~orth Pacific-equatorial channel of large k* shifts from its normal

position around 165W to around l35W, along which longitude lies the
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Figure 75. M'-period, 200 mb (top) and 700 mb (bottom) k*.

See Fig. 38 for descriptive details.
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zone of unusually large k* over the central South Pacific. Perhaps,

interhemispheric coupling with the Southern Hemishpere within this

central-eastern Pacific channel was unusually strong during MI.

Perhaps, the occurrence of the blocking-ridge system near the west

coast of North America is related in some manner to an injection of

energy from the Southern Hemisphere circulation systems over the

South Pacific. These would have to be verified or negated with and

when better data, including geopotential and cross-equatorial

potential energy fluxes, are available.

At 700 mb, M'-transient eddy kinetic energy was conspicuously

small over Southeast Asia, the South China Sea and Malaysia-Indonesia;

Fig. 75 (bottom). The unusually below normal transient disturbance

activity over these regions matches the extremely dry and cloudless

weather that they experienced during the M'-period. In contrast

transient disturbances were very active (large k*) over the South

Indian Ocean along the well-defined MI-near equatorial southern

hemispheric trough (see Figs. 75 and 71). In confirmation,

during the M'-period, intense tropical storms Myrtle-Ginette, Rita

and Polly were active over the South Indian Ocean area; Australian

meteorological summary. All three storms had estimated winds of

about 60-70 knots near the center. In contrast no tropical cyclone

developed over the area during the m'-period. In fact during no

other period were there as many storms in simultaneous existence

over the South Indian Ocean. The band of large k* extending from

the Saudi Arabian-Iran region to the equatorial Indian Ocean and

beyond, was most probably associated with the uncustomarily intense



low-level 700 mb trough which penetrated from the North Indian

region deep into equatorial regions and beyond, to intensify the

near-equatorial westerlies around 5S, 50E to 90E. This points to

significant interhemispheric coupling between the circulations to

the north and south of the equatorial Indian Ocean, and of course,

meridional coupling between tropical and subtropical regions,

locally. Large k* over the western-central South Pacific nearly

coincided in location with a marked low-level trough extending from

the southern midlatitudes to equatorial regions, and also a zone of

above normal cloudiness.

Energetically, in Fig. 76, the midlatitude belt exhibits sub

stantially weakened total eddy kinetic energies for most waves.

M'-period k2 for instance, amounts to 24.3 m2sec- 2 compared to

45.3 normally. Interestingly, n = 6,7,8 waves lose more energy to

zonal mean flows than normal indicating that the midlatitudes are

more baroclinically unstable than usual. This is undoubtedly

related to the very large local vertical wind shear over the North

American region, the Japan region possessing a much weakened upper

jet stream and vertical wind shear. In fact n = 6,7,8 (W-Z)n

exchange during M' nearly equals that of the M-periods when the

Japan-jet was above normal in intensity (see Fig. 57). Waves n = 1

and 2 receive more energy from other waves than during any other

period.

Subtropical belt waves n = 2-6 lose unusually large amounts of

energy to other short waves and n = 1 wave.
,

317
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Figure 76. 200 mb, M'-period, kn, (W-W)n' and (W-Z)n.

See Fig. 46 for details.
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In the tropical belt, long waves are particularly distinguishable

from other waves during the M'-period; n = 1 to 3 lose large amounts

of energy through nonlinear wave-wave interaction to all other waves

n = 4 and above. This may be related to the enhanced disturbance

and convective activity over southern hemispheric regions during

M'; specifically, over Central-South Africa, South Indian Ocean,

western South Pacific and South America.

As a concluding remark to this section, it must be mentioned

that the energetics for the periods discussed during the mid-winter

transition are best taken in a qualitative sense. The averaging

period being very small (5 days), energetic results are perhaps,

somewhat questionable. However, their compatibility with other

synoptic features and cloudiness lends them some credibility.

4.6.4. The mid-winter transition and stratospheric sudden warming;

an additional note

The simultaneity of the development of (a) upper-level b10cking

high over the Bering-Chukchi Seas and (b) stratospheric sudden

warming and the breakdown of the winter night circumpolar vortex,

during the mid-winter transition period is in accord with other

studies of the stratospheric sudden warming phenomenon. Craig and

Hering (1959), Julian (1961), and Tewe1es (1963) commented on the

presence of anticyclonic blocking conditions generally upstream from

the region of initial stratospheric warming. Finger and Tewe1es

(1964) and Labitzke (1965) pointed out that warmings commence above

a region of intense tropospheric cyclonic activity. Julian and

Labitzke (1965) showed that the onset of high latitude blocking and
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stratospheric warming coincided with the equatorward movement of

the zonal wind maximum. The above studies point to several charac

teristic features observed during the mid-winter transition period

discussed in this study. The following are elaborated:

(1) Beginning around day 40, largest positive stratospheric

temperature changes took place along about 130W po1ewards of about

40N, downstream of the upper tropospheric blocking-high that developed

around 65N, 175W. This is evident in Fig. 66. The 30 mb strato

spheric temperatures around 60N, 130W, were about -40oC on day

46 compared to -550C or so prior to day 40.

(2) Anomalous stratospheric warming occurred over an intense

cyclonic circulation downstream of the 300 mb blocking-high; see

Figs. 65 and 66.

(3) In Fig. 59, the maximum zonal winds shifted southwards

beginning around day 40 when stratospheric warming also began

(Fig. 72). Julian and Labitzke (1965) also observed such a zonal

wind shift at 500 mb around 35N-45N, during the sudden warming of

winter 1963. The southward shift of the zonal wind maximum belt

was largely due to the decrease in jet stream intensity over the

Japan area and the increase in westerly flows to the south of the

Himalayas.

(4) There is an excellent correspondence between Figs. 62 and

72; i.e., the rapid deceleration of the westerly jet around 110E

170E, 37.1N occurred simultaneously with stratospheric warming (and

the development of the blocking-high over the Bering-Chukchi Sea).

Westerlies near Japan reached a minimum nearly at the same time as
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that of maximum polar stratospheric temperatures. Fig. 62 also

confirms that the subtropical jet to the south of the Himalayas

(70E-130E, 24.2NO reached a max~mum at the same time. These marked

changes around the Himalayan region, perhaps imply that the mountain

range in question were in some way dynamically and/or thermodynamically

involved in the stratospheric sudden warming phenomenon. To

confirm this, other winters wherein stratospheric warming did not

occur should be analyzed.

(5) It was previously mentioned that the Bering Sea blocking

high as well as unusually warm local stratospheric temperatures

over an intense cyclonic circulation around 65N, 120W (downstream

of the blocking-high) were well established through the m'-period

(Fig. 65 and 66). After the m'-period they diminished in intensity

and the Bering Sea high disappeared after day 47 or so, while

stratospheric temperatures cooled over the west coast of North

America where anomalous warming prevailed during m'. Indeed, in

Fig. 72, 30 mb, 70N, stratospheric T showed a slight decrease around

day 48. Stratospheric temperatures continued to increase after day

48 to reach a maximum during the M'-period (day 50-54). The

following sequence of events were perhaps related to the continued

stratospheric warming; (a) after day 48, a blocking-type ridge

system developed over the west coast of North America, (b) down

stream of this ridge system, a deep cyclonic circulation developed

over the east coast of North America. They reached maximum inten

sities during the MI-period (see Fig. 68). The blocking-ridge

system over the west coast extended to polar latitudes along about
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l30E and is seen in Fig. 69 from the Berlin University charts for

300 mb for 22 January 1970. Also the upper tropospheric intense

cyclonic circulation center was located at about 60N, downstream

of the high cell. In Fig. 70, stratospheric temperatures were

anomalously warm, slightly to the east of the upper tropospheric

cyclonic center, with temperatures as high as -40oC. Again the

phase relationship of the blocking-high, the intense cyclonic

circulation downstream, and warmest local stratospheric temperatures

were nearly identical to that of the systems during the m'-period.

Miyakoda (1963) and Julian et al. (1965) found m~ximum tropo-

spheric and stratospheric omega (vertical motion) values coinciding

with the onset of tropospheric blocking and stratospheric warming.

They attributed these relationships to the increased vertical motions

of eddies, mainly a result of baroclinic activity. Murakami (1965)

claimed indirectly through energetic computations, and Matsuno (1971)

through his stratospheric model response, that sudden warming was

due to an injection of tropospheric energy to the lower stratosphere.

Interestingly, after the M'-period ( day 50-54), a blocking-high

redeveloped over the Bering Sea region, slightly to the west and

south of that during the m'-period. This blocking high was well

established on day 57 or so and persisted through the end of January

1970, when stratospheric temperatures were cooling and the circumpolar

vortex was in the process of re-establishing itself. A similar

sequence was observed by Labitzke (1965) and Julian (1965); i.e.,

blocking conditions continued after the abrupt warming interval

lasting into the period in which normal stratospheric temperature

gradients were re-established.
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From the above, it is clear that both the m'- and M'-periods

were within the mid-winter transition when global tropospheric

as well as stratospheric changes were taking place. The m'-period

characterized the beginning stages of the mid-winter transition/

stratospheric warming period (when blocking was dominant over the

Berring-Chukchi Sea), while the M'-period represented the climax

in stratospheric warming (when blocking was apparent over the

Alaska-Beaufort Sea region), after which restorative changes swung

the global circulation back toward a more normal course.

According to Matsuno's dynamical model, stratospheric sudden

warming was primarily induced by the injection of energy by

planetary tropospheric waves of wavenumber n = 1 and 2. n = 3

waves produced little temperature change in the stratosphere.

Reed (1963) claimed that these planetary scale disturbances

were almost always present in the winter Northern Hemisphere and

played a decisive role in causing sudden stratospheric warming;

their ultimate origin, according to him, should be looked for in

inhomogeneities of the earth's surface. Charney and Drazin (1961)

studied the theoretical propagation properties of planetary scale

disturbances from the lower into the upper atmosphere and con

cluded that (a) geostrophic disturbances can propagate vertically

only if the ambient air motion is westerly relative to the wave

phase speed and (b) above some maximum westerly wind speed, wave

propagation is inhibited.

All the above studies, specifically referred to planetary waves

of wavenumber n =1,2 as being responsible for stratospheric sudden
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warming shorter waves were presumably unable to propagate into

the stratosphere due to absorption.

The mid-winter transition period of 1970, from day 40 to about

55 or 60, was clearly associated with stratospheric sudden warming

from the correspondence of several circulation features with ether

stratospheric warming studies. The following are also noteworthy:

(1) Midlatitude transient eddy kinetic energy k*n of wave

number n = 1 was at maximum around day 50-56, increasing from below

normal values around day 43 or so. However, k*n being defined as
2 2n

[(UI_<U>I) + (VI_<V~) ] /2 , this really reflected the rapid

decrease in the westerly jet speed near the Japan area. In fact,

total eddy kinetic energy of the n = 1 wave was below normal

during the 50-54 day period as well as the 43-47 day period (see

Fig. 74 and 76).

(2) In contrast to the midlatitudes, wave n = 1 of the sub

tropical belt had extraordinarily large total eddy kinetic energy

values during both m'- and M'-periods. For instance, kl was 52.6

(71.6) m2 sec- 2 during m'(M ') compared to normal 38.4 m2 sec-2.

This was by and large due to the acceleration of westerly flows to

the south of the Himalayan region, which reached maximum speeds

around day 50-54, nearly concurring with the stratospheric warming

maximum. Subtropical eddy kinetic energy k*n of wave n = 1

increased sharply from about day 40 to a singular dominant, maximum

around day 52 or so, confirming that transient planetary-scale

n = 1 disturbances were unusually active during the mid-winter

transition period. One cannot claim that stratospheric warming was
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associated with an injection of tropospheric energy over subtropical

regions. However, the above re-asserts the association of the

Himalayan region circulation changes with sudden warming and the

breakdown of the winter night circumpolar jet.

(3) Wavenumber n = 2 total eddy kinetic energy was larger

than normal over the midlatitude belt during m', but smaller than

normal during M'. n = 2 midlatitude transient eddy kinetic energy

declined rather rapidly from about day 40 to reach well below

normal values around day 50. It appears, therefore, that mid

latitude planetary disturbances of wavenumber n = 2 were not

related to stratospheric warming in any comprehensible manner.

(4) Total n = 3 and n = 4 eddy kinetic energy do not possess

particularly large values in Figs. 74 and 76, over the midlatitude

region. However, midlatitude k3* was well above normal immediately

prior to both periods when the Bering Sea-Chukchi Sea blocking-

high as well as the Alaska-Beaufort Sea blocking-highs were develop

ing, while k4* showed a large maximum just prior to the M'-period

when the Alaska high was developing. It is, thus probable that

abnormally large k3* and k4* were related to the development of

(a) the intense blocking systems over the Bering Sea-west coast

regions and (b) the pronounced midlatitude-polar cyclonic systems

over the east coast of North America.

Most stratospheric warming studies have dealt with circulation

changes in northern-polar latitudes. Here, it is shown that rather

dramatic circulation changes also took place at lower latitudes

(south of 48N) indicating that the global circulation and midlatitude
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subtropical circulation changes, particularly around the Himalayan

and North American region, occurred simultaneously with strato

spheric sudden warming.

The above findings are presented as points of interest and are

not intended to be the conclusive work on stratospheric sudden

warming. However, what emerges from it all is that the mid-winter

transition period was clearly characterized by circulation changes

ranging from the global to the regional scale, and covering both

troposphere and stratosphere. The onset of this period (and strato

spheric warming) was described by the m'-period. During this

mid-winter circulation phase, circulation systems appear to interact;

laterally, within and between hemispheres and vertically, between

the lower and upper atmosphere.

4.7 Summary and conclusions

The large scale winter circulation fluctuations, characterized

by nearly synchronous changes in the eddy kinetic energies of the

midlatitude, subtropical and tropical belts, displayed active

meridional coupling within and between hemispheres. These

fluctuations were accompanied by coherent and substantial changes

in the weather and regional-scale circulations over some preferred

local areas of pronounced disturbance activity such as the winter

monsoon area.

The character of winter planetary and small-scale disturbances

over differring latitudinal regimes were ascertained by an inspection

of their respective u- and v-component kinetic energies in the wave

number domain. Standing and transient long waves over the midlatitudes
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were dominated by u-component contributions to their eddy kinetic

energies, largely due to the intense upper tropospheric jet stream

westerlies there. Local vertical wind shear over the Japan area

was extremely strong, and subtropical-midlatitude transient eddy

kinetic energy was very large amongst baroclinically unstable short

waves. As in summer, steady tropical long waves possessed a Kelvin

type structure. Most of the steady eddy kinetic energy over the

tropics was confined to long waves while transient eddy kinetic

energy was distributed somewhat evenly amongst all waves with a

weak maximum around waves of n = 3,4. Transient tropical long

waves possessed dominantly u'*-kinetic energies and showed Kelvin

type as well as free barotropic Rossby or Laplace-tidal planetary

waves of the second class-type phase propagation at different times.

Transient tropical short waves exhibited a Rossby-type character

with large v-component kinetic energy contributions.

Total eddy kinetic energy changes over the midlatitudes

possessed a dominant ~20 day period fluctuation. Nearly synchronous

k changes over subtropical and tropical latitudes permitted a

composite classification of the global circulation into periods of

eddy kinetic energy maxima (M-period) and eddy kinetic energy minima

(m). The two circulation phases displayed significantly different

synoptic and energetic characteristics. In association, the

weather and disturbance activity over the winter monsoon region

also possessed marked differences. To reiterate, the salient

circulation features that were most affected in the cycle from M

to m-periods included at 200 mb; (1) the jet stream westerlies near
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Japan and (2) the upper tropospheric troughs over the subtropical

tropical central North and South Pacific, amongst others; and at

700 mb; (1) the intensity of cold air outbreaks from the Siberian

High, associated disturbances lines, and convective activity over

tile Japan-South China Sea-western North Pacific region, (2) dis

turbance activity around the South Indian Ocean and North Australian

region where the southern summer was in progress. Accompanying the

changes in the jet stream over the Japan area, local baroclinic

instability there was pronounced during Mwhen the jet was stronger.

Similarly, the trough over the central North Pacific was well

defined and deeper during M, while the converse was true of periods

of eddy kinetic energy minima. Transient eddy kinetic disturbances

provided valuable information on meridional coupling, interhemispheric

interaction and local barotropic instability in and around the

relatively large k* channel over the central equatorial Pacific

extending polewards to the midlatitudes of both hemispheres. All

three processes or mechanisms appeared to show enhancement during

M-periods, while they were more below normal during m. Coupling

within and between hemispheres appeared to be associated positively

with the intensities of upper equatorial westerlies. The local

Hadley cell over the winter monsoon area also exhibited changes in

intensity and location from Mto m, accompanying changes in cold air

outbreaks, NE trades, cloudiness and transient disturbance activity.

Disturbances over the South China Sea region as well as those in

the southern hemispheric near-equatorial trough region over the

South Indian Ocean were strongly influenced by the large-scale
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circulation fluctuations.

Around mid-winter, the global circulation went through a mid

winter transition, beginning around day 40 and culminating around

day 50-54 when the westerly jet over Japan decelerated to abnormally

low speeds. Nearly simultaneously, significant circulation

anomalies were noted elsewhere; such as, blocking highs upstream

of pronounced cyclonic circulations in the upper troposphere.

These changes were accompanied by sudden warming of the winter

stratosphere which also began around day 40, with stratospheric

temperatures reaching maximum values around day 50-54. Locally

warmest stratospheric temperatures were observed above the regions

of pronounced cyclonic activity over North America. Two periods

designated as ml which characterized the beginning stages of this

mid-winter transition/stratospheric sudden warming period, and M'

which characterized its climax were examined synoptically and

energetically in detail. Fascinatingly, cloudiness, weather and

disturbance activity over the winter monsoon area showed marked

changes between the two periods as the global circulation transited

through this mid-winter phase.

The mid-winter transition also marked somewhat more permanent

circulation changes that persisted for the rest of winter 1970;

namely, (1) the 200 mb westerlies to the south of the Himalayas

remained stronger in later winter as compared to early, (2) cold

air outbreaks and South China Sea disturbances diminished in late

winter while disturbance in and around the low-level near-equatorial

southern hemispheric trough over the South Indian Ocean were en

hanced, (3) more frequent and deeper troughs extended from the
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North Indian region into equatorial latitudes to accelerate the

westerly flows to the north of the ~outhern near-equatorial trough.

In addition it appeared that the Himalayan mountain range

indirectly influenced the global circulation during both, strato

spheric sudden warming, and the phase changes between periods of

total eddy kinetic energy maxima (M) and minima (m). The precise

nature of its mechanical and thermodynamic role is not known with

certainty.

Overall, winter circulation fluctuations are extremely complex,

encompass all latitudinal regimes, involve both hemispheres inter

actively and indeed even the stratosphere and probably beyond. The

present status of our knowledge of winter circulation fluctuations

may be comparable to the tip of un iceberg.
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CHAPTER 5

Concluding Remarks

Summer and winter mean synoptic and energetic features demarked

areas of preferred disturbance activity, meridional coupling and

interhemispheric interaction amongst others. The analysis of periods

of eddy kinetic energy maxima (M) and minima (m) illustrated that the

large-scale circulation apparently cycled through these two phases

with different structural states that possessed characteristic

regional weather and transient disturbance distribution, especially

over areas under the influence of monsoon circulation systems. During

mid-season, rather drastic, though systematic, transitions occurred

in both summer and winter with coherent and widespread changes taking

place over an extensive tropospheric region encompassing both hemi

spheres and indeed even the stratosphere and possibly beyond (in

winter). Generally, regional scale circulation fluctuations were

intricately meshed-in with the variations in the synoptic and larger

scale circulations, pointing to the crucial importance of monitoring

the latter even when specifically attempting to study and observe the

former. Circulation changes in and around the monsoon areas and the

Himalayan mountains, appeared to play an important role in the global

circulation fluctuations. The precise mechanical, dynamic and thermal

role of the Himalayas remains speculative. Numerical simulations of

the effect of the Himalayas remain inadequate; refer to Hahn and

Manabe's (1975) GFDL experiment and Sadler and Ramage1s (1976) rebuttal.

The future calls for much work to be done to enhance our under

standing of the dynamics of disturbances and their interaction with
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the large-scale. Specifically there exists a dire need for improved

low-level 850 mb and surface data, in order to investigate the

energetic, thermal and dynamic structure of transient disturbances

which develop and shed torrential rain over the monsoon areas. It is

essential that the boundary layer fluxes of energy, momentum, sensible

heat and moisture be accurately measured before this goal can be

accomplished. It is common knowledge that during both winter and

summer as well as the transition seasons of spring and autumn,

significant interactions occur at low levels, both within and between

regions, and at the air-sea interface. Air-sea interaction, in

particular, has neither been monitored nor studied in sufficient

depth. Much also remains to be learnt about vertical coupling and

transport processes. Some of the above may be feasible on the com

pletion of the forthcoming summer and winter monsoon experiments.

In the Introduction (Chapter 1), one of the basic underlying

aspirations in meteorology was stated as being "with the availability

of increasingly better data, in terms of four dimensional resolution

and global coverage, a coherent, tangible, theoretically describable

picture would emerge, to drastically improve our understanding of

circulation fluctuations and, most importantly, climate and weather

prognosis". Also stated was that this study may enable a better

assessment of the degree of simplicity or complexity with which

regional-scale changes are meshed-in with changes in the large-scale

global circulation. Today we have better data than ever. The fact

that NMC used the data for input into their operational prognostic

models attest that we are dealing with "state of the art" data;

i.e., at least on a global basis NMC data probably represents one of
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the best current technology can produce, operationally. I do not

claim that it is the best possible. In Chapters 3 and 4, recurrent

as well as abnormal large-scale circulation fluctuations were identified,

isolated and examined synoptically and energetically, while associated

regional-scale circulation, disturbance activity and weather were also

detailed. The two were found to be intimately related and together

form an integral part of atmospheric circulation changes that occupy

the entire spectrum of space- and time-scales. However, they were

related in a rather complex manner. Here, the synoptic and energetic

structure of rather well established large-scale circulation states,

with associated regional-scale circulation, distributions of distur

bance activity, and weather, etc., are described. Analogously, the

structural characteristics of the abnormal periods are discussed.

Even though information is presented (when it was possible) on the

sequence of events which preceded some of these 'established ' states,

the exact synoptic, dynamic and energetic processes which took place

during the transition from one phase to another or those preceding

the abnormal states, remain, by and large, unknown, or at best

tentative. This admittedly weakens the potential applicability of

this study to the socially germain question of weather prognosis.

Of course, one has to understand the tangible before the intangible;

at least we have a better chance of tackling recognizable and measure

able entities rather than those embedded in superficial quiescence.

Perhaps, there will always remain that pivotal question as to what

primitive impetus precipitated any particular sequence of events.

This mayor may not ever be answered.

The above could be generalized to most other studies as well;
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i.e., from the distant past to the present, studies of transient

disturbances ranging from the meso-scale to the synoptic and global

scale, have principally focused their attention on attempting to

suitably describe the structural, energetic and thermodynamic proper

ties of their (disturbances) relatively mature, established states.

Little is known about their formative stages. Barotropic, baroclinic

and other instability mechanisms such as CISK, meridional coupling

and the injection of energy of remote origins, have been invoked time

and again as being the driving mechanisms behind disturbance develop

ment. But are they? These processes are of undubitable importance

in either the further development or maintenance of transient distur

bances. But little is known of their principal triggering mechanisms.

Perhaps they are of a turbulent nature (Ramage, 1976). Random,

inhomogeneous, anisotropic turbulence on all time and space scales

probably exists every where but in the theoretical description of

atmospheric processes. Being, perhaps, insurmountably difficult to

measure, quantify or theorize upon, it remains in realms approaching

metaphysics. Perchance, herein lies the key to the ultimate though

obviously illusive grasp of disturbance excitation? However, it is

also conceivable that turbulent bursts continually bombard the

quiescent atmosphere circulation with absolutely no manifestation of

disturbances of any sort until environmental conditions, changing on

measurable time and space scales, become dynamically favorable to

disturbance development. In other words, even though turbulent

pulses may be the ultimate instigators, if they are in random existence

all the time, they may not determine what causes a particular pertur

bation to grow. Thus, the growth criterion may still be within the
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scope of currently believed scientific paradigms, and the so-called

scientific method, if indeed there is one applicable to such a natural

system as the atmosphere. Recently, the randomness of turbulence has

been questioned (Mollo-Christensen, 1973; Ramage, 1976) and so the

picture gets much more complicated. Disturbances fortunately or not

so fortunately are systems of prime importance--constructively through

providing water for life-supporting consumption in the biosphere, and

destructively via flooding and wind damage. They continue to evade

scientists, forecasters, and also astrologers and soothsayers and

migrate along their Karmic paths, successfully producing all the

unpredictable weather in the world. Today, the mainstream of scien

tific endeavor leans heavily on the premise that a better comprehension

of circulation dynamics, even if the unknown and imponderable turbulent

bursts are integrated over, would lead to an enlightenment of the

development mechanisms, intensification and decay of transient distur

bances. Perhaps, so! Perhaps, not!
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